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Abstract

A new tectonic model of the Appalachian orogen indicates that one, not two or
. more, terrane boundaries is present in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge of the central and-
- southern Appalachians, This terrane boundary is the Taconic suture,it has been trans-

ported in the allochthonous Blue Ridge / Piedmont crystalline thrust nappe, and it is-
repeated at the surface by faulting and folding associated with later Paleozoic orogenies.

'

The suture passes through the lower crust and lithosphere somewhere east of Richmond.
It is spatially associated with seismicity in the central Virginia seismic zone, but is not
conformable with earthquake focal planes and appears to have little causal relation to

1

their localization.
'

A velocity and Q study in central Virginia implies that the gross mineralogy at
depth in the upper crust is free of hydrous phases.

Subsurface structure iu the central Virginia seismic zone differs in several ways
,

from that along strike in the aseismic Roanoke River traverse. The metamorphic Blue
Ridge / Piedmont plate probably overlies carbonates and clastics in both areas, but the
metamorphic plate is 9 km thick in the central Virginia seismic zone but only 3 km thick
in the Roanoke River traverse. As estimated by the amount of rollover (westward slump-
ing during the Mesozoic), the central Virginia seismic zone may be more pervasively
broken by distributed high angle normal faults than is the Roanoke River area. This
implies greater access to deep upper crustal crystalline rocks by groundwater. Deeper

_ penetration by groundwater may reduce the yield point of rock under stress and shonen
the period of seismicity. This implies that the central Virginia seismic zone is localind
by groundwater access. A corollary may be that the aseismic areas have very long period
(>500 to 5000 ? years) seismicity and earthquakes of greater magnitude.

Focal mechanism planes of Munsey and Bollinger (1985) have attitudes of,1)
NW to NNW strike and steep NE or SW dips, or 2) ENE to NE strike and steep NW or
SE dips. These planes are all at rather high angles to Paleozoic structure and would seem
unrelated to it. The NNW set is somewhat concordant with the strike of Mesozoic dikes
in the area but not with their dip.

Focal plane solutions in the Appalachians commonly give both northwesterly and
northeasterly striking p-axes. Because it is unlikely that the same rock volume could -
transmit two distinct p-axes, one or both of them may be wrong.

Single sei:mic event p axes are dependent only on the orientations of the ocalr

planes which may be strongly influenced by crustal anisotropies (McKenzie,190i). The
focal planes and slip axes are the more likely to be real. Preliminary attempts to fit a
single regional p axis to all of the planes of Munsey and llollinger (1985) gives an appar-
ently good fit for a 'N55*E trending p-axis. This is approximately parallel with the domi-
nant NE regional p-axis west of the Appalachians.

The best fit focal planes are oriented generally ENE, dip NW and SE steeply and
are not concordant with any geologic structure in the area;

,
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.Part A:- A new tectonic model for the central and southern Appalachlans. o

By Lynn Glover,111

Preface

Current tectonic models lack agreement on the number and locations of continental
sutures in the Appalachians. These first order structural features have been thought to
exert some control on the seismicity of the region. Therefore it seems prudent to deter-
mine where these lithospheric-plate-bounding zones are when searching for the cause of >

localization of eastern seismicity.
The tectonic model for the Appalachians presented herein differs from existing

models in four important respects; l) there is a large uplift of 1Ga Grenville basement m
the eastem Piedmont of VA. 2) Only one suture (Taconic)is recognized in the exposed
Appalachians, and that separates the Carolina (Avalon) magmatic terrm < ' n the.

Laurentian passive margin. 3) The Chopawamsic/ James Run volcanic be. is recognized
~

as a part of Carolinia/Avalonia, and is not a different island arc 4) The eastern margin
-of Laurentia (and its upper bounding surface, the Taconic suture) cxtends in the subsur-
face below the coastal plain at least 50 kilometers east of Richmond

Introduction .

Bird and Dewey (1970) produced the first co'mprehensive modern tectonic model
that included the central and southern Appalachians, it was essentially an extrapolation
of northern Appalachian and Newfoundland data into the southeast. Ilowever, a model
based primarily on northern Appalachian geology didn't seem to fit the central and
southem Appalachians and,in 1972 Robert D.1latcher, Jr., attempted the first compre- _

hensive tectonic model for the southern Appalachians. IIis model proposed that the
- eastern Piedmont volcanics, (Charlotte, Carolina slate, Raleigh, and eastern slate belts,
Figure 1) represented a late Precambrian to Early Ordovician island are on the eastern
edge of Laurentia. -Westward subduction of oceanic crust was presumed to have gener-

[ ated an Andeanitype orogeny during the Middle Ordovician Silurian. Mid-Late Devo-
nian to Permian collision with Africa resulted from continued westward subduction and
produced the Acadian 2nd Alleghanian orogenies.

- Odom and Fullagar (1973) and Rankin (1975) suggested models in which the Brevard
a.e along the eastern Blue Ridge was a suture

Rodgers (1972) suggested that the Carolina slate bell rocks were part of Avalonia and.
probably developed as an island are on oceanic crust far from Laurentia. During the
Taconic they were thought to have collided with Laurentia.

Glover and Sinha (1973) noted that the Carolina slate belt had affinities with mag-
matic arcs on continental crust.1lowever, they also noted that because volcanic detritus
is absent in the early Paleozoic shelf rocks of Laurentia,it is unlikely that the partly

. coeval Carolina slate belt volcanics were deposited on or adjacent to the 'Laurentian
continent. From this they concluded that the western edge of the Kings Mountain / Char-

,

1
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- lotte/ Carolina slate belt magmatic are at its jimeture with the Inner Piedmont was prob-
ably the locus of the suture which resulted from eastward subduction and collision (Fig.

. ures 1,2). This collision may have < losed a back are basin or a major ocean basin in the
Middle and Late Ordovician.

Hatcher (1978) revised his earlier model, increasing the number of sutures from one
to threec The basements of the Inner Piedmont and Charlotte / slate belts (Figure 1) were
presumed to be continental fragments rifted from Laurentia between 800 and 700 Ma.

- Westward subduction draped the outer fragment with Charlotte / slate belt volcanics from
about 700 to ca 450 Ma, Simultaneously the oceanic basins between the Laurentian
continent!!nner Piedmont fragment and between the Inner Piedmont and Charlotte belt /
slate belt fragments were closing, culminating in the Taconic orogeny during Middle / Late .
Ordovician, Continued westward subduction of oceanic crust beneath the Charlotte / slate

belt closed the lapetan Ocean until continental collision with Africa took place in the
~

Acadian/Alleghanian orogenies during the Latc Paleozoic.

Ilatcher and Odom (1980) modified the 1978 model to include: Taconic collision
between the Piedmont fragment and the North American craton; Acadian collision
between Avalonia and the Piedmont-North American block; and Alleghanian collision

~

j

between Avaloma and Africa.
The suspect terrane concept, fonnalized in the western North American Cordillera

(Coney and others,1980), sparked ' he beginning of a new tangent in the development of-t

Appalachian tectonic models. -In 1982 Williams and Hatcher published a paper on the
accretionary history of the Appalachians, This paper essentially cast the llatcher 1978
model, for the central and southern Appalachians, in the new tenninology, but added
several new terranes thought to possibly be bounded by suture zones. Currently, at least
three papers (Rankin and others,1989; Horton and others,1989_; Keppie and Dallmeyer,-
1989) divide the cenual and southern Appalachians into 10's of terranes, each considered
by their authors to be bounded by possible sutures!

Glover and others (1983), reporting on the ages of ductile deformation and metamor- _

phism in the central and southern Appalachians, concluded that the only suture in the
: Piedmont and_ Blue Ridge of the central and southern Appalachians is the Taconic suture.
This suture is found along the western boundary of the Kings Mountain belt in North
Carolina and extends into Virginia along the western boundary of the Charlotte belt and
Chopa',cmsic volcanics (Figures 1,2). Other sutures, of Acadian and/or Alleghanian
ages must lie under the Atlantic Coastal Plain or offshore !n baseinent rocks (Figure 2).

Hatcher (1987) further revised the Hatcher and Odom (1980) model to include the
Penobscottian orogeny (Early Cambrian to Early Ordovician) as an early stage in the
collision of the " Piedmont are" with the North American craton..

Largely because of the mafic-ultramafic association in the eastern Blue Ridge, there
. has been an overwhelming inclination to view at least part of the post Grenville sequence
as collisional ophiolitic melange, thus creating a terrane boundary (suture) or Precam,
brian to Ordovician age (Hatcher and others,1984; Abbott and Raymond,1984; Conley,
11985; Hatcher,1989; Rankin in Rankin and others,1989; Horton and others,1989,
Stanley and Rat'cliffe,1985),

Glover (1989) presen; a new model, from which this paper is extracted, showing
that the Taconic suture is tne only suture in the exposed central and southern Appala-

3
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chians.

Regional Tectonics

lilue Ridge Grenville liasement. Felsic and intenuediate gneisses of the Grenville
province comprise the oldest rocks found in the central and southern Appalachians.
These billion-year-old rocks, the basement upon which the Laurentian pan of the Appala-
chian orogenic system was assembled, crop out along the axis of the Blue Ridge in
Virginia (Sinha and Bartholomew,1984) and reappear in the eastern Piedmont where

- they are known as the Goochland " terrane" (Glover and others,1978; Farrar,1984).
Although it is well established that the Grenville lies with profound unconfonnity
(Nelson,1932) below Late Precambrian conglomeratic sandstones (rift facies of Wehr
and Glover,1985) that comprise the oldest strata of the Appalachian system, these base.
ment rocks remain the least understood of all geologie units exposed within the Appala-
chians The recent state of Appalachian Grenville knowledge was summarized in a
symposium volume (Bartholomew, editor,1984).

In the central Virginia Blue Ridge the Rocktish Valley fault divides the Grenville
basement into two massifs of contrasting lithology (Bartholomew,1977; Bartholomew
and others,1981): the Pedlar massif west of the fault and the Lovingston massif east of
the fault. The Pedlar contains granulite facies, massive pyroxene granofels and layered
gneisses with a slight overprint of low grade metamorphic minerals. The Lovingston
appears to represent a similar suite of rocks with a more intense greenschist metamorphic
and deformational overprint of Paleozoic age. Bartholomew and others (1981), and
Sinha and Bartholomew (1984) consider the Lovingston and Pedlar to represent massifs
metamorphosed during the Precambrian at shallower, and deeper P-T conditions respec-
tively, and to have been juxtaposed at their present structural levels during Paleozoic
orogenesis; Evans (1984) made the interpretation that both massifs were originally at
granulite facies during the Precambrian, and that the Lovingston massif was retrograded,
largely to greenschist facies, during the Paleozoic.

Pettingill and others (1984) report Rb/Sr whole rock ages of orthogneisses ranging
from about 1009 to 1021 Ma. Sinha and Bartholomew (1984) give zircon U/Pb ages for
the Grenville orthogneisses in central Virginia ranging from 1130 to 1070 Ma. Detrital -
zircons suggest an older sediment source of 1870 Ma. The final metamorphism may
have culminated at about 920 Ma.

Goochland Nappes of the Eastern Piedmont. These Grenville massifs (Figures 1,
Plate 1), internal to the Appalachian orogen, comprise a sequence of units including from
lower (older?) to higher (younger?) respectively the State Fann Gneiss, Sabot Amphibo-
lite and Maidens Gneiss. The State Farm and possibly the Sabot were intruded by the
Montpelier Anorthosite, which is similar to the Roseland Anorthosite that intruded the -
Blue Ridge Grenville basement just south of the latitude of this traverse (Plate 1).

'
The Goochland has been determined to be fault bounded along all ofits contacts

except where covered by early Mesozoic and younger sediments.
State Farm Gneiss (Brown,1937; Goodwin,1970, Poland,1976; Reilly,1980;

,

5
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Farrar,1984). The dominant rock type is a medium- to coarse-grained biotite-allanite
monzogranite locally containing hornblende. At the type locality, a quarry on the State
Farm, less defonned phases show relict plutonic textures and enclaves of more mafic
rocks Less defomied parts of the formation are massive, more defonned parts are
layered. The monzogranite appears to locally grade into gamet-hornblende granodioritie
to tonalitic gneiss. A relatively high titanium content in the State Fann is suggested by
abundant clusters of titanite grains (Poland,1976, Farrar,1984). A.E. Gates, S.S. Farrar
and LG, Patterson (personal communication,1985) report a mappable, tabular ur.it of
pelitic gamet biotite gneiss within the State Fann in the llanover Academy and Montpe-
lier quadrangles north of the James River. The State Farm appears to contain both
metaigneous and metasedimentary protoliths.

Sabot Amphibolitet ( Goodwin,1970; Poland,1976; Reilly,1980; Farrar,1984). The |
Sabot is dominantly a medium- to coarse grained homblende (locally with diopside j
cores) - plagioclase - quartz amphibolite with volumetrically minor, but abundant, thin
interlayers of quartz - biotite - plagioclase and quartz - plagioclase. The amphibolite is a
widely distributed tabular body that conspicuously outlines several domes in the
Goochland massif along the eastern Piedmont in this part of Virginia (Plate 1).

'

A.E. Gates, S.S. Fanar and J.G. Patterson (personal communication,1985) mapped a
low-angle regional discordance between the base of the Sabot and the compositional
layering in the underlying State Farm Gneiss, The origin of this discordance is unknown,
however,it may be a fault or an angular unconfonnity. The upper contact of the Sabot i

seems to be everywhere confonnable with overlying tabular units of gneiss and schist in 4

the Maidens Gneiss. Most authors have suggested that its protolith may have been mafic
-volcanics of lava or pyroclastic origin.

Maidens Gneiss (Poland,1976; Farrar,1984). This is an heterogeneous formation
that structurally confonnably overlies the Sabot (Plate 1). Its upper contact is unknown

'..
due to structural truncation or erosion. The dominant layered lithologies include garnet-
biotite-quartz-plagioclase gneiss, biotite - quartz - plagioclase - K - feldspar augen gneiss,

; garnet - biotite - kyanite - K - feldspar - muscovite - plagioclase - quartz gneiss, biotite
!' granitic gneiss, and lesser amounts of hornblende - diopside - plagioclase gneiss, seapo-

.
. lite - diopside - hornblende - K - feldspar - quartz - garnet gneiss and numerous thin cale -
silicate layers. Poland (1976) concluded from a study of modal mineralogy, and the
characteristics of zircon populations in the Maidens that it appeared to be a stratified,

volcanic and sedimentary formation. The Maidens is more feldspathic than either the;

[ Wissahickon or Lynchburg fonnations with whic) it has been compared (Poland,1976;
Reilly,1980), and does not, compositional!y or in facies succession, resemble other post-
Grenville formations in the region (Glover and others,1978). It does, however, bear
some resemblance to the veined gneiss phase of the Grenville Baltimore gneiss.

Montpelier Arwrthosite; (Clement and Bice,1982; Bice and Clement,1982). The
. Montpelier Anorthosite occurs along the northern edge of the State Fann dome about 16 -
km north of the James River where it intrudes the State Farm and may intrude the Sabot
(Plate 1). The inner core of the anorthosite is coarse-grained rock composed of
antiperthitic plagioclase, quartz, apatite, ilmenite, titanite, rutile and clinopyroxene
partially altered to biotite and amphibole (A.E. Gates, S.S. Farrar and LG. Patterson.
personal communication,1986). The outer zone is a foliated and lineated medium

6
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coarse-grained, recrystallized anorthosite consisting of plagioclase-microcline - quanz - J

- ilmenite - titanite - rutile and clinopyroxene panially altered to biotite and amphibole -
- (A.E. Gates, S.S. Fanar and J.G. Patterson, personal communication,1986).

Metamorphism. The Goochland massif was metamorphosed to granulite facies --

.
(Fanar,'1984) at about 1 Ga (Glover and others,1978) and then retrograded during
Paleozoic metamorphic events to amphibolite facies, Relict core volumes of all fonna-
tions in the massif still contain granulite assemblages in less than 10% of outcrops ob-
served._ Granulite facies assemblages include: 1) orthopyroxene + clinopyroxene +

- plagioclase,2) orthopyroxene + prner + plagioclase,3) clinopyroxene + gamet + plagio. -

clase. All include rudle and/or ilmenite, and all are i quartz, K-feldspar, hornblende, and
biotite. Pelitic assemblages may have K feldspar + sillimanite + quartzi garnet i pla-
gioclase. K-feldspar is penhitic onhoclase and may be the most common mineral.

According to Farrar (1984), the granulite assemblages in the Goochland are typical of
assemblages forming in the range of 7.5 - 9 kb and 750 .- 8001C.

-During Paleozoic metamorphic events K feldspar + sillimanite were hydrated to
muscovite _+ quartz + kyanite or staurolite.

The granodiorite gneiss at the State Farm quarry is composed of quanz (33%) +
_ plagioclase (36%) + mesoperthite/microcline (13%)+ biotite (13%) + garnet (4%) +.

hornblende (3%) + clinopyroxene (1%) + traces of chlorite, titanite, magnetite, and
_

zircon. The pyroxene has been replaced almost completely by coronas of hornblende
around clusters of homblende + quartzi biotite i garnet (Farrar,1984).

"

Progressive dehydration of clinopyroxene + gamet granulite fonned the present
hornblende + plagioclase (Sabot) amphibolite wi'h minor relict clinopyroxene (Farrar,
1984). -

The Maidens appears to have typically fonned from dehydration of K-feldspar-
bearing granulites to produce gneiss with relict K-feldspar augen in a groundmass of'

plagioclase + biotite + quartzi garnet i hornblerHe. A more complete list of mineral
- assemblages in the Goochland massif may be found in Farrar (1984).

.

An Alleghanian amphibolite facies metamorphic event is indicated by #Ar/39Ar on-
- hornblende and biotite in the State Fann Gneiss in which cooling ages of 280-260 m.y.
were obtained (Durant, and others,1980; Farrar,1984). Glover and others (1983) noted
from regional censiderations of metamorphic ages that the entire Piedmont experienced

'

Ordovician (Taconic) metamorphism and probably much of it underwent "Acadian", ca.
360 Ma , metamorphism also. Thus the Alleghanian age of metamorphism may be only
the last of several metamorphisms that affected the Goochland massif.

The age of the State Farm Gneiss at the State Farm quarry is 1031 i 94 Ma by Rb/Sr
whole rock analysis (Glover and others 1978,1982), and "about 1 Ga" by zircon U/Pbc
(A.K. Sinha, personal communication,1988).

The Goochland is considered to be part of the 1 Ga pre 42urentian Grenville se-
__quence because:

1) the entire Goochland has a similar metamorphic history including an early granu-
- lite facies event not recognized in adjacent terranes (Farrar,1984):

2) the Goochland rocks bear a close similarity to the Grenville of the fliue Ridge,

7
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especially in the apparently high titanium content of the State Fami,in the presence of-
anorthosite in both massifs, and in the granulite facies of metamorphism;

!
3) the rocks of the Goochland do not bear a resemblance, in lithofacies or facies |

succession, to other sequences in the region such as the Lynchburg or Wissahickon i

fonnations with which they have been compared;

4) Ordovician, Taconic, granulite facies rocks of the Wilmington Complex of Dela-
ware and Pennsylvania, about 200 km to the north, are metamoiphosed Cambrian ,

volcanics unlike the Goochland raks (Farrar,1984). Cambrian volcanics above and
'

below the Goochland nappes ( Plate 1) are at low metamorphic grade, and

5) surface geology and crustal structure along the 1-64 vibroseis line through the -
Goochland terrane is consistent with the Goochland being a nappe complex of the
Laurentian Grenville basement emplaced durh:g a dextral transpressional event in the late -

Paleozoic Alleghanian orogeny.

Late Precambrian / Cambrian Rifting and the Cambrian Rift to-Drift Transition

'

Crossnore Volcanic Plutonic Suite. Following the peak of Grenville metamor-
phism,'at about 920 Ma, uplift and erosion deeply dissected the orogen over a period of
about 230 m,y. During this time the Grenville was denuded to a depth of about 25 km
(Herz,1984), exposing granulite facies rocks.

At about 690 i 10 m.y ago (Odom and Fullagar,-1984, Rb/Sr ages from samples in
the Mount Rogers - Grandfath .r Mountain area of North Carolina and southem Virginia)
continental rifting began coevally with emplacement of the fluorite and sodic amphibole -: .

bearing, peralkaline Crossnore plutonic-volcanic suite (Rankin,1976). Non-marine and
marine volcanic rocks and arkosic sandstones accumulated in rift graben, The youngest
age (Rb/Sr whole-rock) of Crossnore plutonism in that area is 646-t 9 m.y. for the

c -. Crossnore Granite itself. Odom and Fullagar found that earlier zircon U/Pb ages (Rankin -
and others,1969) gave falsely older ages (820 Ma) because of contamination from old
Grenville gneisses which they assimilated.

Several members of the Crossnore suite occurin the Blue Ridge of central and north-
E ern Virginia (Plate 1):

1) One of these, the fluorite - bearing Mobley Mountain Granite near Roseland,-
about 40 km south of Charlottesville, gives a Rb/Sr whole-rock age of 652122 m.y.
(Herz and Force,1984)

2) Another, the. Rockfish River pluton, located about 30 km south of Charlottesvule,
' has yielded ages of 646 55 m.y.(Mose and Nagel,1984), and 630 Ma,(Mose and Kline,
1986)

.

3) A third, questionably the Robertson River granite, gave an age of ca. 650 Ma on

| 8
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zircon WPb/NPb analysis by T. Stern (reported in, Rankin,1976). According to Lukert
a_nd Banks (1984), Stern's analysis was done on a riebeckite granite that intmdes the
main body of the Robertson River pluton, which lies about 100 km north of

_ |
Charlottesville. Lukert and Banks determined an age of 732 i 5 m.y fmm a zircon U/Ph
concordia interrept for the main body of the Robertson River The zircon samples of'
Lukert and Banks did not appear to contain inherited older cores. Mose and Nagel (1984)
determined a Rb/Sr whole-rock' age of 646 i 55 m.y. from samples spread over most of
the length of the Robertson River, excluding the area of the Stern riebeckite granite.
Subsequently they reported a refined Rb/Sr whole-rock age of about 650 Ma (Mose and i

Kline,1986). Themfore, U/Pb and Rb/Sr ages are in disagreement by about 80 m.y.
'Until a more detailed zircon analysis of the Robertson River suite is undertaken to look
more specifically for older inherited components, the Rb/Sr data seems more attractive,
it is also wonh remembering that Rb/Sr ages of deeply emplaced and slowly cooled
plutons are commonly as much as 25 m.y. younger than the emplacement age because of
late closure of the isotopic system. Thus, the youngest Crossnore granitoid plutons in the
region of our travene are thought to be about 650 Ma.

Although the Catoctin and all post 650 Ma igneous rocks were originally included in
the Crossnore volcanic-plutonic suite by Rankin (1976),it now seems that an older

; granite and rhyolite - bearing suite of rocks lies unconformably below the Lynchburg and
its southern equivalent the Ashe Formation. This granite-bearing suite is about 690 650
Ma and it may be best to confine usage of the tenn Crossnore to these older rocks. - A -
similar argument has also been made by Badger and Sinha (1988).

Erosion has removed volcanic rocks associated with the Crossnore volcanic-plutonie
. suite over much of the Virginia Blue Ridge, and now cobbles of the Robertson River may
be found in the basal conglomerates of the overlying Mechums River and Fauquier
(Lynchburg) Formations (Lukert and Banks,1984). _This provides an older age limit of
about 650 Ma for the Lynchburg Group..

Lynchburg Group. The Lynchburg Formation was named by Jonas (1927) for
.

exposures along the James River near Lynchburg, Virginia. This sequence of rift-relt.ted;
clastic rocks, basaltic volcanic rocks and shallowly emplaced ultramafic dikes and sills,
crops out along the east flank of the Blue Ridge anticlinorium in Virginia (Figures 2,
Plate 1). fit non conformably overlies Grenville basement or, locally, rocks of the
Crossnore Volcanic - Plutonic suite.1The Lynchburg has been recently subdivided into
five formations by Wehr (1985)in the Culpeper-Charlottesville region (Figure 3). In the-
Culpeper area the Group comprises a terrestrial, alluvial outwash deposit (Bunker Hill
Fm.) at its base. The overlying formations, Monumental Mills, Thorofare Mountain, Ball
.N1ountain, and Charlottesville include a deep water retrogradational fan sequence (Wehr,
1983). Details of the Bunker Hill, Monumental Mills and Thorofare Mountain Fomia-
tions are briefly characterized here.

Bunker Hil/ Formation This formation consists of 0-1000 m of poorly sorted, mes
dium-grained to granule feldspathic arenite with minor siltstone and mudstone. It is
absent in the Rockfish River area south of Charlottesville. Facies analysis indicates

,

| deposition as a braided outwash plain adjacent to glaciated highlands composed larply

9 <
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Figure 6. Subdivisions of the lower Lynchburg
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-

Robinson Rivers nee Culpeper, Virginia.
From Wehr (1985).

Figure 3. Subdivisions of the lower Lynchburg Group between the Rappahannock and
Robinson Rivers near Culpeper, Virginia. From Wehr (1985)
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of Grenville basement.

Montunental Mills Formation. Wehr (1985) divided this formation into a lower
sandstone member of thin bedded fine- to medium-grained, well-sorted sandstone and
siltstone, and an upper member of thin bedded to laminated siltstone and mudstone. The
outcrop belt of the Monumental Mills is 0-1500 m wide and thins toward the south. The
Monumental Mills is absent or represented only by the Rockfish Conglomerare in the
Rockfish River area south of Charlottesville. Facies analysis suggests a slope environ-
ment.

Roc 4 fish Conglomerate. This Fonnation is a pebbly, feldspathic sandstone with
conglomerate lenses that makes up the basal unit of the Lynchburg Group in the Rockfish
River area south of Charlottesville (Plate 1)J The Fom1ation is about 500 m thick and
consists of cobble conglomerate in the lower part grading upward into coarse-grained
pebbly sandstone. The upper 20 m is graded thin-bedded sandstone with local occur-
rences of outsized clasts interpreted to be ice-rafted dropstones. The lower contact is with
a mylonitic' zone separating basement from the Rockfish. The upper contact is grada-
tional into the lower Thorofare Mountain Formation.

According to Wehr (1985) most r,f the larger clasts are very coarse-grained light
colored basement gneiss. The Rockfish also contains clasts of granite, biotite gneiss,
fine-grained aplite (?), and dark siltstone. In thin section Rockfish sandstones contain

detrital quartz and feldspar in a schistose matrix of quartz, plagioclase, mica and magne-,

tite. Facies analysis (Wehr,1985) of outcrops along the RockGsh River has shown that
the outsized clasts are ice-rafted dropstones and indicates that the conglomerate was

.

deposited as subaqueous glacial outwash.
,

Thorofare Mountain Formation. The Thorofare Mountain Fom1ation is recognized
from the Culpeper area to the Rockfish River (Figure 3, Plate 1). This formation consists
of medium-grained to pebbly, poorly sorted feldspathic sandstone with minor conglomer-
ate, siltstone and graphitic mudstone. Sandstones are massive to faintly stratiGed in beds
a few cm to more than 8 m thick. Interbeds of coarsely laminated siltstone and graphitic
mudstone are common, and these lithologies also occur locally as rip-up clasts in
intraformational conglomerate. Facies analysis indicates that this sequence was formed
in a deep water submarine fan.

BallMountain Formation. This sequence extends throughout the area of study by
Wehr(1985) and occupies a belt 1-4 km in width. It consists of coarse-grcined to pebbly
quartz wackes and quartzites interbedded with laminated siltstone and graphitic mud-
stone. The uppet * 00 m is locally a graphitic schist named the Johnson Mill Member -

~

.(Nelson,1962). 'Over much of the area between Culpeper and the Rockfish River the
Ball Mountain truncates underlying units and is either in unconfomiable or fault contact
with them. In some places it is in conformable, and gradational, contact with the
Thorofare Mountain. Facies analysis of the Ball Mountain shows that it has sedimentaryi

characteristics similar to the underlyin' Ball Mountain Fo'miation and was deposited byg
,

'
sediment gravity flo_ws (Wehr, 1983,1985)._ The Johnson Mil! Member at the top of the
fonnation is euxinic which suggests abrupt cessation ofinflux of clastic material and

; basin wide starvation following Ball Mountain sandstone deposition (Wehr,1985).
Charlottesville Formation; The Charlottesville formation extends throughout the

Culpeper-Rockfish River area. According to Wehr (1985) it comprises schistose siltstene
,
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zand mudstone with isolated outcrops of medium- to coarse-grained, commonly amalgam-
ated sandstone beds. Sandstone beds. range from a few mm to about a meter in thickness.
They tend to be massive, although grading, horizontal stratification, and complete Bouma -
T(a-_e) sequences occur. The lower 1000 m of the formation in the Rockfish area is
characterized by coarsely himinated to very thin bedded, fine grained sandstone and
siltstone with prominent biotite porphyroblasts. Similar rocks occur more locally near
Culpeper. Primary textures and sedimentary structures indicate deposition by turbidity
currents in deep water.

Swift Run Formation. This formation occurs throughout most of the Culpeper-
Rockfish River area, ranging from 0 - 5 km in width of outcrop beh (Plate 1).

On the west side of the Blue Ridge anticlinorium (Stose and Stose.1946; Bloomer,
1950; Wemer,1966; Brown 1970) the Swift Run occurs in lenses as n.och as 400 m thick
unconfomiable upon basement and grading upward by interleaving with the overlying
Catoctin Besalt (Plate 1). Ilere it consists of cross bedded arkose, conglomerate, mud- !
stone and intercaladons of mafic tuffs and lavas and is interpreted as alluvial in deposi- j
tional environment (Gathright,1976).

_

j

In the Culpeper-Rockfish River area, on the east side of the Blue Ridge, the Swift
Run is conformable _with the underlying Charlottesville Formation and is gra( oional over
a short distance by interleaving with the base of the Catoctin Formation. In thN area it

|contains, at the base, coarse-grained feldspathic sandstone; in the middle, greenstone, rare.

felsic volcanic rock, fine-grained sandstone. and graphitic mudstone; and at the top, ;

coarse-grained blue-quartz sandstone and arkose interbedded with pale green mudstone
and a few thin greenstone beds. In the Culpeper area many Swift Run sandstones are
calcareous, and along the llazel River tabular marble clasts as much as 45 cm in length ;

occur in a coarse-grained sandstone matrix (Wehr,1985). To the north of the Culpeper
area thin lenses of marble are present below the Catoctin Femation ( Fureron,1939;
Parker 1968), and these may be correlative with the limestone conglomerate in the
Culpeper area.

Turbidites suggest that the Swift Run on the east side of the Blue Ridge is probably a
deep water sedimentary gravity-flow deposit,in contrast to its non-marine nature to the
west.

~ Catoctin Formati6n This formation was named by Keith,1894, hietabasalts and
minor inteicalated siliciclastic rocks of the Catoetin Formation are abundant across the
northward plunging nose of the Blue Ridge anticlinorium in southern Pennsylvania
(Figure 2). From there to the south the Catoctin forms two belts of outcrop along the east
and west flanks of the enticlinorium into central ( Plate 1) and southern Virginia where it
occurs intermittently. Thus the Catoctin is a key tmt in relating the stratigraphy of the
Valley and Ridge Province with that of the Piedmont.

The Catoctin comprises a sequence of greenschist-facies tholeiitic basalt lavas and
rninor breccias and tuffs intercalated with quartzose fadspathic sandstone and mudstone.
The Catoctin is gradational over a short interval by interleaving with both overlying and
underlying formations. In Pennsylvania minor rhyolite is intercalatcJ with the basalt
lavas. The total thickness of the formation may reach 100() m (Gathright and others,
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1977). Along the west flank of the Blue Ridge the Catoctin overlies the Swift Run
Fonnation and is overlain by the lever Chilhowee Group Unicoi/Weverton Fonnation.

_

Rocks of the Unicoi and Swift Run are similar, and it is pmbable that in southern Vir-
ginia where the Catoctin is absent the Unicoi and Swift Run have been mapped together.

- as Unicoi.

On the west flank of the Blue Ridge the Catoetin (including the enveloping Swift Run
-and Unicoi fonnations)is non-marine (Reed,1955), and on the cast flank the Catoctin
and overlying Candler and underlying Swift Run fonnations are marine (Wehr and
Glover,1985). The transition from non-marine to marine takes place north of Culpeper
along the east side of the Blue Ridge antielinorium.

The Catoctin is a member of the Albemarl> Nelson suite as defined below. I

Blackburn and Brown (1976), Bland (1978) have shown by trace element geochemistry
and petrochemistry that the Catoctin is a tholeiite related to Mting during the fonnation
of lapetus. _ Badger and Sinha (1988) dated the Catoctin by Rb/Sr whole rock and min-
eralisochron methods at 570 236 Ma. This age is consistent with the Early Cambrian
and Early Cambrian (?) age deduced by Werner (1966) in central Virginia and by
Simpson and Eriksson (in press)in southern and south-central Virginia from studt of
the sedimentology and fauna (Simpson and Sundberg,1987) of the rift related, basalt-

1

- bearing Unico Formation of the basal Chi!howee Group.
,

Evington Group. Rocks of the Evington Group overlie the Catoctin Formation
(Plate 1), or where that is absent, the Lynchburg Group. The Evington sequence com-
prises the youngest Laurentian sequence known in the Piedmont of Virginia. Some of the
most important earlier work may be found in Espenshade (1954), Brown (1958,1970),
and Redden (1963). These authors were uncertain about the order of stratigraphic .succes- '

sion in this complexly deformed and metamorphosed group of rocks. Patterson (1987a,
1987b, in press) revised the stratigraphic ordering based on mapping and structural
studies in the Lynchburg area (Plate 1). Three facies sequences, proximal, distal and an
eastern allochthon, were recognized. Detailed relations among these sequences are
shown in Figure 4. The Slippery Creek and Mount Athos Quartzite pinch out eastward

L toward the distal facies where Joshua Schist was deposited directly on Candler. The
Slippery Creek Greenstone and Mount Athos Quartzite pinch out to the northeast. Along
strike to &c southwest , the Slippery Creek pinches out, and the Mount Aihos quanzite is
underlain by the " Moon Momuain Greenstone"(informal name by Patterson,1987). Still

' farther east, in the eastern allochthon, only Candler lithologies with interbedded green-
stone and quartzite are present (Brown; 1958; Patterson,1987a,1987b. in press)

Candler Formation. This unit may be as much as 1.7 km thick and is dominantly
siliciclastic in composition. The basal contact of the Candler is gradational over a short-

distance by interleaving with the underlying Catoetin Formation, or, where that is absent,
is gradational with the Lynchburg Group, in the proximal facies sequence, the upper
contact is gradational with the Mount Athos Quartzite. In the distal facies sequence

- petites of the Joshua Schist overlie the Candler. The top of the Candler Formation in the
eastern allochthon is not known.

The western, proximal, facies is composed of:

13
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1) Sandy laminated schist: These contain sand laminae 1-2 mm thick, composed of
quartz and minor feldspar. Pelite laminae are as much as 5 mm thick..

Local quartz-rich beds vary from 2.5 to 10 cm in thickness and rarely reach 50 cm.
Quartz wacke: These beds may contain coarse to lower very coarse, blue quartz grains in
a pelitic matrix. At one location, graded beds were found with sandstones averaging 5

.

mm thick, grading into petites 5-10 mm thick. Compositionally this rock type varies |
'

from 30-507e quartz,0-157c plagioclase,20-30% biotite / chlorite, with local calcite.
Green chloritic phyllites and schists: These vary with increasing quartz content to a

green sandy laminated lithology, which may contain as much as 50% chlorite. Thin (5
'

em) layers of white marble are rare.

2) Blue weathering phyllite: This rock is composed of 10-4M chlorite,25-507c
muscovite,5-357c quartz, and as much as 57c albite. Very rare millimeter thick sand
laminations occur, and 1-2 mm diameter nodes of quartz sand are found locally. j

|

3) Quartz arenite and subarkosic quartz arenite: This lithology may occur as lenses j
(75 x 530 m to 150 x 3700 m) and pods (as much as 8 m thick). Imrinated lower- to
middle-fine-grained quartz arenite occurs with micaceous quanzite and quanz muscovite
schist. Fine grained arkosic quartz arenite occurs in medium to thin beds. Massive
arkosic and subarkosic quartz arenites and matrix supponed wackes contain feldspars
(generally potassic) as much as 3 mm and blue quan7 clasts as much as 4 mm in diam-
eter.

4) Impure marbles and cale-silicate schists occur in lenses (75 x 115 m * 190 x 650
m), commonly along fauh zones. The marble is dark grey to bluish, has a phyllitic sheen,

'
and contains nodes and laminae of white calcite. Mica-quanz-feldspar, calcite, and
mixed mica-quanz-feldspar-calcite layers,1.5 to 5 m. thick, are gradationally
interlaminated,

i Still farther east,in rocks equivalent to the eastern allochthon of Patterson (:987).
| Brown (1958) mapped dominantly Candler facies lying above a domal structure cored by

Lynchourg Group. Greenstones, commonly associated with quartz aren!:e, are scattered
throughout this sequence which is trtmeated at it's top by a fault.

| Patterson suggested that the altemating compositional laminations in the sandy
laminated schist resulted from variable flow conditions. Phyllites (mudstones) may have'

.been deposited from dilute turbidity currents or fair weather suspension fallout.
Map scale lenses of massive quartzose sandstones may have been deposited from

sediment gravity flow. Some smaller lenses could be channel fill cut into the underlying
muds. -

Mormt Athos Quart:ite. This quartz arenite is the most resistant formation in the
Evington Group and forms ridges which flank the James River Valley (Plate 1). The
formation decreases in thickness and grain size toward the east. The Mount Athos is
about 0.3 km thick and occurs only in the proximal facies of the Evington Group. The

i

lower contact of the Mount Athos is gradational over a short distance by interleaving with .
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the Candler, the upper con' tact is also gradational over a short distance into greenstone.
Two lithologies are predominant in the western most proximal facies fault block:

1) coarse granule conglomerate with clasts of blue quartz and subordinate potassium
feldspar, and - !

l

l

2) clast to matrix supported quartz wacke.
'

Primary sedimentary structures occur throughout the length of the Evington belt in
central and northern Virginia. Bedding is planar to irregular, very thin to very thick. 1

Cross stratification ocurs in ripples 3 to 5 cm high. Small-scale, tabular-tangential cross |
stratification occurs. Trough cross strata 3 cm thick and 12 cm wide are developed in i

pebbly quartz arenite, with stratification by mica-rich layers. Graded bedding occurs in -|

thicknesses varying from less than 5 to 30 cm thick.
According to Patterson (1987a) the graded bedding points to turbidity Dow deposi-

tion. Massive coarse granule sands:one is structureless and may have been depo *ited '

from high density sediment gravity flow. Parallel-laminated sandstones with internal
discordances relative to bedding planes, and planar bedded :o lenticular sand bodies, are
structures which typify hummocky cross stratiGeation, Such structures are formed above
storm wave base and below fairweather wave base by combined or oscillatory and unidi-
rectional floiv, under storm wave conditions. Tabular, tangential, trough cross stratifica-
tion is produced by migration of dunes or ripples. Flowing currents which generate cross
stratification are not restricted to any environment. Therefore, the Mount Athos is in- >

ferred to have been deposited by sediment gravity DowsJwith possibly minor sediment
: transport and reworking by storm generated currents. '

Slippery Creek Greenstone. This metabasalt, approximately 2 km thick, contains the
upper greenschist, epidote-amphibolite faces, mineral assemblage albite (15-35%) +
quartz (014%) + hornblende (8-45%) + clinozoisite and/or zoisite (1-20%) + cpidote (1-
20%) + minor; titanite, magnetite and biotite. Relict plagioclase phenocrysts and
amygdales are locally present, Volcaniclastic layers and quartz muscovite schist occur

| locally interlayered with the metabasalts. The lava sequence is depositionally conform-
! able with the underlying Mount Athos. The upper contact was not observed in

Pattersonis area.

Bland (1978) gave trace element abundance data to support a rift origin and extrusion -
through continental crust for the Slippery Crcek. The formation is therefore interpreted
as a submarine lava related to rifting.

Just south of Patterson's area, near Oxford Furnace, the writer has seen enclaves that

L appear to be xenoliths of coarse-grained granite in the Slippery Creek. These are prob-
g ably fragments of Grenville basement, suggesting that this part of the Evington Group .
L was deposited on the cantinent of Laurentia, and not on oceanic crust.-

Joshua Schist. This formation contains several siliciclastic lithologies and shows
many well developed sedimentary structures. The lower contact with the Slippery Creek
was not seen in Patterson's area. In places where the Slippery Creek is absent, the Joshua
overlies the Candler gradationally. The upper contact is gradational into the overlying
Arch Marble. The formation may be as much as 0.7 km thick in the area. The following|
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1) Quartz mica schist and phyllite'with graded bedding. This facies is commonly
graphitic. Graded bedding occurs with quartz sandstone laminae 1 mm thick capped by '

mica schist 0.2-0.3 mm thick. The mineralogy is; quartz (30-65%), muscovite (30-60%),
graphite (0-25%), biotite (125%) with trace amounts of pyrite, apatite, zircon, plagio-
clase,'tounnaline and titanite.

Soft sediment slump structures are preserved in the coarser graded beds.

2) Dark phyllite is very schistose and shows no primary sedimentary structures aside
from bedding. Mineralogy is similar to that of the quartz-mica schist except that there is .<

a lower quartz content. In thin section quartz rich laminae can be seen in the phyllite. :

3) Green schist was found at two locations in the Joshua. This lithology contains:
hornblende (39%), epidote (15%), biotite (15%), quanz (10%), plagioclase (15%), and
minor amounts of clinozoisite and magnetite.

4) Conglomerate occurs locally in the Joshua. Angular to rounded clasts range from .

I mm to 5 cm x 1.5 cm. The clasts consist of quartz, plagioclase and potassium feldspar,
micaceous quartz wacke, arkosic wacke, phyllite and dolemite. The conglomerate bodies

- are matrix to clast supported, with a matrix of fine grained quartz and mica.

5) Quartz .wacke, quartz arenite, and calcareous quartz wacke occur in areally re-
stricted lenses throughout the fonnation. Quartz arenite is rare, and occurs as small
isolated outcrops of very fine grained quartzite.

Arch Marble. The Arch is generally laminated to thin bedded and locally massive.
_ Color banding is dark and light depending on the amount of siliciclastic material in the
layer. Layering commonly ranges from 0.2 mm to 5 mra in thickness. Locally graded

- bedding is preserved.- The formation is about 0.2 Km thick in Patterson's area. The Arch 1

-is considered a deep water carbonate facies deposited by turbidity currents from sources
nearer the shore face (Patterson,1987b; Read,1989).

.

- Albemarle - Nelson Suite: Ultra' mafic Intrusive Rocks, and Marie Dikes, Sills,
Lavas and Tuffs;- Late Precambrian to Early Cambrian (Post 650 pre 570 Mn)

A suite of mafic and ultramafic sills and dikes, including mafic lavas with minor*

felsic derivatives occur in the Lynchburg, Swift Run, Catoetin, Unicoi (Cambrian of
westem Blue Ridge), and upper Evington Group (Slippery Creek Greenstone). _ Ultra-
mafic rocks are confined to the sequence below the Catoctin, and a set of hornblendeo

- gabbros may also be confined to the pre-Catoctin sequence. Most of these rocks were
originally included in the Crossnore Plutonic - Volcanic suite of Rankin and considered

- to be about 820 Ma (Rankin and others,1969; Rankin and others,1973). Since then
additional isotopic dating indicates that the felsic peralkaline plutonic and volcanic rocks
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:of the type Crossnore are older than about 650 Ma. and unconformably underlie the
Lynchburg/Ashe formations (See section on Crossnore Plutonic Volcanic suite.). This
suggests that the Crossnore is distinct from the younger ultramafic and basaltic rocks and
can be considered a sub-suite of the Late Precambrian Early Cambrian rift related
igneous rocks in the Blue Ridge and western Piedmont. In this report the younger manc-
tdtramafie suite will be referred to the Albemarle-Nelson suite as herein modified from
Burfoot (1930).

Within the region between Culpeper and Charlottesville (Figures 3,5,7) mapped by
Wehr (1985) amphibolite dikes and sills are abundant in the basement and lower part of

' the Lynchburg and Swift Run sequence, but are found as well, though less commonly, in
'

the upper part of the clastic sequence to a leveljust below the Catoctin greenstone. ;

Mineralogy (Evans,1984 of the dikes along the Rockfish River is:
,

plagioclase (An uds )+ epidote + hornblende + magnetite + quartz

All minerals are considered to be metamorphic. This would appear to be a medium
grade amphibolite facies rock consistent with temperatures above 5(XFC.110 wever,
according k Evans (1984) the metamorphic facies of the surrounding Grenville biotite |

gneiss is greenschist, with garnet-biotite pairs implying a temperature of about 400 C. f|
. Evans noted that the grade of Paleozoic metamorphism decreased up section into the '

Lynchburg, Catoctin and Evington, none of which are reported to contain garnet.
Davis (1974), working near the same area, described a coarse-grained "hornblende

metagabbro" with nearly equidimensional aggregates of metamorphic hornbleni in a-

matrix of highly saussuritized plagioclase. Relict pyroxenes are altered partially or
- totall to homblende, zoisite, magnetite and chlorite. Other metamorphic minerals are
epidote, titanite, calcite, gar,et, and rarely biotite. Davis did not discuss the conditions of
regi >r J metamorphism. '

Reed and Morgan (1971) analyzed' dikes of metabasalt in the Blue Ridge, northwest
of the Rockfish area, and concluded that the compositions of the dikes were similar to
those of the overlying Catoctin Fomiation. In Reed and Morgan's area as in the Rockfish
area the Catoctin is a greenschist facies basalt derived from a dry pyroxene bearing
protolith with no evidence of hornblende in either mineral assemblage. Since Reed and -
Morgan's study all subsequent workers seem to have accepted that the amphibolite dikes -

; on the southeast side of the Blue Ridge are also feeders to the Catoctin. Several geologic

L maps (Wehr,1983; Brown,1958) of segments of the belt over a distance of 120 km along

[ strike, from Culpeper to Lynchburg, Virginia, consistently show amphibolite dikes and
| sills throughout the Lynchburg to within a few tens of meters of the Catoctin, yet the
[ Catoctin is chlorite- and actinolite-bearing, and is without hornblende in these outcrops.

Hornblende amphibolite occurs within 500 meters, stratigraphically below the Catoctin
near Lynchburg, and the Catoctin is a biotite-bearing albite - actinolite schist of probable
middle greenschist facies (Ping Wang, personal communicatio'n,1988). If the amphibo-
lite dikes are feeders of the Catoctin why don't they have a similar mineralogy where

. they are at levels of emplacementjust below the Catoctin?
The Schuyler ultramafic body,in the Rockfish River area (Figure 6)is one of a

number of thin, tabular ultramaSc units emplaced dominantly in the upper part of the
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Figure 5. Stratigraphic relations across the Blue Ridge in central Virginia. From Glover
1989,
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c

Lynchburg and Swift Run formations along the east side of the Blue Ridge in Virginia.
They comprise the Albemarle - Nelson soapstone belt (Burfoot,1930). The ultramafic
association includes, in decreasing order of abundance, amphibolite-chlorite schist,

- serpentinite, soapstone, and altered peridotite (Burfoot,1930; lless,1933; Brown,1958; ;

Nelson,1962; Mista and Keller,1978), liess (1933) concluded that the parent material
was peridotite and feldspathic peridotite (picrite). An intrusive contact is visible between

- thin-bedded Charlottesville Fonnation and the Schuyler ultramafic sill at Schuyler. liess
-q

. (1933) found the following sequence of rock types in the Schuyler body: 1) at the base, ;.

ultramafic rock, tale-chlorite-actinolite-calcite; 2)in the middle, gabbroic rock with I

hornblende and actinolite assemblages; and 3) silicic rocks with quartz-albite micro-
cline-chlorite-hornblende assemblages. This suggested, to liess, that the sill had differen-
tiated in place. Brown (1958) thought that the ultramafics might be extrusive rocks, as

- this would explain the localization parallel to bedding, and association with the Catoctin -)
lavas. So far we have not seen evidence of this,

in the Culpeper to Schuyler region (Figure 7) the ultramafic rocks are confined to the
upper part of the Lynchburg Group and Swift Run Fonnation. None are found above the
base of th_e overlying Catoctin Fonnation or within the still younger Evington Group. In
the Lynchburg area,~ 100 km south of Charlottesville (Plate 1), ultramafic rocks occur
throughout all but the lowest part of the Lynchburg (Brown,1958) where the contact ;

relations reveal them to be intrusive sills ( Ping Wang 1988, personal communication). '

Differentiation relations between hornblende gabbro and ultramafic rocks suggested
for the Schuyler sill (Hess,1933) and confinenient of homblendite dikes and sills as well ,

as the ultramafics to stratigraphic levels no higher than the Catoctin Fonnation, suggest
that the hornblende - actinolite gabbro and ultramafics may ifferentiates of a conunon
subcrustal magma (see also Bloomer and Werner,1955) of . ~ ynchburg and/or Swift
Run age, that is, Late Precambrian-Early Cambrian,650 - 570 '

Whatever the future r;iay provide about the details of the ultramafic mafic assem-
blages described above, they appear to be part of the late lapetan rift sequence which
extends upward and includes the Slippery Creek basalt of the Evington Group (see !

below) as well as basalts in the Unicoi Formation in the western Blue Ridge. They are
not part of an ophiolitic melange as implied by llatcher (1987), Hatcher and oth-

. ers(1989), Rarkin and others (1989), Horton and others (1989), and Keppie and .
Dallmeyer(1989).

Correlations with the Valley and Ridge. The Catoctin and Swift Run fonnations
fomi a common stratigraphic datum on both sides of the Blue Ridge in central and auth.
ern Virginia (Plate 1). This has long been recognized as an imponant starting point for -

,

correlation of the strata across the Blue Ridge (Uk>omer and Werner,1955, Brown,1970,
Patterson,1987).

Glover and Costain (1984) and Wehr and Glover (1985) have shown that the Blue
Ridge province is the thrust; decapitated crest of the early Paleozoic hinge zone of

,

Laurentia Late-Early Cambrian through Early Ordovician strata west of the Blue Ridge
crest belong to the shallow water drift sequence, and correlative rocks cast of the Blue
Ridge are deep water distal shelf and slope deposits (Brown,1970; Wehr and Glover.!'

.

i
1985; Fatterson,1987; Glover,1989).

1
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|

On the west side of the Illue Ridge she Catoetin is overlain by the Chilhowee Group
and includes, from oldest to youngest, the Unicoi / Wevenon, llampton / Ilarper s and
Erv/in / Antietam fonnations. The second named in eath couplet is the conunonly used
tenn for equivalent fonnations north of central Virginia.

In southern Virginia the Unicoi Formation, at the base of the Chiinowee, is a se-
quence of dominantly non nutrine feldspathic sandstones, conglomerates and basalts
fonned during the later part of the rift stage that led to the development of lapetus
(Simpson,1987; Simpson and Eriksson (in press). As noted previously, the Unicoi south
of the Catoctin pinch out on the west side of the Illue Ridge, probably includes rocks
ec aivalent to the Swift Run which occurs below the Catoetin north of that pinch out.i

The Unicoi is overlain by the dominantly progradational (Simpson,1987), and com-
positionally more mature, quartz arenitic Hampton and Erwin Fonnations of the middle
and upper Chilhowee. Simpson (1987) and Simpson and Eriksson (in press) place the rift

~

to drift transition at the top of the Unicoi. Overlying the Chilhowee is the Shady Dolo-
mite which records continued progradation of the drif t s:quence culminating in develop-
ment of a rimmed shelf (Read,in press). '

This information can be used to provide a ' roved conclntion with the deeper
water facies of the Evington Group, which lies m,,vc the Catoctin on the east side of the -

Illue .sidge (Figures 5, Plate 1.). In the " .tcrson (1987) preferred model of this correla-
tion the rift-to-drift transition is placed just above the Slippery Creek Greenstone, the
youngest lava in the sequence. Tims, the Swift Run (?), Catoctin, Candler, Mount Athos,

'

and Slippery Creek should all be approximately correlative with the Cumbrian and
Cambrian (?) Unicoi Fonnation. The Joshua Schist should be correlative with the llamp-
ton, Erwin, and possibly part of the Slippery Creek, and the Arch Marble ,vith the Shady
Dolomite. The Chilhowee and Shady are Early Cambrian (excepting possibly the lower
Unicoi), therefore the Evington Group should be entirely Early Cambrian also. The
upper part of the Evington Group is truncated by faults and no younger Laurentian strata
are known in the western Piedmont. [

Cambrian through Early Ordovician Drift (Passive Margin) Stage, Laurentian
Continent

Subsidence of the platfonn during drift resulted in the accumul Jion of about 3.5 km
of clastics and carbonates now exposed in he Valley and Ridge and westem Blue Ridge
Provinces of Virginia. Retrogression, ant Tome trough rifting in the continent, domi-
nantly west of the Valley and Ridge, resulted in sc.it 0.5 km of Rome Shale ponded
west of the Sbdy Dolomite shelf rim (Read 1989). This was followed by deposition of
about 1.6 km shallow water carbonates and shales (Elbrook Dolomite /Conasa ga,

Shale Group _ ad overlying Knox Dolomite Group) capped in most places by a regional
unconfomiity et early Middle Ordosician age.

Outer shelf and slope deposits younger than the Arch Marble, Early Cambrian Shady
Dolomite equivalent, are unknown east of the Blue Ridge in Virginia.

1
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i

Depositional model for Late Precambrian to Early Cambrian Laurentian Conti.
nental Margin

!

690 650 Ma . I, ate Freemnbrian Early Rift Stage: rifting of Grenville basement;
ennlacement of Crossnore Volcanic Plutonic suite; uplift and erosion, local grabens -

preserved Crossnore volcanic rocks and associated non marine sediments, Crossnore
plutons exposed in basement i

650 570 Ma . Late Precambrian to Early Cambrian Late RifI Stage: glaciation
at about 650 Ma; continued rifting; development of hinge zone west of Lynchbure near
center of Blue Ridge basement; deposition of Lynchburg periglacial braided alluvial fan
overlain by Lynchburg retrogradational slope and deep basinal marine fan sequence;
sediment source dominantly from Grenville bastment to the west; emplacement of:
mafic dikes, sills, and lavas (?), and ultramafic dikes and sills (by injection of olivine-rich
crystal mush derived from fractional crystallization in a previous chamber, or other
dynamic crystal accumulation process?)in the Lynchburg and Swift Run; emplacement
of mafic dikes and lavas in Catoctin; deposition of Unicoi non marine sediments and
basalt lavas west of hinge zone on west flank of Blue Ridge; depositian of marine slope
and basinal Candler and Mount Athos Formations of Evington Group east of hinge zone
(east flank of Blue Ridge); marine croption and deposition of Slippery Creek basalt on
Mount Athos quartz arenite; fonnation of oceanic crust cast of Slippery Creek; end of rift
stage

570. ca.550, Early Cambrian Drift Stage: deposition of flampton/ilarpers shale !

and quartz arenite west of hinge zone on west Dank of present illue Ridge; coeval deposi-
,

'

'
tion of Joshua turbidites east of hinge on east flank of present Blue Ridge; followed by
buildup of Shady rimmed reef margin (Read,1989) on hinge and cocval deposition of
deep water limestone (Arch marble) east of hinge zone

ca.550.ca.540, Late Early Cambrian Overlapping Rift of Laurentian Eastern
Interior and Continued Laurentian Drift: rifting of Laurentia in eastern interior, '

regression of sea and deposition of Rome shale behind Shady reef rire

ca. 540 - 490, Late Early Cambrian Early Ordmician Drift: buildup of largely
carbonate bank west of hinge zone into Early Ordovician time

,

Alternate tectonic models that have been proposed /

Hatcher (1987, Figures 2,3; llatcher and others,1989) proposed an extension of the
Hayesville - Fries tault _which he considers to 'e the Penobscot Taconic suture, into the
Virginia Blue Ridge and Piedmont. By this reconstruction the Lynchburg Group is
shown as allechthonous upon the Grenville basement and Catoctin Formation (personal
communication May,1988), and the surface of thrusting is the Penobscot-Taconic suture.
Hatcher's interpretation is contrary to the geologic relations Gescribed herein. The basal
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conglomerate of the Lynchburg Group in nonhem Virginia (Figure 5) contains cobbles of
granite derived from inunediately underlying Crossnore granites in the Grenville base-
ment, therefore no large distance thrusting is indicate 1 The Catoctin overlies the
Lynchburg and is continuous with the Valley and Ridge sequence on the west side of the

;

Blue Ridge; here also no large scale thrust fault is indicated. As noted previously, the .!
Lynchburg on the east side of the Blue Ridge is in depositional contact, not fault contact,
with the overlying Catoctin.

An interpretation similar to that of flatcher (1987; llatcher and others,1989) has also
been made by Honon and others (1987) and by llorton and others (1989) who have
named the Lynchburg-Ashe Tallulah Falls Wedowee strata along the east flank of the

central and southern Appair.chian Blue Ridge the Jefferson terrane. A similar interpreta-
tion is also shown by Keppie and Dallmeyer (1989). The same objections apply to all of
these reconstructions.

Late Frecambrian/Early Ordovician llistory of the Esolic Carolina Terrane

Chopawamsic Formatlun Type Area. Volcanic rocks known as the Chopawamsic I

Fonnation crop out in a NNE striking belt in the cennal Piedmont of Virginia (Plate 1).
The fonnaticn was nataed by Southwick and others (1971) for meks cropping out in
Stafford and Prince William counties in northern Virginia The type sction occurs along
Chopawamsic Creek on the Quantico Marine Base in the Joplin, Virginia 7.5 minute
Quadrangle. The fonnation in that area consists of,". . (1) metamorphosed m dium- to
thick-bedded mafic to intennediate volcanic rocks derived from andesitic to basaltic
flons, coarse breccias, and finer tuffaccous clastic rocks; (2) metamorphosed medium to
thick bedded felsic volcanic rocks derived from Dows and asacciated volcaniclastic
accumulations; and (3) metamorphosed thin- to medium-bedded volcanielastic rocks of
felsic to mafic composition, locally containing beds of non volcanic quanzose
metagraywacke, green to gray phyllite, and felsic to mafic flows. Units 1 and 2 grade
vertically and laterally into unit 3 and appear te be tongues or lenses within a comple>

i . volcanic-sedimentary pile'' according to Southwick and others (1971). The thickness of
I the Chopawamsic in the type area is 2-3 km. The lower contact was not seen, but its

. position was inferred within a meter-wide covered interval and the contact was judged by
I them to be sharp in one area and interleaved in another. Relations between correlative

| rocks in Maryland (Crowley,1976) suggests to me that if the diamietite at Chopawamsic
is the Maryland diamictite, the contact may be a faul in northern Virginia, or, thatt

metavolcanic rocks of northem Virginia were misidentified as "Wissahickon" diamictite.
The upper contact was found by Southwick. and others (1971) to be gradational by inter-
leaving with the overlying Quantico Shite. In contrast, Pavlides (1976) working to the *

south, near Fredericksburg, found an unconformable relation between the Quantico
(Arvonia equivalent) and the underlying Chopawamsic; this relation is in accord with the
relations seen along our traverse (Brown,1969).

Isotopic ages (zircon) indicate that the Chopawamsic is about 550 Ma, or Early
Cambrian (Pavlides,1981, p. A6).
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Chopawamsic Formation along the James River in Virginia. Smith and others
(1964) dropped the earlier name " Peters Creek Quartzite"in favor of" metamorphosed
volcanic and sedimentary nek unit"of the Evington Group. They suhlivided the
Chopawamsic into three map units:

1) a predominam phase, very fine - grained plagioclase - quartz pneiss and sericite
phyllite, either may have local abundance of quartz and feldspar crystals; felsite por-
phyry, and local quartzite and phyllite.

2) a mafic phase, amphibole schist and gneiss (locally with amygdales), biotite-
chlorite schist, and plagioclase chlorite-epidote rock, and,

3) grossly interlayered felsic and mafic rocks.

Brown (1969), mapped this fonnation to the west of the Arvonia syncline (Plate 1) as
"metavolcanic rocks"of the Evington Group. lie found greenstones derived from mafie
volcanics, and porphyritic rocks of dacitic composition interlayered with feldspathic
metasedimentary rocks. Lying to the east of the Arvonia syncline is the llatcher complex
which Brown (1969) named for plutonic granite, granodiorite, and quartz diorite injected
into amphibolite and mica gneiss. At the southern end of the Hatcher he recognized
" rocks of uncertain age" some of which resembled the Arvonia and underlying
metavolcanic rocks west of the Arvonia syneline. Subsequent authors (for example,
Conley,1978; Pavlides,1981) have considered the amph;bolite of the llatcher complex
and the " rocks of uncertain age" to be higher grade parts of the Chopawamsic Formation.

Tectonic interpretations. Pavlidu (1981), v'orking to the south of the tjpe area,
near Fredencksburg (Plate 1), concluded from trace element geochemistry that the
Chopawamsic on the west side of the Quantico syncline was a tholeiitic island are suite
with associated calcalkaline rocks. The more mafic .'a River muite,on the east side of the

Quantico syncline, has affinities (seven analyses) win oceanic basalt. The Ta and
Chopawamsic were never seen in contact.

Pavlides (1981) suggested that the Ta River was a more oceanward facies of the
Chopawamsic volcanics and that the subduction zone therefore dipped westward under
the Chopawamsic arc. A marginal, back-are, basin was thought to separate the
Chopawamsic are from the Laurentian entinent. The small number cf Ta River analy-
ses, scatter outside of the defining trace element fields, and lack of centact relationships
between the Chopawamsic and Ta River weaken the paleotectonic conclusions. Pavlides
also recognized that he couldn't confirm that the Choptwamsic and Ta River were co-
eval, and would concede that the Ta River might be thrust over the Chopawamsic. Re-
construction of the development of the ancient Laurentian margin, as outlined in this
paper, indicates that rifting ended ano drift began about 570 Ma, Early Cambrian, prob-
ably before much of the ca. 550 Ma Chopawamsic volcanic rocks were erupted. If the
Chopawamsic arc developed along the eastem tdge of Laurentia, as proposed by
Pavlides, much pyroclastic material would have fallen into the Laurentian Early Cam-
brian drift sequence, but it is not there. Rifting to fann a backare basin occurs in modern
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arcs along the axis of the are so that the basin evolves with a dead are behind it and an
active are adjacent to the subducting margin. Closure of the backare basin would require
ajump in subduction position and a reversal of polarity according to the Pavlides model.
In this case the resulting structmal sequence from west to east would be: 1) an early, pie
rift, half are of calcalkaline rocks that interfingered westward with Late Precambrian and
Early Cambrian upper Lynchburg, Swift Run, Catoctin, Evington Group, Unicoi, llamp-
ton, Erwin, and Shady strata. 2) an accretionary melange (Shores and liardware) of the j
backare basin sequence with calcalkaline pymelastic and epielastic meks from the mar- |

gins of the basin floor, and basin fkor basalts. and 3) calcalkaline s olcanic rocks of the |
'

outer proposed active are (Chopawamsic) thrust over the accretionary melange. The
foregoing is not in accord with the geologic framewmk developed in this paper. Further-
more if the Chopawamsic are developed adjacent to the Laurentian continent in the Early
Cambrian some evidence of carbonate reefs might be expected from the vicinity of
volcanic islands in a subequatorial sea, but carbonate detritus does not seem to occur in l
these rocks. If on the other hand as proposed below, the Chopawamsic volcanies are patt
of Carolinia (Figure 2), they would have been at high latitudes during this time and
carbonate would be rare or absent.

In 1976 W.R. Brown recognized the tectonic melange nature of the rocks lying
between the Chopawamsic volcanics and "Evington Group" rocks to the west. Thus the
Chopawamsic volcanics and the melange could no longer be considered pan of the
Evington Group and a collision zone or suture was implied. Bland and Blackburn (19W)
characterized the Chopawamsic volcanics as part of the younger Carolina slate belt of
Glover (1974), and detennined on the basis of trace element studies that they were domi-
nated by low-K tholeiites. In this sense they differed from the older Carolina slate belt
(Glover,1974), which they characterized as a calc-alkaline sequence of volcanics. Build.
ing on the models of Rodgers (1972) and Glover and Sinha (1973), Bland and Blackburn
(1980) suggested two possible models, each identifying the melange as as an ocean ik>or
off-scraping, and the locus of eastward subduction of oceanic crust below the
Chopawamsic volcanics, which bordered a marginal basin off of Laurentia. In one
variant of tt:e models the Chopawamsic is a separate island are that subsequently col-
lided, by eastward subduction, with the Carolina slate belt (ylder slate belt). A problem
with this model is that the younger slate belt (including the Chopawamsic Fonnation)
was deposited unconfonnably upon the older slate belt (Glover,1974; Ibris and Glover
1985,1988; see also below) and not thrust upon it as this model requires. In the second
variant of the model the Chopawamsic represents a later episode of subduction and
volcanisrn superimposed on the older state belt. This model is similar to the one devel
oped in this paper.

I Pre- and Post Virgilina Deformation, Carolina State llelt Sequences, in 1973
Glover and Sinha discovered an orogenic event, the Virgilina deformation, in the Caro-

'

( lina slate belt sequence at Roxboro, nonhern North Carolina. At that h> cation an older

| sequence of volcanics and epielastic meks was folded and faulted at about 600 Ma., and
was subsequently intruded by the Roxboro Metagranite at 575120 Ma. Glover (1974)
speculated that the defonnation would have pmduced an unconformity and that the

|
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/ eg g illy f' ided ,equeni.e near Asheboro (n central Nonh Carolina had probably
b i en deposited abme this paconformhy. The <.oncept of pre- and post Virgilina se-
I q ences in the s; ate belt was reinforced by Ibiggs and others (1978) with the determina-
: oon that the Roxboro Metagranite was a very shallowly emplaced pluton that was prob-

ably an cruptive source for part of the younger volcanic sequence. This concept was,

cha'.ienged by Wright and Seiders (1980), in a study of the central Nonh Carolina se-
quence, who proposed three possibilities: 1)The stratigraphic sequences of the two areas
(Roxboro and Albemarle NC) are panly correlative. The Virgilina defonnation was
synchronous with deposition of the upper part of the central Nonh Carolina sequence, but
tbc deformation did nat extend into the central Nonh Carolina area. 2) The stratigraphie

;
sequences of the 'wo areas are correlative, and the Virgilina deformation was younger
than the central North Carolina sequence but was weak or absent in that area. 3) The

,

central Nonh Carolina sequence is entirely younger than the Virgilina defomiation, and
the volcanic rocks may represent an extrusive phase of plutonism of the Roxboro-
Durhan area (the Glover speculation). Wright and Seiders favored possibility # 1 as the
most likely relationship, this was largely based on their belief that the well bedded Tillety
Fonnation of the Albemarle area was the same as the well bedded Aaron Formation of
the Roxboro r_rea. In 1988 Harris and Glover presented evidence for the Virgilina l

unconfonnity in the Albemarle area and showed that the Aaron was part of the older
sequence unconfonnably below the younger Tillery-bearing sequence of the state belt
(Figure 8). 'I?cy also suggested that the intra are basin sequence (largely epielastic deep i

water turbidites of the Aaron Fonnation), and the strongly bimodal nature of most of the
younger volcanism, may be analogous to the proto-Gulf of California or t, transcurrent
pull-apan basins. Perhaps then the Virgilina defonnation represents an oblique colli-
sional deformation (transpressional and transtensional) that occurred on Carolinia prior to
its collision with Laurentia.

Chopanamsic, James Run, Carolina State llelt, Kings Mountain, Charlotte llett,
Raleigh licit, and Eastern Slate llef t: All Parts of the Carolina Terrane in the
Southeastern U.S, Piedmont. .In 1972 Higgins propased the existence of a long belt of
metavolcarc rocks, the " Atlantic seaboard volcanic province", that extended in the
Piedmont from Georgia to New York during the Late Precambrian to Early Ordovician.
Subsequent literature largely ignored this in favor of multiple arcs and complex collision '

scenarios. The crustal profile and field data presented here indicates that liiggins was
essentially correct in relating all of the volcanics to a single terrane.

The James Run/Chopawamsic volcanic rocks occur in the eastern Piedmont of Dela-
ware and Maryland and extend into the nonh central Piedmont of Virginia (Figures 2,
Plate 1). They were ovenbrust from the east by the 1.aurentian Goochland basement
nappe (Figures 2. Plate 1) during a late Paleozoic Alleghanian dextral transpression event
(Glover and Gates,1987). By reconnaissance and local detailed mapping they have been
traced into southern Virginia where they comprise part of the Charlotte belt. Volcanic
rocks of the Eastem state belt and Raleigh belt are also clearly part of the Carolina slate

; belt sequence (Farrar,1985). Detailed mapping across the Charlotte belt in southern
f - Virginia (Figure 1. Plate 1 ) has not revealed any suture within the sequence, a sequence

which has been recognized for more than a decade as higher grade volcanic rocks equiva-
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Figure 8. Correlation of Carolina slate belt stratigraphy in Nonh Carolina. From llanis
and Glover,1988. The Chopawamsic Formation in northern Virginia is correla
tive with the post Virgilina sequence of North carolina.
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lent to the Carolina slate belt (Glover and Sinha,1973). The Cambrian age and chemistry
(Bland and Blackburn,1980) of the James Run/Chopawamsic volcanic rocks is similar to
the younger Camlina state belt sequence (Cambrian-Latest Precambrian) shown in Figme
8, which unconfonnably overlies an older 1. ate Precambrian volcanie state belt sequence
defonned during the ca. 600 Ma Virgilina defonnation (Glover,1974; Briggs, Gilbert and
Glover,1978; Bland and Blackburn,1980; liarris and Glover, 1985,1988).

Kings Mountain belt rocks of the Carolinas (Figures 1,2) bear some similarities to
the Chopawamsic and Arvonia sequences along strike in centrra Virginia. Both se-
quences conta:n volcanic rocks, ultramafic rocks, quartz sericite (chist, quartrite, cale-
silicates (limy mudstones), marble, and graphite schist (Gates,1981; llorton and others,
1981;llorton,1983). If the proposed correlation turns out to be correct, the Kings Moun-
tain sequence would range into the Cambrian and possibly have some post-suture Ordovi.
cian Arvonia infolded / faulted into it. The Kings Mountain and Chopawemsic rochs
might be part of the Cambrian sequence found in the slate belt in South Carolina, w hich
also grades upward into a less volcanic and more epielastic sequence containing quanz
rich sandstones. Similar quartz sandstones also occur in the Eastem state be iof Nonh
Ca olina. The Kings Mountain and Chopawamsic both occur along .he Taconic suture
and were probably dropped downward along early Mesozoic reactisation of the suture as
indicated by the occurrence of Triassic basins and late brittle fractures having reolitic
assemblages aLng it.

Therefore, all of the volcanic sequences in the preceding can be considered to cam-
prise segments of a single terrane, Carolinia (use modined from Secor and others,1983).
that collided with Laurentia during the Taconic (Figure 2). The youngest stratified rocks
known in Carolinia are the Asbill Pond and Richtex formations in South Carolina whici.
are Middle Cambrian (about 530 Ma.) Secor and others (in press). Both of these fonna-
tions contain pyroclastic rocks. Volcanism probably persisted into the Middle Ordovi-
cian because Ordovician plutons are known in the Piedmont and bentonites occur in the
Taconic clastic wedge in the Valley and Ridge.

Events Leading up to Middle and Late Ordmician Collision (Taconic Orogeny)
between Carolinia and Lanrentia.

Shores Melange. Brown (1976; Brown and Pavlides,1981) first recognized the
significance of the structures in the outcrops along the James River at Shores, Virginia
(Plate 1), which Brown named the Shores complex melange. Glover and others (1982)
gave seismic reDection evidence for a fault boundary between the Chopawamsic Forma-
tion and the Shores melange. Evans (1984) gave evidence for a fault contact with the
Hardware sequence on the west. Evans (1984) described the Shores as a polydeformed
amalgam of quartzo-feldspathic epidote chlorite gneiss, epidote-chlorite migmatitic
gneiss, and hornblende-epidote-albite schist (greenstone). The rock types are he"roge-
neously mixed on a scale of meters to tens of meters. In many outcrops greenstone
occurs in blocks as much as several meters across, enclosed in epidote-chlorite gneiss or
migmatitic gneiss. According to Evans (1984), quartzo-feldspathic epidote-chlorite
gneiss is characterized by metamorphic segregation layering deGned by quartz-albite and
epidote-chlorite magnetite-titanite layers.
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Migmatitic gneisses are gradational from non migmatitic gneisses and contain quartz-
plagioclase muscovite lenses which appear to have crystallized from a melt. !

Creenstones are infolded with the surrounding gneisses and are locally intruded by. I
tonalite veins. Some greenstones were coarse grained gabbros others were fine-grained
and may have been extrusive rocks.

Both the quartzo-feldspathic gneisses and the migmatitic gneisses may have been
largely of graywacke protolith.

Petrologic and igneous fabric analysis by Evans (1984) indicates that the Shores
reached medium- to high pressure epidote amphibolite conditions. Temperatures on the
order of 630 C and pressures of at least 6 7 kb were inferred under wh:ch metamorphism
of the non-migmatitic gneisses and incipient melting of the migmatitic gneisses occurred.

Lower greenschist overprinting ( quartz + albite + epidote + chlorite + muscovite i
magnetite) involved hydrothennal alteration and oxidation of the earlier metamorphic |

assemblages. I

Brown (1986) described the Shores complex at Shores in detail and gave its icgional
setting as a major zone of thrusting and obduction.

The metamorphic and deformational history of t'ne inciange is distinctly more com- >

plex in temperature, pressure and structural development than that of the liardware ,

terrane, to the west, upon which the Shores is thrust and this has importance in detennin-
ing its early history.

,

Origin of the S/wres Melange. Previous studies (Bland,1978; Bland and Blackburn,
1980) have shown that the greenstone blocks in the Shores melange have the geochemi-
cal signature of ocean floor basalts. The work of Evans indicates that the Shores was
metamorphosed under conditions differer ~ m the rocks upon which it was overthrust to
the west,1ligher grade metamorphism f .ed by lower grade metamorphism is a
common sequence in melanges of accretionary prisms. Recent work by Cloos (1982,
1984) and Cloos and Shreve (1986) suggests how this sequence of metamorphism and
deformation may come to be. Cloos and Shreve discuss five possible types of flow
patterns in melanges. Their types D ( composed of slope cover, offscraped sediment,
offscraped melange, and underplated melange) and E (composed of slope cover,
offscraped melange, and underplated melange) seem to fit the sequence in the Shores ,

best, because these are the only ones in which once more deeply buried material may
I return toward the surface during accretion. In these models a metamorphic aureole in

melange is formed at the base of the hot overriding plate. Return circulation may develop
in the underlying cooler and fluid rich subducting sediments which plucks blocks of the
metamorphic aureole and carries them back toward the surface. While this is an attrac.

L - tive hypothesis it should be kept in mind that the second (and later?) overprints on the
melange may have occurred during regional metamorphisms related to tectonic burial.

' Hardware Metagraywacke. This unit was named by Evans (1984) for a graded
metagraywacke sequence that lies between a fault bounding the Shores Melange and the
Mountain Run fault (a name which has priority over the Buck Island fault zone of Evans)
bouhding the Evington Group (Plate 1) Within the Mountain Run fault zone Evans
found very thin bedded, fine grained graywackes thought to be distal turbidites related to
the liardware Metagraywacke These cover a narrow area and are not shown on Plate 1.
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liardware metagraywackes (Evans,1984) are quart /ose chlorite schists and phylhtes
with laminations I nun to 1 cm in thickness. Grain size is fine to nrdium-sand with
local pebbly lenses. Local allochthonous bh>eks of metamorphosed mage igneous rocksi

occur in the liardwarc. Detrital components of the metagraywacke include sutiequ d
amounts of quartz and plagioclase, tounnaline, epidote, magnetite, titanite, and rare clasts
of metamorphie muscovite (after detrital 1Greldspar?). Included lithic fragn ents are;
dacitic tuff, gabbro, and granite (quanz with zircon and biotite inclu iions and remnant
perthitic feldspar). These detrital components suggested to Evans (19Xh a source to the
east in the Chopawamsie volcanics, Shores hlelange and Gooehland nappes. Subse-
quently Glover and others (1987) have shown that the Goochland was emplaced during
the Late Paleozoic. thus it probably was not the source of the granitic fragments. Timing
relations suggest that Carolinia is the probable source. llowever, the Chopawamsic,
Shores and deep water Laurentian rif t/ drift sediments remain plausible sources for the
liardware.

Age and correlation of the Shores Melange and Hardware Metagraywacle. The
Shores and liardware rocks are undcabtedly part o the complex melange sequencer

described by Drakt and N1 organ (1981), Drake and Lyttle (1981), Drake (1985), and
Drake,(1987) along strike in northern Virginia (Figure 2, Plate 1). This sequence
consists of three tectonic motifs (Drake,1987), each motif including an allochthon of
overlying deep water turbidite sedimentary rocks underlain by a precursory melange.
The higher two motifs have uhramafie and mafie bk>cks in melange; the lowest has only
basaltic blocks. All three allochthons are overlain unconformably by a turbidite sequence
(Popes llead Formation) containing some units that may be mafic and felsie ashfall tuf fs.
The thrce motifs show more deformations and an additional metamorphism not experi-
enced by the Popes llead.

All motifs, as well as the Popes llead, are intruded by the synkinematic(?) Occoquan
Granite. Seiders and others (1975) dated :he Occoquan by the zircon U/Pb method at
about 560 Ma. Mose and Nagel(1982) dated the Occoquan by the Rb!Sr whole rock
method at 494 i 14 hia. Ilecause the Occoquan was emplaced in hot rocks undergoing
metamorphism, the Rb/Sr age could be younger than the emplacement age as a result of
slow cooling delaying closure of the isotopic system. Abundant experience in the A ppa-
lachians suggests that about 25 m y. should be added to the cooling age to approximate
the emplacement t.ge in such cases. Therefore the Occoquan was probably emplaced
about 525 Ma, possibly at 560 Ma assuming no inheritance of older lead in the zircons
that were dated.

Additional age constraint on the liardware comes from the identification of probable
Chopawamsic volcanic fragments etosionally introduced in to it (Evans,1984). The
Chopawamsic has been dated at about 550 Ma (PaWic'es,1981). Thus at least part of the
liardware must be younger than 550 Ma but probably older than 5?5 Ma. llecause the
Shotes was also a source for the liardware it must be somewhat oldei than the part of the
Hardware for which it was a source. It seems probable then that much of the Shores /

,

Hardware is about 550-525 m.y. old (Middle to Ear!y Cambrian) and that parts could be
older.

Regional Tcctonic lnterpretation. In northern Virginia Drake (19S7) considers the
three motifs ( motif = precursor melange overlain by deep water turbidites), previously
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mentioned, to constitute three terranes amalgamated by suturing into one and overlain by
the Popes llead Fonnation. Subsequently, during the Taconic, he suggests that they
collided with Laun ntia. The pre-Popes Head, and the post Popes llead/ pre-Occoquan
defonnations Drake considered to be records of the Cadomian (western Europe) and
Penobscot (New England Appalachians) orogenies respectively.

Studies along the James River suggest rather, that the three motifs of Drake are !

segments of an accretionary melange brought ashore dunng the Taconic orogeny. Where ;

it has been possible to identify source in these deposits it seems to be from the east. The l

Pcpes Head may be a forearc basin deposit containing some pyroclastics from the mag-
matic arc. 'If this hypothesis is true, the deformations Drake correlated with widespread

- otogenies around the Atlantic may be inconect. Rather,it is suggested that the pre- and
post-Popes Head defonnations represent different stages in the deformation of a complex
accretionary wedge that developed over a long interval of time, beginning offshore from
Laurentia.

Plutons in the Melange Units. Several gabbroic and granitic plutons occur in the
melange (Plate 1), and some of the granitic plutons have ages of ca. 500 Ma. This dates
tFem as possibly having been generated over oceanic crust before the Taconic collision
with Laurentia . Much work needs to be done on petrogenesis of these intrusives. There
are similar occurrences in Kodiak Island, Alaska, where granitoid and gabbroic plutons
were apparently generated in the accretionary wedge above oceanic crust. Perhaps they
edn be explained as a result of the subduction of an active spreading ridge which could
emplace basaltic magmas into the melange and also create secondary granitie melts from
the melange itself.

Taconic Orogeny.

The Taconic orogeny was the earliest to affect the Laurentian margin, it must there-
fore be related to the first suture found cutboard of Laurentia. The previous discussion +

t

supports the Shores Melange as marking the suture and the Caopawamsic volcanic rocks
of the exotic Carolina terrane as remnants of the colliding continent. Collision between
Carolinia and Laurentia occurred during Late Cambrian through Late Ordovician time.
The initial collision decapitated a slice from the Laurentian hinge zone, and this slice was
the ancestral ' Blue Ridge (Glover and others,1983; Glover and Costain,1984; Wehr and ;

'

Glover,1985). Erasion breached the ancestral Blue Ridge down to Grenville basement
and fragments of the western platformal rift and drift stratigraphy down to the basement
are preserved in the Late Ordovician Fincastle Conglomerate of the Taconic foreland

' basin near.Roanoke Virginia (Kaupa|1974). Fragments of gneissic lower Chilhowee
(Unicoi?) in the Fincastle indicate that Taconic metamorphism in the hinge and continen-
tal slope sequence was already well advanced by Late Ordovician, Caradocian, or about
450 Ma. Glover and others (1983) summarized the evidence for Taconic metamorphism
which ceased by cooling during thrust-driven uplift over most of the Piedmont and Blue

L Ridge at about 480 Ma. or Early Ordovician. Further deformation and filling of the
foreland basin continued until about 440 Ma or Late Ordovician time in the central and
southem Appalachians.
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Other Tectonic Interpretations

llatcher (1987, llatcher,1989) includes the Lynchburg, Swift Run,liardware Shores
and Chopawamsie stre ca in his Piedmont terrane in this paper however,it has been
shown that: the Lynchburg, Swift Run and Catoctin are Laurentian rift stage strata
deposited on continental crust; the liardware and Shores are tectonic melange and deep
water sediments of oceanic and continental derivation; and the Chopawamsic volcanic
rocks are part of Carolinia, a terrane that collided with Laurentia during the Taconic.
Therefore it seems calikely that llatcher's Piedmont terrane, as presently constituted, is a
valid tectonic unit. Similar criticism applies to the models of Rankin and others,1989,
and to Horton and others,1989.

The model presented herein is also strongly at varian. _ with llatcher's (1987) concept
of the timing of regional metamorphism and collision in the central and southern Appala-
chians. Much of the problem, as shown in this paper, lies in our dif fering vieu on the
number of terranes and their ages of collision.

Latest Ordovician, Silurian and Early Devonian Drift.

During and following erosional reduction of the Taconic Mountain system, Carolinia
and Laurentia (Figure 2) apparently drifted together as a single continent for 30ut 30
m.y. During this time subsidence and perhaps transfomi motion parallel to the collisional
axis allowed successor basins to accumulate quartz arenite and carbonate on the platform
(present Valley and Ridge Province). In the Piedmont, ove: the eroded mots of the
Taconic Mountains, the Arvonia Formation and correlatives furnish a record of Paleozoic
sedimentation following the Taconic orogeny.

Arvonia Formation (Watson and Powell,1911). This fonnation (Plate 1) is a lami-
nated to thin bedded quartz-muscovite-graphite schist or phyllite with lesser amounts of
biotite, chlorite, magnetite, plagioclase, pyrite, carbonate minerals, and local grains of
tourmaline and zircon; garnet occurs in the eastern exposures (Smith and others,1964;
Brown,1969,1970). The base of the fonnation is unconfonnable upon the Rb/Sr 45419
Ma. (Mose and Nagel,1984) Columbia Granite and upon the U/Pb ca. 550 Ma.
Chopawamsie volcanics. The top of the fonnation is the present erosion surface.

Quartz arenite occurs locally at the base, especially where it is in unconformable
contact with the Columbia Granite (Taber,1913).

Along the James River the Bremo quartz arenite and quanz pebble arenite occurs in
the middle and lower part of the fonnation (Brown, 1969,1970 ).

The Buffards Conglomerate Member, placed at the top of the formation by Brown
(1969,1970), now appears to be a localized unit near the base of the Arvonia according
to new mapping by Evans and Marr (1988). Buffards crops out about 10 miles SSW of
Arvonia contain massive conglomerate consisting of well rounded pebbles and cobbles of
quartzite, mafic and felsic volcanic pebbles and cobbles in a quartzo-feldspathic sand-
stone matrix. The conglomerate is interleaved with graded graywacke and dark phyllite.
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Age and ccrrelation of the Arvonia. Ti!! man (1970) studied the trilobites that occur
in the Arvonia and summarized the age as hiiddle or Late Ordovician. Earlier identifica-
tions of all of the Arvonia fossils available in the late 1940's yielded a probable
hiaysville stage of the Late Ordovician (Stose and Stose,1948). As noted above, the
fomtation rests unconfonnably upon the 45419 hia. Columbia Granite (hiose and
Nagel,1984). Considering that the Columbia was intruded into the low grade
Chopawamsic volcanic rocks during or late in their Taconic metamorphism it is unlikely
that the granite cooled below the retention temperature for the Rb/Sr isotopic system
immediately. Thus, the emplacement age is probably 10 20 m.y. older, or hiiddle Or-
dovician. These mugh brackets on the age of the Anonia and Columbia Granite imply
that the unconformity itselfis probably hiiddl5 but not Late Ordovician (Taconic)in age
(see discussion of the age of the Quantico and Arvonia below).

_

The Arvonia has been correlated with the Quantico Fonnation, a similar black
phyllite or schist, which crops out in a syneline to the east of Arvonia and extends from
the James River to northern Virginia (Pavlides,1980, and refen nees therein). Pavlides
and others (1980) clarified the age of the Quantico in nonhern Virginia, assigning a Late
Ordovician or Silurian (7) age to it. Thcrefore, the age of the Quantico and Arvonia might
be in part hiiddle Ordovician,is in pan Late Ordovician or Silurian. The age of the basal
unconfonnity then is probably bliddle to Late Ordovician.

Tectonic /nterpretation. Because Carolinia and Laurentia were sutured by the Taconic
orogeny, the Arvonia and Quantico represent an overstepping sedimentary unit that was
probably deposited across the suture. The unconformity at the base of the Quantico/
Arvonia represents the Taconic unconformity in the Piedmont.

The basal sandstone of the Arvonia must be in part, at least, of shallow water deposi-
tion. The rest of the Arvonia/Quantico sequence seems to be a quiet, probably deep
water sequence into which pelagic and turbiditic sedimentation occurred. The lluffards
Conglomerate is interbedded with graded quartzo feldspathic sandstone, lloth facies a e
interleaved with Arvonia black slate. We interpret these conglomerates and sandstones to -

be debris flows and turbidites, respectively. Seiders and others (1975) also report graded
sandstones with Oute cans (turbidites) in the correlative Quantico Formation in northern
Virginia.

if the Arvonia/Quantico sequence is of Late Ordovician age,it cannot be part of the,

Maninsburg clastic wedge on the west side of the Blue Ridge, because the Martinsburg
shoreline had already prograded across the ancestral Illue Ridge and into the foreland -
basin by that time. This problem requires further research. A scenario consistent with
the present sparse data base might be as follows: The Arvonia/Quantico may be post-
Taconic, Silurian, deposited on the croded roots of the Taconic mountains. Rapid devel-
opment of quiet, or deep water conditions implies rifting (transtensional? liad the dextral
transform movements of the Acadian and Allaghanian already begun?) and subsidence
into a marine trough. This interpretation may be supponed by the presence of turbidites
and debris flows in a basin accumulating euxinic facies and would be consistent with the
margins of the basin being at considerable distances from the fine grained sequence now
presen ed.
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Early Deamian Early Mississippian Acadian Orogeny: A Manifestation of
Oblique Col!3sion

,

Time constraints on Acadian defonnation along the James River traverse are poor and
most of our knowledge of Acadian events comes from outside the area (Glover and
others,1983). Post Late Ordovician - Silurian (?) Paleozoic sedimentation is unknown in
the Piedmont of Virginia, No.th Carolina and South Carohna.

In northern Virginia Pavlides (1982) has shown th t metamorphism and defonnation>

in the Falls Run Granite Gneiss occurred after 410 Ma and before intrusion of the oldest
Falmouth rocks at about 322 Ma. Glover and others (1983) reviewed the evidence for the
Acadian orogeny throughout the central and southern Appalachians (Figure 9) and con-

|

cluded, from stratigraphic ages of the clastic wedge in the Valley and Ridge of Virginia,
that the orogeny extended from the Middle Devonian (385 Ma) to Early Mississippian
(360 Ma). Numbers in parentheses result from the new time scale (Palmer,1983) which
became available after Glover and others (1983). Isotopic data in the Piedmont suggest
that the orogeny culminated at about 360 Ma (Early Mississippian). Acadian metamor-
phism and ductile deformation are mostly confined to an overprint on the more wide-

'

spread Taconic metamorphism (Figure,9). Acadian activity is manifest in the west
central part of the crystalline terrain in the southern Appalachians and along the central
and eastern part of the exposed Piedmont in Virginia (Figure 9).

Rodgers (1967) noted the differences in age of Acadian clastic wedges between New
England and the Central Appalachians. Glover and others (1983) questioned whether the
difference in timing of orogeny from north to south was diachroneity in the same orogeny
or two separate events. In New England Acadian clastic wedges are Early and Middle
Devonian,in New York to northern Virginia they are Middle and Late Devonian and in
southern Virginia and Tennessee the clastic wedges are Latest Devonian to Early Missis- ,

sippian (Ettensohn,1987, and references therein). Etynsohn (1987) proposed oblique
dextral collision of Avalon terranes with promontories on the North American continent
to explain the southwestward migration of clastic wedges (Figure 10). Ferrill and Tho-
mas (1988) recently proposed, on the basis of evidence for an Early Devonian wrench
basin in the Talladega belt of Alabama and Georgia, that oblique faulting also extended
into the Alabama segment at that time. According to their modification of Ettensohn's
model, wrench and transpressional stress varied along the orogenic system with time as
shown in Figure 9.

- The oblique collision model of Ettensohn (1987) and modifications by Ferrill and
,

Thomas (1988) seems plausible. For the central and southern Appalachians, however, it
could not have been the initial collision with Carolinia ("Avalonia") because, as previ.

! ously shown, Carolinia collided with Laurentia during the Ordovician Taconic orogeny.
A mor:likely hypothesis is that the amalgamated terranes of Laurentia and Carolinia
collided with southern Europe and west Africa. Middle Devonian metamorphism and

I deformation are recorded in France and Morocco (Robinson and others, in press).
Along the James River traverse, during the Acadian, dextral transpression probably

reactivated many of the Taconic faults and undoubtedly moved the ancestral Blue Ridge
closer to its present position.
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Other Tectonic Models.11atcher (1987) considers the suturing of Avaloma

; (Carolinia):o North America to be an Acadian event and to have occurred along the
westem ooundary of the Kings Mountain belt in the southern Appalachians. In Virginia !
this boundary on his map (llatcher,1987, Figure 2) passes east of the Chopawamsie ;
Fonnation and is ovenhrust by the Goochland basement nappes. The ultimate basis for +

llatcher's ages of collision boundaries seems to be the need to match a sequence of three
orogenic events with a succession of terranes eastward (outward) from the North Ameri- i

can craton. In this paperit has been shown that the western (Taconic) suture is mostly '

misplaced by llatcher in Virginia, and that the collision with Carolinia occurred during
: the Taconic (see also Glover and others,1983).

Early Mississippian / Permian Alleghanian (Ilerc3nian) Orogeny |
t

in the Valley and Ridge of Virginia and West Virginia tne Greenbrier 1.imestone,
'

Merrimacian/Visean in age, was deposited upon the Acadian clastie wedge in a brief
interval about 340 m. y, ago. The Greenbrier is immediately overlain by the Alleghanian
clastic wedge which ranges into the Pennian, or to about 250 Ma. This brief pause in ,

clastic deposition probably represents a change in style of defonnation, perhaps the
passage of a non-compressional transfonnjunction with southern Europe and Africa. In
any event it hardly seems reasonable 'o consider it more than a brief lull, or change in
style, in an otherwise continuous orogeny. [

Glover and others (1983) found that the metamorphic thennal peak in the eastern
Virginia Piedmont _was reached about 280 Ma (Early Permian), and that ductile deforma-

tion over most of the eastern Piedmont ceased about 250 Ma (Late Permian). Thus
defonnation in the Piedmont was synchronous with deposition of the clastic wedge in the
foreland basin.

The Petersburg Granite of the eastern Piedmont, near Richmond (Plate 1),is Late
Mississippian; 330i 8 Ma according to Wright and others (1975) and was defonned,

|_ intensely along its western margin by the dextrally transpressive flylas mylonite zone *

(llobyarchick and Glover,1979; Gates and Glover,1989). '

Gates and others (1986) have shown that late Paleozoic dextral transpressional (duc-
tile) faulting, parallel to the orogenic axis, occurred in the etystalline terrain throughout
the length of the Appalachians. They inferred from isotopic dates that this occurred from

,

324 Ma to 285 Ma (Early Mississippian to Early Permian)J The 324 Ma older bound is a
cooling age on hornblende (Glover and others,1983) and the actual age of initial defor-

- mation is undoubtedly older. Similarly, the ~ 85 Ma age is now superceded by more2

recent findings, mentioned above, that suggest dextral transpression continued until about
250 Ma.

The I-64 seismic profile (Plate 1) shows the structural relation of North American *

- Grenville basement to the overthrust Carolinia rocks in the eastern Piedmont of Virginia.
- In the Goochland nappe, foliation, lithologic layering, and .mylonite zones are all parallel
as a result of the final defonnation during the Alleghanian orogeny. Surface studies -
indicate that these three parallel features of the layering are recorded in the reflections on
the seismic record as shown below the surface in the Goochland nappes on the profile.
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Therefore the dextral transpression tEu funned these structures occuned along moder-
ately eastward dipping zones that, as shown by the profile, reached into the middle and
lower emst. The emplacement of the Goochland nappes and the doming of the Carolinia
cover therefore is a consequence of Alleghanian dextral transpression. Alleghanian

,

amphibolite facies metamerphism that retrograded the Grenville granulite mineral assem-
blages occurred at about 5-7 kbars (Farrar,1984) equivalent to uplift of 15-20 km during
the deformation. Sui > sequent erosion has breached the Carolinia cover in Virginia and
parts of North Carolina (Figure 2). Now the Grenville basement rocks in the nappes
plunges gently southward fonning the Raleigh belt of North Carolina (Figures 1,2). It
seems likely that the entire southern Piedmont is underlain by North American Greaville
basement.

Alleghanian regional metamorphism and ductile defonnation is largely confined to
the eastern Piedmont of the central and southern Appalachians (Figure 9), localized
zones of Alleghanian deformation are imposed on Alleghanian granites along the Btevard
zone in Georgia (Glover and others,1983, and references therein) and on the liigh Shoals
Granite at the northern end of the Kings Mountain belt (Figures 1,2)in North Carolina
(llonon and others,1987). These occurrences represent areas of ductile defonnation
along or near fauh zones that were reactivated and locallp intruded by granites during the

- Abeghanian; undoubtedly more will be found. Ductile deformatien of Alleghanian age
- lso occurs in central Virginia where reactivation of the Taconic suture in Alleghaniana

time produced mylonites of this age (Gates,1981 Gates and others,1986). Although
Alleghanian ductile defonnation is found along major reactivated faults in the central and j

'

western Piedmont (Figure 9) the castern Piedmont contains the only large areas of re.
- gional ductile deformation and metamorphism known at this time. Therefore, the pattern
of regional metamorphism and ductile defonnation in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge
(Figure 9) supports our conclusion (Glover and others,1983) of a general southeastward

Imigration of thermal metamorphic events with time. This seems in accord with the
conclusion that collision zones also become younger eastward as a natural consequence

of the succession in collision described herein. :

The timing of the development of the principal areas of Acadian and Alleghania.
metamorphism and ductile defonnation in the central and southern Appalachian Pied- !

mont was contemporaneous with the formation of their respective clastic wedges in tb '

Valley and Ridge. During deposition of the Acadian clastic wedge parts of the Blue
'Ridge province (those parts not overprinted by Acadian ductile deformation, Figure 9)

were transponed westward as largely rigid blocks defonning the shelf and Taconic clastic ,

wedge strata and edge of the Acadian foreland basin in front of them.- During the deposi- |

tion of the Alleghanian clastic wedge the Blue Ridge, central and western Piedmont {
blocks moved in a dominantly rigid state deforming the shelf, Taconic and Acadian (
foreland basin suma ahead of them. Foreland basin strata defonned by pre A!!eghanian
orogenies were overridden during the Alleghanian so that most of the deformation now-

'

seen in the Valley and Ridge is of Alleght.nian age. Because of this sequese of events
the Blue Ridge and associated faults that carry metamorphosed terraia over

'
unmetamorphosed Valley and Ridge strata in the southern Appalachians is commonly
thought to be Alleghanian. The sequence of events outlined above suggests that these
faults had their inception much earlier during the Taconic collision. ,
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Origin of Middle and Late Palcoroic Plutons

Middle- to late-Palcoroic granitic rocks of the Piedmont were largely generated
during times of crustal thickening by Acadian and Alleghanian transfonn trarutensional
and transpressional collision. Possibly some 410-385 Ma (liarly Devonian) gabbroic,
syenitic and granitic plutens in the central Carolinas correspond to a non-compressive
interval of time and their compositions suggest that they may have had an transform or
transtensional origin in accord with the timing and nature of the Acadian orogeny out-
lined above

The Acadian and Alleghanian granites of the Piedmont are mostly monzogranites, but
range through thondhjemite to monzonite to syenogranite (Speer, Becker and Farrar,

_

personal communication,1984). Only about 1091 of the coeval intrusives are gabbro.
Thus the suite is strongly bimodal and lacks diorite. A magmatic are origin is unlikely.

Crustal thickening during compressive and transpressive events provides a number of,

attributu thtt promote generation of melt. Frictional heat accumulates and lower crust
and upper mantle are depressed into higher temperature zones. The transcurrent compo-
nent of mavement may moie locally create higher and lower pressure zones within the
lithosphere. Crustal shortening may result in delamination and sinking of lower lithor
phere, and allow upwelling of hot asthenasphere :o the base of the crust. Rapid upwaid
transport during nappe stacking, and isostatic rcnound during quiet times between com-
pressive events may make decompression meiting possible.

Early Mesozoic Rifting Precursor of Atlantic Ocean liasin Opening.

Numerous rift basins of Late Triassic and early Jurassic age exist in the Piedmont of
the central and southern Appalachians. Dikes of Jurassic diabase (dolerite of European

-

usage ?) record the beginning of the generation of the Atlantic Ocean and the tunent

plate tectonic regime. They are beyond the scepe of this report and are mentioned only to
provide an end point ior the evolution of the Appalachian orogenic system.

Conclusions

Rifting of Grensillia began abou'. 690 Ma and continued to about 570 Ma (liarly
Cambrian). At least two stages can be seen in this protracted extensional event: The first

stage,690-650 Ma, was characterized by rifting, eruption of the tholeiitic and peralkaline
Crossnore plutonic-volcanic :uite, and accumulation of non-marine clastic sediments and

volcanic rocks in graben. Glaciation occurred at the beginning of the second stage (and
perhaps at the end of the Erst stage), and widespread subsidence occurred along the east'
Dank of the present Blue Ridge. Subsidence led to the development of a retrogradational
braided submarine fan aver attenuated continental crust as the proto margin of Laurentia
evolved. The second stage of rifting was accompanied by intrusion of basaltic dikes and

4
1
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sills and eruptien oflava. Mafic /ultramafie dikes and sills were injected during the early
part of the interval. Rifting was complete at 570 Ma.and the new ocean basin lapetus
was ini:iated.

The drift stage began at 570 Ma and continued to about 490 Ma. (liariy orJovician).
During this time the lmirentian continent drifted in tropical seas and accumulated nearly
three kilemeters of quart 2 arenite and carbonate on its shallow platfonnal edge.

Somcwhere, at high latitudes in the lapetan Ocean, the mienvontinent Carolinia was
being mantled by calcatkaline volcanic nicks as the ocean closed between it and
Lat'rentia. The oldest known Carolinia s olcanism is ohler than 700 Ma. A little before
600 Ma. the volcanism was imer upted by the Virgilina defonnation which folded and
6ulted the c: der volcanic sequence. Deep submari.;c basins (transtensional(?) graben)
filled with turbidites fomied over tb core region of the older arc. This deforma' ion and
sediment tion pwern agncsts a citange in direction of plate movement f ollowed by -

transpressional transtensionn) collision. When volcanism resumed after the Virgilina
defonnation it was more nearly bimodalin composition. The younger period of volcan-
ism lasted from about 600 Ma until about 510 Ma. Collision with Laurentia occurred
between 510 and 490 Ma., ptobably during the Early Ordovician.

Sedimentary and tectonic melanges accumulating in the trench and accretionary
wedge were brought ashore during the Taconic collision. Ages of crosseutting intrusives
and seurve werials suggest that much of this melange was deposited about 550-525 Ma.
However, melanges undoubtedly began to fann as early as 700 + (?) Ma. because the
magmatic are was already well developed by then.

During the Taconic collision the hinge zone of the Laurentian continent was sliced ofI
and thrust cratonward as the pro:o Blue Ridge, while the f oreland basin lilled with clastic
sedimenta culminating in deposition of the thick Martinsburg and Juniata formations.

After the Taconic collision the Nonh American cominent drifted at low latitudes for
about 30 m.y., collecting compositionally mature shallow water clastics and cart.onate
sediments along its plattonm! margin. Minor ritting may have occuned in the Piedmont.

Collision with South Ameiical?) Africa and southern Europe probably began during
the Silurian or Early Devonian. This collision w as initially suongly dextral-
transpressional in New England but dominantly dextral transfonn in the central and
southern Appalachians. By the Middle and Late Devonian the region of intense dextral
transpression had moved in:o the central Appalachians. During the early Mississippi
(Greenbrier time) the central Appalachians were probably experiencing transfonn mo-
tion. Transpressional motion was dominant in the etntral and southern Appalachians s

during the Alleghanian (llercynian) orogeny. The Acadian and licrcynian orogenies
appear to be parts of a single protracted oblique collisional event (should we resurrect the
tenn" Appalachian orogeny" with Acadian and Alleghanian/llercynian phases?). Possi-
bly the obliquity on the collision angle is the reason why subduction was not aborted and
collision ceased much sooner.

Rifting began again during the Late Triassic and by Middle Jurassie the present
Atlantic ocean had begun to form.
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l' art 11: Velocity and Q studies in central Virginin

By John K. Costain

|

| Purpose of study

In a general sense, different rxk types have characteristic seismie velocities; the

higher the selocity, the higher the value of the quality factor, Q (Waters,1978). The1_

objective of this study was to identify subsurface rock types in the structurally complex
crystalline Piedmont of Virginia by measurements of velocity and Q from reflection

seismic data acquired on lines NRC2 A 1-1, NRC2A1-2, NRC2Al-3, NRC2A l-4, and

NRCRRT-1. If Q could be determined, then using published values for general relation-

ships between Q and velocity, rock "elocity could be inferred. Velocity determinations

from stacking veh> cities can be inaccurate and ambiguous because of residual statics

problems, choice of the reference datum for data processing, reflections from out of the
plane of the section, etc.

Intrinsic damping (i.e., Q) is difficult to measure. A review of various laboratory
and field techniques as well as results was given by Toksoz and Johnston (1981). If

reflection seismic data are used, then many factors can affect the measurement of Q if

ratios of the amplitudes of seismic wavelets are used, orif ratios of their spectral compo-
nents are used. These factors have been summarized repeatedly in the literature (i.e.,

;

Toksoz and Johnston,1981). What is needed is a method that is relatively independent of

source / receiver coupling, is independent of spherical spreading, independent of reDection

or transmission coefficients, and insensitive to residual statics shifts beneath either the

source or receiver -in other words, a method that depends upon shape instead of ampli-

tude, Ecevitoglu (1987) and Ecevitoglu and Costain (1988) published a unifying ap-
preach to the numerical modehng of intrinsic damping that facilitates observations of its

effect on the shape of the propagating seismic wavelet, and allows for a direct detemlina-

tion of Q; this was the method used herein to analyze the reflection seismic data from the
crystalline Piedmont of Vin; inia.

The quality factor, Q, is greatly affected by the presence of free water. For

example, the Q of a low-porosity (1-2%) olivene basalt without hydrated mineral phases
ranges from about 100 in normal laboratory air to over 2,(XX) when outgassed at wderate

temperatures in a high vacuum. Birch and Bancroft (1938) showed that Q (at least in the
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kilohertz frequency range) of many igneous rocks increased from values of a few hun-

dred to values of about 2000 at depths of about 10 km. lixposure to even laboratory air

drastically reduces the value of Q from values greater than 2000 to around 100 (Tittman.

1981).

Theoretical background

Ecevitoglu (1987) and Ecevitoglu and Costain (1987) formulated an exact expres-

sion to describe the effects of absorption and body wave dispersion on the shape of a

seismic wavelet for which the attenuation coefficient, a(n),is an arbitrary function of the

frequency, n. They showed that absorption-dispersion pairs can be computed using the

discrete numerical Hilbert transform, and that approximate analytical expressions regh-

ing the selection of arbitrary constants and cutoff frequencies are no longer necessary.

For constant Q, the dispersive body wave velocity, p(n), is

p(v )g
P (V) " '

3 ng_yj

1+5 y

where H denotes numerical Hilbert transformation, p(n)is the phase velocity at the

frequency n, and p(nN) is the phase velocity at Nyquist. From the above equation, it is

possible to estimate Q in the time domain by measuring the amount of increase, DW, of

the wavelet breadth after a traveltime, Dt, by

..

2
0 = 3; (2)

Aki and Richards (1980, pp.172-177) summarized difficulties with analytic expressions

for phase velocity that involve frequency limits ofintegration that extend ta infinity. In

order to calculate the "real, physical" phase velocity at some specific frequency, then .

application of the Hilbert integral for frequency limits from zero to infinity will result in

an unbounded phase function that implicitly includes a linear phase (due to traveltime), a

dispersive phase, B(n), (due to body wave dispersion), and a " hidden" phase (due to

approximations that must be made for freque cy limits ofinfinity). A graphic summary

of the phase definitions of Futterman (1962), Strick (1970), and Kjr.nansson (1979) are

given in Eceviroglu and Costain (1988). The purely dispersive phase spectrum, B(n),is

shown in Ecevitoglu and Costain (1988),i.e., with the linear phase due to traveltime
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subtracted =

Aki and Richards (1980, Eq. 5.74) noted that

- m-
_

2c0
A (x). = A e * *

implies4

1 Illn(co)1 - 20 a 40)4
.c,

where 11 denotes numerical Hilbert transfonnation; there is no Hilbert transfonn pair for

which this relation is satisfied with constant Q. Such problems can be overcome by using -

- a discrete Hilbert transfomiation with a finite upper frequency limit instead of integration -

with an upper frequency limit ofinfinity, and by recognizing that the total phase spec-

trum can be split into a linear with. frequency nondispersive phase defined by the

traveltiine of a reflected event, plus a purely dispersive phase spectrum that is associated

with body wave dispersion brought about by causal absorption. Aperiodic dispersive '

phase terms are unbounded; therefore, they always implicitly subtract, as in Futterman -

(1962), or add, as in Strick (1967), or both add and subtract (i.e.," bend" a(n) versus n as

in Kjartansson,1979) some amount of pure, undesirable, time delay. The expressions for
,

the absorption coefficients of Azimi et al. (1968) are convex upward because they have to

satisfy the Paley Wiener condition. This condition restricts the permissible choices of
'

a(n)_versus n to those that increase slower than the first power of the frequency as the

frequency goes to infinity; This restriction is removed for the case of real data and the

i realities of a Nyquist frequency by invoking periodic theory in which Kolmogorov's

condition is instead satisfiedi

The Hilbert transform as given in Lee (1960, Equation 65)is used to formulate

the relation between the iimplitude and phase spectra of an absorptive filter::

= . -4 [_ sin (2nyt) dt [ _ In ( A (v') I ces (2xv't ) dv' (3)B (v)
o- o

"
where A(n) and B(n) are the amplitude and phase spectra, respectively, of the absmptive -

,

- fiher! According to the first assumption:

A-(vr - e* " = c* ' and
-

' inia (u)) = In(e ') = -bu
~

(4)
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Substituting (4)in (3) we obtain:

~

B (v) = 14 j sin (2xv't) dt j; bv' cos (2ny't ) dv' 5)|(y

0 0

For an upper limit of integration of = in (5), the rightmost integral becomes inGnite. This

is the dif6culty encountered by earlier workers who used " aperiodic theory"(i.e., n '= *)-

when a(n)a = bng with g = 1. To overcome this difficulty, they chose g close to I (say, g

= 0.9). This approach has been called (Strick,1967) " power-law attenuation," and a(n) is

chosen such that Q is almost constant over the frequency range of interest. Instead of

: relaxing Q and allowing it to become "slightly" frequency dependent, Ecevitoglu and

Costain (1988) proceeded directly with the integration and selected some arbitrary
i Nyquist cutoff frequency.

!
u

Let q(n) be the total (dispersive phase spectrum plus the linear-with-frequency

phase conesponding to nondispersive traveltime) phase spectrum:

|

| 0 (v) . = _B (v) + 2nyt (6)
1

where B(n)is denned here as the pure body wave "dispersive phase" and 2pnt is the

- phase that corresponds to some pure traveltime, t. Thus,

^0 (v) = 2xvt = 2:v (7)p (v)

where t is now total time (the sum of the traveltime plus a frequency-dependent time

delay due to body wave dispersion), a is the travel distance, and p(n) is the dispersive

phase velocity. I.et
a a

t = - (v . ) and b = op(v ) (g)
p

3 g ,

where t is the traveltime, p(nN) is the phase velocity at the Nyquist frequency and is also

the p-wave velocity of the medium without absorption, and a is the travel distance.

Although a linear-with-frequency attenuation is used here as an example, the

numerical approach pr.:sented is appropriate for any behavior of a(n) versus n. This

means that the inverse problem, that of determining a(n) versus n from llilbert transfor-

mation of the phase spectrum as derived from real data, will reveal the nonlinear depen-

dence of a(n) versus n ifit is present in the data.
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The 1.hase spectrum, B(n), for linear-with frequency absorption as obtained by the

exact numerical procedure is:. |

:

B (v) = ll[1nA(v)) = Il[1n e *) = bil (-v) - (9) |
~

-IIere, H stands for numerical Hilbert transformation. From (6), (7), (8), and (9) the phase f
velocity is: !

-!

p (v ) -g ,

. (10)p (v) = ,,
'l + g

gy)
y

and thus every value of dispersive velocity can be computed from (10) from n = 0 to n = -

nN, inclusive. There are no arbitray constants to choose. The effects of different ab-

sorption levels on the dispersive phase and impulse response are shown in Figure 11 for ;

distances of 2,4,6, and 8 km from the vibrator source. (Note that the absorption coeffi-

. cient is multiplied by the travel distance, a.) Observe the scaling and broadening effects t

~

on the causal absorption impulse responses (lower). As a(n)a versus n becomes steeper,

- then the dispersive phase B(ni becomes larger so that the peak of the pulse in the time -j

-domain is gradually delayed.-

.

The percent, D, of body wave dispersion from n = 0 to n = nN is
.

U-

p(v ) p (0)
ND= x 100 (11): <>
p(v )g

and it is thus possible to determine a value for D over any frequency bandwidth j
l
i

From Equation (10), the ph$se velocity at n = 0 (see Ecevitoglu,1987) is:

p(v
N.

p (0) =
21+

and body wse dispersion, D, over the entire bandwidth from n = 0 and n = nN for a

linear-with frequency absorption coefficient is

p(v ) - - p (0)y
D= (.12 )=

p (VN) 1+fD
From Equation (12), the value of D is independent of any frequency cutoff, and depends
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Figure 11. Four synthetic vibroscis wavelets attenuated by intrinsic damping in a
medium of Q = ltXh The wavelets are recorded at distances of 2,4,6, and 8
km from the source The Klauder wavelet at the source is approximately
symmetrical about a central peak. Note the loss of symmetry of the Klauder
wavelet due to causal attenuation Such wavelets are used to determine Q by
measuring the change in time between the two lowest peaks (this change is
DW in Equation 13) as the reflected wavelet is recorded at successively
greater distances from the vibrator source For example,in Equation (13),
DW is the amount of wavelet spreading between the second and first reflected
wavelets, and t is the difference in traveltime between the second and first
recorded wavelets.

.

4
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only on Q.

We now compute the difference in dispersive time delay, Dv/, between frequen-

cies n = 0 and n = nN. Both of these frequencies traveled the sanr distance a. Therefore,

+ AW)a = p (v 11 = p (0) (t

where t is the pure traveltime. Then

p(v ) - p h)y'aw = t
p(0)

From the expression for body wave dispersion, we have

2p (v ) p@ pWN' b 2g

p(0) p(0) g 5
.

2

Therefore,

3. 2 A t ,

::0 e-
(for constant Q)

2ey , (13)

Equation (13) makes possible time domain measurements of Q. Dt is the $

traveltime (or the difference in traveltime between an event arriving at different re eiver

locations) and OW is the amount of wavelet breadth increase during the time Dt. Small ,

values of body-wave dispersion (D) for high-Q rocks require resampling the data in order

to see the increase in wavelet breadth, DW. This is discussed further in the Procedures -

section.

Futterman's (1962) velocity dispersion expression saperimposed in a (necessarily)

piecewise manner upon the exact curve of Eceviroglu and Costain (1988) was published

by Ecevitoglu and Costain (1988) who generated a dispersive velocity curve for nN = 125

Hz and Q = 250 from 0 to 125 Hz and computed pieces of Futterman's phase ve!ocity

curve using the same value of Q. Excellent agreement with Futterman was obtained. It is

not possible to superimpose Futterman's entire results with a single selection of his

constants, c0 (km/sec) and no (Hz). la Equation (10), there is no arbitrary constant other

than Q that governs the shape of the vehxity dispersion curves computed from discrete
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Ililbert transformation; p(nN) is just a scale factor.

.

Procedure-

The input data for the velocity-Q studies are raw, unstacked traces from the field

tapes that have not been pre-whitened or filtered. Application of Equation (13) requires
,

1. A reflected event with a good signal to-noise ratio,

2. No interference between adjacent reflections nis constmint is not as

serious as it might seem, because it is only the central part of the Klauderg

wavelet (the part with the two side lobes on each side of the central peak)

that is used in the analysis (see Figure 1).

Correlated shot records used for subsequent conventional stacks are inspected for

isolated reflections that can be followed across the record. The uncorrelated data is then"

'

recorrelated, without vibroseis whitening (Goruh and Costain,1983), from the original

field tapas.

.

Three methods of analysis were rsed:
.

1.~ Follow a reflection on a common-source record,

2. Follow (the same) reflection in a CDP gather,

3. Measure DW between two different reflections on the same record, but at

I different times.

Although all methods were examined, the last was preferred because of the common

source-coupling and relatively short offset (70 m) for high-speed rocks (6 km/sec). For -

high-Q rocks, DW in Equation (13) will be less than the original sampling interval (4 ms)

when the data were acquired. The data, f(t), must therefore be resampled at a smaller

sampling interval (say 0.25 ms) by application of the Fourier transform pair:

= - f f(t)e #
~

dtF(CD)
_
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b [ F (CO) ef(t) d(0=

n _.,

where t is now assigned values 0,0.25 ms,0.5 ms, etc. If this is not done for crystalline

rocks,it is not possible to measure the amount of wavelet spreading, DW, using Equation

(13). In order to estimate the appropriate resampling interval, Equation (13) can be

evalua'ed for different assumed values of Q and different traveltimes, t, and wavelet-

sprecoing, DW. Results are shown in Figure 12. For high values of Q. it can be seen that

spreading is a fraction of a millisecond; the new location of the peak (or trough) of the

wavelet after spreading would therefore not be detected without renmt, ling. It was

concluded that resampling at 0.25 ms was adequate for the values of Q anticipated for the

crystalline rocks in central Virginia. For example, values of t for trace 3 at different

offsets (70-meter spacing), x,

for an event reflected from a depth of 6 km wou:d be

o

2 7

4 + t' 2 sect = =

(x=0) 0y

0
= 2.0000 sect = + t =

(x40) / 0y 6000
.

2

b+t = + 2 2.0195 secI = =

(x 1650) c<

6000'
-

y

i
,

'

1+t * 0, 2
2.0212 sec [

= + 2t = =

(x m 50) 2 n 2y ggg

where to is vertical traveltime (x = 0). Between adjacent receivers (at x = 16SO meters),

Dt is 1.7 millisecond.

It should be noted from Figure 2 that a saprolite layer 50 m in thickness (Q = 50,

v = 1 knVsec) will have the same effect on the shape of a vib ,seis wavelet as 3000

meters of crystalline ro'k (Q = 500; y = 6 km/sec). For this reason, an attempt was made

to determine refraction intercept times for head waves from the base of the saprolite in

order to estimate relative saprolite thickness. The results were not definitive, however,

because of the poor quality of the Grst breaks on the vibroseis data.

Line NRC2A1-4 provided reliable reDection continuity and offered the most

opportunity for tracking clean waveforms across at least a portion of a common-shot
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Figure 12. Effect of the quality factor, Q, on wavelet shape (spreading) as a function
of traveltime, t, and wavelet spreading DW, for a vibroseis Klauder wavelet:
Traveltime is in seconds; wavelet spread is in milliseconds. A Klauder wavelet
at the source is symmetrical about a central peak. ' Die increase in time be-
tween the two side lobes of the Klauder wavelet is DW. For high values of Q
(low intrinsic damping), changes in DW as traveltime increases are small, and
will generally be less than one sample interval (4 ms for the NRC data) from
urace to : race. To measure Q, therefore, might require a Fourier interpolation to

a smaller sample interval.
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record. Reflection con;inuity with a high S/N ratio across the entire record was rare. For

high-Q rocks this means relatively little spreadmg associated with nomial move-out;

however, this is not a problem if a deeper reflection on the same record can be compared

with_ a shallow one. Comparisons of wavelet spreading between a shallow and a deep

reflection on a portion of the same shot record provided the most convincing results.

A representative interval (tape D0215, Shot 23) recorrelated without vibroseis

whitening,is shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14 from 0-1.7 see and from 2.2-3.1 sec,-

respectively. This illustrates an example of the desirable signal-to-noise ratio for this

type of analysis. The idea is to examine enlarged portions (circled in the ligures) of the

data and track the wavefomi spreading, DW, from trace to trace. From this spreading, Q .

can be determined, and a rock type inferred.

A representative example of resampling a Klauder wavelet to a considerably

smaller intervalis shown in Figure 15. The idea is to find the maxima of the peaks of the

Klauder wavelet so that DW can be measured.

|

Signal-to-noise ratios on field records of the other lines were judged to be too low

for reliable determinations of Q, or else the values of Q turned out to be negative, prob-

ably due to interbed multiples. The geology is complex. The S/N ratio improves after

stack; however, the basic wavefomi shape for application of Equation (13) is lost.

The data from Line NRC2Al-4 was judged to be satisfactory for the analysis.

Over short distances, the data were at least as good as that in the only other h> cation in

crystalline terrain where this method has been successfully applied. Values of Q deter-

mined from Equation (13) side-lobe to side-lobe times at 1.5 see were in the range 29-34

- ms (average =32 ms); at 2.5 sec, this period was 32-34 ms (average =33 ms) From Equa-

tion (13),' Q = 650.

Conclusions

4

The generally observed lack of spreading of Klauder source wavelets observed on
i the unprocessed reflection seismic data from Line NRC2A1-4 in Virginia is interpreted to

-be due to a high Q (very little intrinsic damping), implying a relatively dry crust (at least

as sensed by seismic waves of wavelength 100-400 meters) in this part of central Vir-

ginia. Because exposure even to laboratory alr drastically reduces the value of Q from
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values greater than 2000 to around 100 (Tittman,1981), the results obtained in central

Virginia imply thnt the gross mineralogy at depth is free of hydrous phases. ' Ibis inter-
4 - preta: ion does not preclude a dry fractured crust with water-silled fractures, however,

bmuse seismic wave lengths in the bandwidth 14-56 Hz do not see individual fractures.-

_ . The results summarized above are not incoasistent with the hydroseismicity process. At

this time, there is not enough data to prove that fluid-wall reactions associated with

hydrolytic weakening of fault asperities eventually result in rock weakening, which leads

to an earthquake, although that is the hydroseismicity hypothesis. If the crust is dry (high

Q) to begin with, such a process might be more efficiently accommodated in a dry frac-

tured crust, stressed close to failure, and in contact with meteoric water. This resuh of

high Q estimated for the opper crust at the location of Line NRC2A1-4 in central Virginia

might also offer some clue as to rock type at this location.
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Part C. - Seismic reDection data acquisition and interpretation in the central
Virginia Seismi: zone (l'ask 2, Suhtask 2 A 1 1, 2, .3,-4.).

By Lynn Glover,111, Cahit Goruh, Alexander E. Gates, Stewart S. Farrar, Judith
Patterson, J.K. Costain, and G.A. Dollinger

Introduction

The following profiles have been processed by the Automatic Line Drawing
(ALD) process developed by Cahn Goruh (Goruh and others,1988). Al D's emphasize
relative reflectivity in the reDection data and they take the place of conventional line
drawings for use in interpreting subsurface structure.

Reflections and zones of coherent reflection in these orofiles caused by variations
in impedance contrast may have several geologic origins, one of which is not likely for
this area:

1) gas or fluid layers in metamorphic rocks - unlikely in large quantities
2) impedance contrast between geclogic bodies of different composition -likely
3) impedance contrast between strongly foliated and/or mylonitic zones and less

foliated host rock - likely
4) combinations of 2 and 3 above where rock layers of different compositions

have been transposed into mylonitic zones of intense ductile shear - likely

All of the last three geologic origins are well known from surface studies in the
Piedmont and Blue Ridge of the Appalachians, and therefore contribute to the production
of zones of coherent reDections shown in the profiles. Velocity and Q studies have the
potential to discrirninate between some of the origins enumerated above, but ideal condi-
tions for using these means are not common in the deformed and metamorphosed rocks
of the Piedmont and Blue Ridge. Therefore there remains an inherent ambiguity in the
exact interpretation of the reflectors except where they can be tied into surface rocks.

Most of the lines drawn on the AI.D's appear to represent planes of discordance
where reflectors or packages of reflectors are truncated,ie the ilylas mylonite/ fault zone
on 1-61 and NRC - 10. In some .s these have been traced into known mylonite or
fault zones at the surface. In o'her cases mafic-rich gneissic layers at the surface corre-
spond to strong reDectors or zones of reflectors at depth, ie. mafic gneisses on NRC 10.

Data Acquisition and Processing

Eastern Piedmont segment of U.S. I-64 profile (Figure 16)

This profile is introduced first because it is pan of a long and continuous one in
which the nature of many reflections are known from surface extrapolation. This is
important in relation to interpreting the reflections at depth in the shorter profiles carried
out for this program adjacent to 1-64 (Plate 1). This part of the pro 0le is located over the

1

l
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l

Goochland Groupjust west of Richmond.- It crosses,in dip section, the southernmost of'-

three en echelon domes that are each cored by the State Farm Gneiss. 5

:

Geologicalinterpretation: Surface geology shows the 1 Ga Maiim. Gneiss, f

Sabot amphibolite and State Farm Gneiss of the Goochland nappes thtust over the Cam-
brian Chopawamsic voicanics by dextral transpression (Spottsylvania zone) parallel to
the orogenic axis. These nappes include the Petersburg Granite and its Goochland host in .

the eastern part of the profile. Structure of the Maidens in the western part of the profileE

is moderate to steeply dipping, and very discordant to the subborizontal attitude of the
Chopawamsic volcanies as shown in the profile 1 Thus the Spottsylvania is a fault of

- major vertical and horizontal displacement located at the contact of the Goochland and
Chopawamsics. The fault is recognized in the subsurface by the discordances it created
between other reDectors, and locally by reDecting surfaces parallel to it.

The Hylas mylonite zone is another of these ductile dextral transpression zones
shown in the profile that can be extended well into mid-crustal levels. Together these
subparallel ductile fault zones fami a family of faults that dip moderately into the subsur-
face and merge somewhat discordantly into the " lower lamint.ted crust" below about 6
seconds two-way time.

Dashed lines are used to emphasize antifomial intervals of reflectors that are
truncated by eastward dipping transpressional faults. A dome cored by the State Farm
has been mapped at the surface and exhibits structure similar to that shown by the'

antiformal reDector intervals. The geometry of the antiforms and their relation to the
transpressional faults indicates that they were fomied in the transpressional process that
created the faults.

j - Between 6.5 and 7 seconds horizontal renectors predominate in the western half
of the profile. At the westem end of the profile a very reflective interval at 12 - 13.5
s:conds ascends eastward to less than 10.5 seconds. The base of this interval corresponds
n Moho (Pratt and others,1988). Between the mid crustal and lower crustal reflective
z. anes less well developed subhorizontal and gently to moderately east dipping renectors
occur (first generation reflectors). The gently east dipping reflectors merge asymptoti-
cally with the mid crusta! horizontal zone and probably also with the lower emstal reflec-
tive zone. The more moderately east and west dipping reDectors (second generation
re Dectors) are superimposed on the mid to lower crustal reRectors just described and are
clearly younger.

The geometry of the lower crustal first generation reflectors has no parallel in
stratigraphic geologic frameworks, nor does it resemble a simple sill / dike relationship. It
does however have siinilarities to C (shear band) and S (schistosity) structures in ductily
defomied massive rocks._ In this analogy the mid and lower crustal reflectors are the

j shear bands and compositional layering, and the gently dipping renectors in between are
_ schistosity and compositionallayering. The production of schistosity and shear bandst

aismends to transpose the compositional layering into parallelism with the schistosity or
_

shear bands. The observations are true for the metamorphic rocks now exposed at the
suriam, =d they present a logical framework for interpreting the deeper structure as
wel
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Earthquake foci: These foci have been projected as much as 30 km along the
structural strike into the plane of the section. In a few instances the foci are directly
under or adjacent to the profiles. The distance can be seen from Figure 17. The foci have!

vertical ermr bars in the range of 1 - 5 km which makes it impractical to try to relate
them to a particular fauh within the profile. It is a wonder of the data base that nearly all
of the foci, w hen plotted at the mid point of thcir error range, fall on or very near fauhs in
the section. Even more enigmatic is the observation that their first motion fault planes
are dominantly high angle strike slip surfaces strongly discordant to the faults interpreted
here.

NRC - 10 profile (Figure 18)
_

This profile is situated over the middle of three en cchchm domes just west of
Richmond (Plate 1) and just north of the 1-64 profile. The seismic traverse (Plate 1,
Figure 17)is a somewhat U-shaped one with the arms of the U oriented NE ah>ng the

#
strike of the geology. All of the data has been projected (binned?) so that the pmfile is a
dip section oriented NW.

Geological interpretation: Surface geology shows a low amplitude dome in the
Goochland Group cured by the State Farm Gneiss. The surface structure is concordant
with the reflection data in the first second or so of two-way time. Surface layers are
mafic and felsic gneisses including conformable relict layers of granulite gneiss. Thus
the reflections come from original compositional layering and from some granulite lenses
confonnable to the originallayering that would be of high velocity because of their
dehydrated, unretrogressed nineralogy. On the east side of the profile this gently dipping
Goochland structure is broken by nwderately east dipping mylonites of the Hylas zone.
East dipping mylonite zones are clearly seen transecting the gently dipping reflections
below stations 3(X)and 346. At stations 200 and just west of station 300 these ductile

,

faults are found at the surface.Other parallel shear zones occur at 1.4 seconds below
station 200, at 2.6 seconds below station 260, and elsewhere. Some late (Mesozoic?)
extensional dip slip movement is suggested by the apparent offset of reRective intervals
at 1 - 1.5 seconds below stations 150 and 200. Surface studies of the H"las zone

'

(Bobyarchick and Glover,1979, Gates and Glover,1989, and Glover,19S9) show that
the Hylas and many other compressional mylonite zones in Virginia have experienced
Mesozoic extensional reactivation.

Earthquake foci: Neither faults or other structures are well deGned by the data
below about 3 seconds. Earhtquake foci fall in an interval between about 4 and 5 seconds
that is particularly nondescript,

m

NRC 2A-12 profile (Figure 19)

This is another dip section located 7 km NE of NRC - 10 (Plate 1). It spans a
down-fold between the northern two of three domes.
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Geological Interpretation: At the surface nearly horizontal hiaidens Gneiss of :

the Goochland Group occupies the western 2/3 of the profile. On the east the hiaidens is
truncated by the e ist disiping Ilylas zone. hioderately dipping reDectors of the fauh zone ;,

are well displayed along the subsurface projection of the Ilylas. During Harly hiesozoie
extension the 1lylas was reactivated as a nonnal fault (Bobyarchick and Glover,1979)
and gently dipping Triassic sandstones now occur cast of the liylas border farlt. Several
west dipping reDectors (stratigraphy) and east dipping faults enn be seen in the proute,
At about 7 seconds the mid crustal reDecting zone is quite prominent. Below it are some

g"
moderately cast dipping trends that merge upward into the mid crustal zone and down-
want into the lower crustal zone and hi discontinuity without disrupting them. The lower

'

laminated crust shows structure between 11 and 13 see. One interpretation is that the h1
discontinuity slopes westward between 11 and 12 seconds. Ilowever, additional bmi-

!nated structure occurs between 11.5 and 13 see in the cast central past of the profile. An'

: ahernative interpretation would be that this is not the hi discontinuity between 11 and 13
sec but is a ductile extensional fault as shown on the profile.

Earthquake foci: Earthquake foci project into the profile between 3 and 3.3
see.. There is little obvious stmeture in the profile at the focal positions but they would be*

very close to the fae't in I 64 as shown pmjected into this profile. The west dipping ,

reflector between 2 and 3 sec. b also probably the same reDector at that position in 164.

d

NRC 2A.l.1 profile (Figurc 20) |
||

This is a dip section located about 4 km NE of NRC 2A 12 (Plate 1). NRC 2A- <

1 1 crosses the southern end of the nonhemmost dome on the maj ;

; Geological interpretation: This profile is very simit to NKC 2M-2. The
profile crosses the hiaidens, Sabot and State Farm gneisses fon. nag a dona which is
truncated by the liylas mylonite and fault zone on the cast.. West. "9 ping reflectors that :

end at the east dipping Ilylas zone in this profile may be Triassic sedimentary layers or
basement gneiss. 'The " brightness" of these reDectors suggestr, that they are part of the
rnetamorphic basement. Weakly expressed discordances near 4 to $ sec. suggest east :

dipping faults offatting a west dipping reDector. The west dipping renector just below 2
see is probably the same as that in 164 and 2A 1-2 at a similar time / depth. The mid
crustal,6 to 8 sec. reflective zone is well developed. Between 8 and 10 see. a few cast

idipping discordances appear in a field of otherwise faint horizontal renectors(?). The
lowe crustal reDeetive zone dips west from 11 to 12.5 see along a possible fault, This
truncates slightly east dipping reDectors which extend down to over 13 seconds in the

-

proGle. Compare with comments on deep structure in NRC 2A 1-2 above.
Earthquake foci: Three foci projected into H profile at about 3 to 4 sec plot in

the zone of east dipping faults.

.
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NRC 2A 1-3 prollte (Figure 21)

This is an oblique dip section located in the west central Piedmont along the

James River (Plate 1).

Geologicalinterpretation: Surface data shows that this profile crosses the
Shores tectonic melange,liardware olistmstrome (sedhnentary melange), and ends on the
west edge of the Arvonia Fm (Plate 1). An east d:pping fault mapped between the Shores
and liardware has some expression in the seismic profile as a discordance at about i sec.
East dipping mafic rocks mapped at the surface also are expressed as reflectors down dip
in the profile From about I to 4 see a number of subhorizontal to gently arched reflee.
tors are broken by east dipping discordant surfaces that appear to be faults. Probable

_

fonnations/lithologies are shown on the profile by comparison with the 164 profile
(Glover,1989).-

'

In this profile reflectors continue down into the middle crust to about 7 or 8 ice.
There is no sharp break where one would expect to pass from layered supracrustal rocks
into Grenville basement circa 3 sec. as occursjust west of here under the Blue Ridge (and :

throughout its length in the central and southern Appalachians). Comparison with the l-
64 profile of Pratt , nd others (1988) and Glover (1989) indicates that NRC 2A 1 3 is
k>cated in the zone of transition between more highly reflective middle and lower crust
east of the Blue Ridge and poorly reDective crust under the Blue Ridge. in progressing
westward from the eastern Piedmont, reflectivity of the crust diminishes downward and
westward as shown inihe 164 prodle. His probably represents diminishing effects of
Paleozoic and Mesozoic deformation on reletively homogeneous Grenville crust.

Although the lower crust is poorly reDective, reDections at 15 to 16 see, suggest
the depth of the M discontinuity in this profile.

Earthquake foci: Three foci projected from near the profile plot between about
2 and 3.5 see in association with the Catoctin metabasalts and within the zone of faulting.

NRC 2A 14 profile (Figure 22)

This profile has the north half crossing structure in dip section and the south half
nearly north south and oblique to the dip.

Geological inte pretatiom From north to south the profile crosses the liardware,
Shores and Diana Mills Gabbro. A fault is possibly indicated in the profile between the !

Hardware and Shores as shown. The exact position of this fauh at the surface is poorly
controlled, but on the basis of regional infom1ation it must be nearby The Diana Mills
appears to be a thin tabular body because reflections in the range of 0.2 to 1 sec. or more ,

pass unbroken below its surface contacts. Correlations with the Evington Group and
Catoctin are made with the 1-64 profile as in NRC 2A-1-3 above.

As in 2A 13 above, the upper crust is reDective down to about 8 sec.. Below
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that it is poorly reflective and the M discontinuity is not apparent in this profile,.

Earthquake focit The three foci projected into this profile plot within or adja-i

cent to the Catoctin metabasalt.
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Part D. . Seismic reflection data acquisition and interpretation in the Roanoke River
,

'

traverse in aseismic south central Virginia (Task 2, Suhtask 2A 3): Comparison
with the seismically active Jan es Riser geologic framework.'

Ily Lynn Glover,111, Gahit Coruh, Alexander li. Gates, Wang, Ping, Judith Patterson,
J.K. Costain and Gilbert A.11ollinger,

,

,

Introduction

The automatic line drawing process was used to process these profiles, and the
introductory remarks to part C also apply to this pan.

'

Data Acquisition and Processing

Roanoke River traverse 2A.3 (Figure 23a, b)

The Roanoke River traverse (Plate 1)is a dip section through the Illue Ridge and
Piedmont in south central Virginia. The purpose of the traverse is to compare an
aseismic corridor (the Roanoke River) with a seismically active corridor (the James
River) to see whether any differences that exist could be related to the h>calization of
seismicity. Only the central segment of the Roanoke River traverse is controlled by
seismic reflection data (Plate 1, Figure 23a). Seventy percent of the geology of the
Roanoke River Traverse shown in Figure 23a was mapped for this project. The seismic <

data was also acquired for this project..

The western boundary of the Evington Group (Plate 1: Figure 22a) separates the
Illue Ridge Province on the west from the Piedmont Province on the cast. The traverse
thus crosses the Blue Ridge in its entirety and about 60% of the Piedmont (Plate 1). .

Figures 23a and 23b show the surface geology and rock type along the corridor.

| Geologicalinterpretation: In the northwestern part of the corridor (Figure 23a)
metamorphosed Precambrian Grenville basement has been thrust over the
unmetamorphosed Cambrian Rome and Shady formations of the Valley and Ridge. The
latter formations are exposed in the Goose Creek window. It is obvious from the sinuous
trace of the Blue Ridg thrust framing the window that the fsult surface dips very gently
toward the southeast.

Volcanics and sandstone of I'ie Lynchburg Group (Wang, in progress) overlie the
basement on the east and dip monoclinally steeply to the southeast (Figure 23a). The
seismic profile (Figures 24 and 25) show subhorizontal to gently cast-dipping reflections
between stations 900+ and about 650 at about 0.3 sec. two-way time below the

'

Lynchburg. These are strongly discordant to the steeply dipping Lynchburg strata and
imply a subhorizontal thrust fault separating the two units as shown in Figures 24,25.
The rocks from .5 to 2.5 see, below the Blue Ridge show strong impedance contrasts and

appear to be ar, imbricate stack of the carbonates and clastics that crop out in the Valley
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EXPLANATION
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and Itidge A zone of continuous horimntal renectors at abou: 2.3 to 2.5 see is inter-
preted to be a basal thrust zone or,less likely, stratigraphic layering at the base of the
Paleozoic sequence. In Grenville basement below the Illue Itidge thomboid packages of
reflectors appear between 3.5 and 7 see. The gross geometry of these renectors suggests
that they are not stratigraphic. Itather, they resemble anastomosing defonnational zones
of a ductile nature similar to those that fonn in relatively massive granitoid rocks at all
scales (liligfi:ld and Crespi,1984). The M discontinuity is not obvious if present in the
western part of the pronle.

From station 650 to 1680 a metamorphic, domed md fauhed sequence of
Lynchburg, Catoctin bascot and Evington group clastic rocks crops out(Figures 24,25).
These are deep water rift-related rocks of late Precambrian and Cambrian age that fonned
near the tilted margin of the Laurentian continent. They traveled with the illue Itidge as
they were thrust westward over the Laurentian shallow platform cabonate/ clastic se-
quence during Paleozoic orogenies. l'he seismic profde below stations 650 - 16SO dow n
to about 3 see, two-way time shows numerous concave upward p=kages of reflectors
separated by SE-dipping discontinuities considered here to be faults (Figures 24,25).
Discontinuities that intersect the surface arc coincident with faults mapped at the surface
near stations 800,970 and 1(XXL The fault at 650 has not been fout.d at the surface. 'lhe

fault at 1600 has been sten outside of the cc:.idor but its position on the profile is a
projection along strike. The basal thrust zone at about 3.3 sec. is well developed . Ile-
tween 3 3 sec and approximately 1 see two-way time , fault imbricated carbonate and
clastic platfonn rocks probably occur. This is supported by relatively slower interval
velocities computed from stacking velocities near station 900 (Li and others,1990). The
interval velocity detennined is about 4.2 - 4.6 km/s for the interval between 1.2 and 3 s.
This interval velocity is 1 to 2 s slower than velocities expected for crystalline rocks.
Grenville basement below 3.3 see may be obscurely layered in a subhorizontal orienta-
tion or it may be massive. Minor SE-dipping discordances occur. Tb e M discontinuity
ap;. ears at 12.5 see below stations 1300-1400 ar.d pusists eastward t i the end of the
Profile.

From station 1680 to the end of the profile at station 2393, surface outcrops
include the sandstones of the Danville Triassic basin and the Cambrian Melrose granite
(Figure 24). The Triassic basin between stations 1680 and ca.1870 is not well imaged in
the profile. The read network dictated that the line tum nonhward near station 2l00
i>cfore going east again where it just crosses the Arvonia Formation and some Carolinian
volcanics at the end of the traverse in this segment of the profile there is little infonna-
(ion above 2 sec. perhaps in part because it is mostly massive granite. llelow 2 sec. it is
clear that the carbonate / clastic rocks continue down to as far a 3.7 see. In the Grenville
basement, below 4 see horizontal reflecting packages become common. The geometry
of these reflections suggests dat pure shear,in extending the crust during early Mesozoie
rifting, has aligned inhomogeneities in the crast so that they are mostly parallel and
subhorizontal. An alternative explanation for some of these horizontal reflectors is that
they are gabbroic sills injected during Mesozoic extension.

East of the seismic profile, from point"D" to point "E"(Figure 24), the traverse
was completed with .,urface data gathered and mapping conducted, during this project
(Baird,1989). The rocks comprise part of the Piedmont Charlotte belt and are mostly
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amphibolite facies felsic and mafic metavolcanics of magmatic are affinity. Most of the
sequence is late Precambrian, and a minor amount may be Cambrian. Structurally the
sequence is folded into a large recumbent fold r.appe that formed mostly at the time of
collision with the Laurentian margin during the Late Cambrian (Part A above). Therefore
the Taconic suture occurs between these magmatic are rocks and the rift stage continental
margin rocks of Laurentia to the west (Figures 23,24). The Melrose granite intruded the
suture during Late Cambrian time, but the suture was reactivated as a mylonite zone that
cut the Melrose during the late Paleozoic (Gates and others,1986L

Comparison of Roanoke Riser and James Riser traverses

James River: Severalinterpretations of the 1-64 profile along the James River
se now in existence (Figures 26,27,28,29). All recognize an arch like structure in the,

Piedmont culmint. ting under the Goochland nappe, but give it differing interpretations.
Glover and others (1987,1988) favored Mesozoic crustal extension as an explanation for4

; . - the arch-like geometry of the Piedmont crust and subjacent M discontinuity. Pratt and
others (1988) considered the arch to be related to Alleghanian dextral transpression. This
theme was elaborated on by Gates and others (19?8). Coruh and others (1988) and

'

Costain and others (in Press) describe the arch like structure as an antifonn with a roof
(limbs B and E in Figure 28) and a floor (C in Figure 28), and attribute it to a combination
of compressional and extensional tectonics. Their compressional stage was envisioned as
dextral transpression producing a strike slip megaduplex between the Brevard zone on the,

west and the eastern Piedmont fault zone on the east. The eastern fault boundary was '

thought to be vertical. Mesozoic extension then allowed the western fiank to slump and
dip westward. Mesozoic dike swanns were thought to have invaded these vertical fault
zotes.

The Glover (1989) interpretation of I-64 shows extension, relatively minor dip
slip offset on the east dipping fault, below the liardware melange (Figure 29). This
version is based on a manually ploduced line drawing of the seismic profile and this line ;

drawing is reproduced with the geologic interpretation in Figure 29. The Goruh and !
others' (1988) automatic line drawing version of I-64 produces a more detailed and
objective dmwing of the reflectors and using this in conjunction with the surface geology
a new interpretation is given in Figure 30.

The interpretation in Figure 30 shows backslipping on Paleozoic thrusts during
Mesozoic extension. Many mylonites in the area are known to have been reactivated in
extension (Glover and others,1980; Gates and Glover,1989), not only those bordering
Mesozoic basins, but many others as well. Reflectors within the backslipped block
below the Goochland nappe and Chopawamsic volcanics appear to be rotated counter-
clockwise to lower dip angles than one finds on either side. This counterclockwise

!__
rotation is also expressed in the westward dip of the melange (suture) below the
Chopawamsics. Similar structure is known off the NE coast of Scothind where SE

|_ dipping Paleozoic thrusts in metamorphic terrane were reactivated during the Devonian

| fomiing inversion structures, graben filled with sandstone (Coward, M.P. and others,
| 1989).
L In Figure 30 the suture as well as the reDectors within the block appear to have
|

|
tu

|
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been rotated counterclockwise by 20 *. 30'. This kind of rotation (really slumping) under
extension is commonly called " rollover" and requires intemal defonnation to acccmmo-
date the change in shape. This deformation would be expressed as dominantly aest-
dipping high angle normal faults. Such faults are not obvious in the profile but they may
be small and widely distributed, and because of their high angle orientation would not
produce reflectors anyway.

ProDies I 64,2A 1 1 and 2A-12 give geometrie evidence of extensional faulting
at the Moho. This unusual feature is another conGrmation of the role of Mesozoic exten-
sion faulting on the development of the crustal s'ructures and thinning of the cmst under
the Piedmont

if this new interpretation of the I-64 proDie is correct it suggests that the carbon-
ate ch.stic sequence is also present in the upper miderustal region below the melang
having been. offset downward from the Blue Ridge block during Mesozoie extension. .

Comparison of Figures 30 and 23 shows clearly that extension has affected both
profiles. It is also clear from the geometry of the profiles that the amount of extension is
rnuch greater in the central Virginia seismic zone where the rollover is g: cater than any
other structure presently known in this part of the Piedmont.
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Part E. - Cause and localization of seismielty

bylynn Glover, Ill, with addenda by Cahit Goruh, JK Costain, and G.A. llollinger,
and by John Costain and G.A. Bollinger.

Cause

The stress-inducing regional cause of seismicity in the eastern U.S. is broadly
conceived to be in the plate tectonic mechanism of ridge push, perhaps influenced by
topographic and geologic loading (summarized in: White and Long,1989. p. I12 - 129).
There may also be a dre or push exerted at the base of the lithosphere by mantle convec-
tion (Zoback and Zoback,1980). Average stress orientation in the eastern U.S. is north-
easterly (White and Long,1989) with some variation in the Appalachian orogenic sys-
tem. Causal mechanisms at this level were not addressed in the work reported on here.

Localization of carthquakes in the central Virginia regicm Previous work

. Gnmted that the lithosphere is constantly in a state of stress, this project addressed
the problem ofidentifying any elements of the geologic framework that might be respon- '

sible for localizing seismicity.

Firs 2 order structural features: Wheeler and Bollinger (1984) proposed that
seismicity of the southeastern U.S. might tentatively be attributed to " characteristics and
differences between various suspect terranes and the lapetan passive margin". Quoting
the Williams and flatcher (1982) terrane map which shows a marked narrowing of the
Avalon terrane where it overlaps much of the central Virginia seismic zone, Wheeler and
Hollinger suggested that this part of the terrane is "most likely to have been broken by
facits and other fractures, and to have had fractures reactivated.. during the growth,
transport, and heeretion of the terrane. Thus, the narrow parts of the terrane might have --
remained comparatively weak, with their fractures unhealed, so that they could be pre-
ferred areas for seismic release of strain energy.".

' Glover (1989, and Part A of this report) has shown that The Piedmont terrane i

does not exist, breause there is no suture in the Blue Ridge and " Piedmont terrane" rocks
are actually deformed Laurentian margin rocks. Similarly Sheridan and others (1991),
sugg9 %t the entem boundary of the Avalon terrane may be far east of its position, as
; W ry Wildams and Hatcher (1982),in Virginia.. Similar arguments (Glover, Part

rport) conflict with terrane boundaries as presented in more recent papersA n

ho cad others,1989; llatcher and others,1989; Rankin and others,1989).
Additionally, the idea presented by Wheeler and Bollinger (19;4) that the narrow

parts of the terrane might have remained comparatively weak, with their fractures
unbealed, does not comport with a history of metamorphism that recrystallized (" healed")
these rocks three times during the Paleozoic (Glover.1989). Open fractures in this part of
the Piedmont rn * be younger than Paleozoic The mechanical differences and anisot-
ropy that rr'gN Mt nt the boundary between terranes even after metamorphism would
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make them candidates as loci of strain accumulation. Ilowever, as shown below, the

Taconic suture in the central Virginia seismic zone is not oriented confonnably with the
slip and plane of any possible focal mechanism solution to date.

The tectonic model presented by Glover in Part A of this report differs from
existing models in four imponant respects; 1) there is a large uplift of 1Ga Grenville
basement in thv. stern Piedmont of VA. 2) Only one suture (Taconie)is recognized in
the exposed Appalachians, and that separates the Carolina (Avalon) magmatic terrane
from the Laurentian passive margin. 3) The Chopawamsic/ James Run volcanic beh is
recognized as a part of Carolinia/Avalonia, and is not a different island arc. 4) The
eastern margin of Laurentia (and its upper bounding surface, the Taconic suture) extends
in the subsurface below the coastal plain at least 50 kilometers east of Richmond. The
impact of this model for seismicity is that seismicity is not related to terrane boundaries
in any simple way because seismic zones exist within terranes as well as across terrane -

boundaries.

Ilydroscismicity: This hypothesis," suggests that in cmstal volumes with fracture
permeability, naturalincreases in hydraulic head caused by trmsient increases in the
elevation of the water table in recharge areas of groundwater basins can be transmitted to
depths of 10 20 km and thereby trigger earthquakes." Costain and others (1987, repro-
duced in AppendM). Costain and others' (1987) application of the hypothesis is as
though one could transport the James River system anywhere on the Atlantic seaboard
and where it crossed rifted crust a seismic zone would be induced. The absence of
extensive seismicity in the Roanoke River gtoundwater basin (investigated by the
Roanoke River traverse in this report)is attributed by them primarily to the lower eleva-
tions of the headwaters of the Roanoke River and consequently to a lower potential for
pore pressure Ductuations in the upper crust. Although this may be true of the Roanoke
River,it is not true of the Potomac River where the seismicity under rifted areas crossed
by the river is minimal at best (Costain and others,1987).

The hypothesis is very attractive with regard to its implications for structural weak- r

ening of the rock volume, and the possibility ofincreasing pore pressure within a fault
that is stressed to near failure. The presence of water in the upper brittle crust is a factor
in the rate of:elease of seismic energy whether or not pore pressure Ductuations are
important. It is not clear that the "hydroseismicity" hypothesis is the primary cause of the
localization of seismicity. For example,if the relatively open fractures produced by
Mesozoic extension were not there water would probably not penetrate deeply enough in
the crust to impact the rate of seismic release.

Complex thrust and vertical shear reactivation: Another view of the causes of
localization of seismicity in the central Virginia seismic zone is given by Coruh and
others (1988) The paper is reproduced in the Appendix and is updated by Goruh here
below.

An alternative interpretation; by Cahlt Cornh:
An alternative interpretation is given in Poruh et al. (1988) using the

automatic line drawing of I-64 reflection seismic data. This interpretation and
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| interpretation of other rencetion seismic data in the southeaster n U.S. combined into
I the following alternative interpretation by Coruh and Costain. Over much of its

extent, especially between stations 1100 and 2700, the seismie tenection response in
the Al.D display of the 164 data set in the central Virginia seismic zone exhibits
excellent detail from the upper crust to the hioho discontinuity and suggests
constraints for the geologic interpretation of the distribut on of canhquake hypo-i

centers (Figures 31,32). On the basis of reDeetion data leading into the illue Ridge
from the northwest, and results of refketion profiling in other areas (Coruh et al..
1987; Coruh et al.,1988; llubbard et al.,1991; and references therein), a zone of
subhorizontal re flections ( A) at about 3 s tw o-way traveltime near station 700 (Figme
32) on the western pan of the line (west of Charlottesville)is interpreted to originatt
from parautochthonous lower Paleozoie shelf strata. Poorly redective Grenville
basement is below the deepest detachment (s)(DTia Figme 32) and shelf strata. The
Blue Ridge master decollement at I s (BRT in Figure 32) lies at the base of the
overlying alloc h thonous crystalline thrust sheet (s), as imaged beneath the illue Ridge
on other soutnern Appalachian seismic renection data. The thickness of this
metamorphic allochthon remains relatively constant over an on strike distance of at
least 400 km (Costain et al.,1987a). The Moho (M) reDections appear to be missing
west of Charlottesville and east of Richmond, suggestmg that the M discontinuity is
more prominent in areas where the crust has been stretched.

In the middle part of the line in central Virginia, a distinctive dif ference in
the renectivity of the crust is apparent with respect to other parts of the line
(Figure 32). The reflectors in this part are as follows (Figures 31,32):

1. Lower crustal reflectors, including the west-dipping Moho discontinuity
(M) at about 9-12 s.

2. Subhorizontal mid-cmstal reflector zone (C) at 6 S s, interpreted to
represent early Proterozoic detachment zone.The east dipping re0cciors
( E) above the reDectors (C) pt oject io near surface and might be correlated

with surface exposures of eastward-dipping mylonites (Gates et al.,
1986). At depth, these reflectors asymptotically appear tojoin with C on
the east, possibly because of increased shearing near the brittle-ductile
transition (BDT in Figure 32). The number of east-dipping reflectors
above the mid-crustal 6-8 s reflection zone C is considerably higher than
below, suggesting that zone C is real and critical to any interpretation.

3.. A dominant reDection package B (TS in Figure 32) undulates betw een 0.5
and 7 s and truncates seismic signatures that can be followed from the
surface. This package defines the east flank of a large antiform about 100
km wide between stations 1100 and 2600 (Figure 32). The mid crustal ,

reflections (C) are interpreted to define the floor of this antiforrt The
antifoma has a maximum vertical relief of about 17 km. The depth to the
roof of the antiform varies between 3 and IS km, where the eastward-(10
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cast D is believed to be Mesozoic dike swarm; mafie material is inter-
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Orientation of P-axes from focal mechanisms for 11 events. From Coruh
and others 1988.
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and westward dipping (B) events conespond the eastern :.nd western
Dank of the antifonn, respectively.

4. The antifonn is bounded on the east by the east dipping reDectors E 'lhe
change in gross reDectivity in the west is interpreted as a ramp (R),

extending from tiu mid crustallevel to the upper crustal rencetors. Weste

of Charlottesville (station 700), the crustal rc0cetions disappeer, except
for those from lower Paleozoic shelf strata at about 2 to 3 s.

It is suggested that imbrication by westward thrusting, crustal thin-
ning, and a possible westward tiltieg (Mesozoic) are all responsible for the
gross geometry of the antifonn, a composite compressional extensional
feature. The imbricate stre-tures, as well as thinning, are evident from the
geometry of the reDectors or the upper crust and Moho, respectively. De

- westward-dipping west Bank of the antifonn may,in part, be related to the
egosed Mesozoic basins in Virginia and might therefore be the result of -
westward tihing of a bk>ck of crust thet slumped during Mesozoie
extension along a reactivated decollement (s).

|

5. Between stations 2050 and 2250 the r00f of the antiform is represented by ;

a high-amplitude and narrow zone of reflections (F), belo a hich a zone |
(D) shows considerably less renectivity relative to the surrounding 4

- region. This change to less reflectivity is aho apparent in the mid crustal l
and Moho reucetions and is interpreted to be the seismic signature of a
dike rvann. Furthennore, most of the high amplitude reflections in the *"

deep crust are attributed to injected sills (Ilubbard et al.1990). The dike
swarm (D) can be correlated with the positive bouguer gravity anomaly
(llaworth et al.,1980) that extends about 80 km to the northeast (Figure
31). There is no distinct aeromagnetic anomaly (Zietz et al.,1980) related ,

w this dike swann. 4

Even with extreme processing parameters of the ALD it was not possible to
decrease the difference in the apparent reDectis ity of the interpreted dikebarm and
other parts of the reflective crust in the central Virginia seismic zone. A similar
pattern of a poorly reDective zone isinterpreted below station 2800on the east, where
both Bouguer gravity and aeromagnetic anomalies are present. Those anomalies
extend about 100 km to the northeast and about 50 km to the south. The fact that no
distinct aeromagnetic anomaly occurs for the interpreted dike swann below station

;

2100 may be attributed to its relatively great depth (6-8 km), defined by the F
reflector; however, magnetic modeling suggests that the poorly reucctive zones :
below station 2100 and 2800 do not represent the same mafic material The lack of
apparent earthquake activity related to the poorly reDective zone below station 2800
supports our interpretation that the origin and nature of these poorly reflective zones -

are different. Costain et al. (1987b) proposed a tectonic setting for the latest
Alleghanian at which time a large strike-slip duplex was hypothesized tr. fonu in the
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southeast United States. Dominantly vettical structures were thus formed by a
transpressional Alleghanian orogenic event, and these later became zones of wcakness

tiiat v/ere reactivated and opened during Mesozoic extension (Costain and Goruh,
,

1990). We interpret the zone below station 2100 to be related to a dike swann that ;
'

was passively. intruded in the weakened, reactivated crust d uring Mesozoic ex tension.
The zone below station 2800 may be n lated to mafic material (slate belt volcanics)
that was vertically aligned by transpression during fonnation of the Alleghanian -

strike-slip duplex. Late Proterozoic e xtensional feat ures imaged in reflection seismic
data from South Carolina by Ilubbard et al. (1991) suggest that the extensional feat ure
"D" might be an older feature to correlate Mth the similar features imaped in South '

Carolina.

Renections that can be followed downward from exposed surface units
between stations 900 and 1700 m Figure 32 are truncated by the renections that
outline the roof of the antifonn on the wen The layered Catoctin metavolcanics are
recognizable because of their high reDectivity (Pratt et al.,1988). The Evington and
Chopawamsic are also highly reflective and appear to lie above the roof of the
antifonn and beneath their surface outcrops. The reDections that define the roof of
the antifonn on the west probably represem reactivated decollements along which the
overlying rocks were transponed (Pratt et al.,1988). The relatively thick zone of roof
redectors (B) and complex structures above may be due,in part, to reactivation. The
geometry of the reflections from within the antifomi suggests imbrication w here the -
east-dipping events within the antiform between 3 and 7 s were interpreted by Pratt
et al. (1987) to be defonnation zones (mylonites), indicative either of nappe structures
or major Alleghanian strike-slip deformation. To the west and east of central
Virginia, the reflection data do not image the Moho o_n the 1-64 profile. We interp~t
these changes in gross renectWity to be real and due to lithologic-structural causes.
Costain et al. (1987b) suggested that the no-reflection area east of station 3000 is due

to the onet of a large strike-slip duplex that extends in a strike direction from central
Virginia se Georgia and in a dip direction from the Brevard fault zone to the eastern
Piedmont fault "ve-m In this interpretation the most stretched crust in Virginia is
between the (um t~ ion 3000) and the offset (station i100) of the hypothesized
strike-slip duples bicathphat maximum stretching took place here because of the
wider zane of crust weakened by transpression and the development of vertical shear
zones.

Eanhauake hvoocenters and discussion

In spite of the relative sparseness of the epicenters, the ALD display of the
reprocessed I-64 reDection data sq; gests a spatial correlation between seismic
reflectors an 1 nypoce iters. To examine the correlation, only hypocenters (shaded in
Figure 31) with a 5 km vertical error were conside:cd. A velocity of 6 km/s was used
for the conversion of vertical reflection traveltime to depth. Facal mechanisms from
11 of these canhquakes exhibit northeast-trending P (maximum compressive stress)
axes for shallow sources (<8 km)and nonhwest-trending axes fordeeper foci b8 km;
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- FigurJ32),'and a mixture of reverse and strike slip faulting on planes that exhibit an
average dip of 62 i 16*. There are, however, two deeper foci with northeast trending ..

P axes that are exceptions to the above grouping; however, the vertical errors can
easily locate these hypocenters below the given depths. Nelson and Taiwani (1985)
concluded that all the central Virginia focal meenanisms exhibit a stress field oriented
northeast by using only P-wave polarities and a graphical analytical pracedure. The
results from Bollinger et al. (1986) are favored herein because they used a quantitative
computer algorithm search routine that evaluates P/S wave amplitude ratios as well
as P-wave polarities to obtain the req.uired focal mechanisms,

The correlation between the hypocenters, the reflectors, and the poorly
reDective zone may indicate that different seismogenic structures are associated with
two different groups of hypocenters. The hypocenters in group 1 are related to the
structures at the roof (B) of the antifonn and above. They have shallower depths (3-
7 km) and northeast-trending P axes that coincide with the general tectonic strike in
the area, The events in group 2 are related to the structures within the antifomt Theyi

are deeper (8 13 km) and have northwest-trending P axes. The patterns of reDeetion
truncations by the dike swarm suggest that the dike swarm postdates what we interpret
as an older thrust zone coincident with the brittle-ductile transition zone at level C.
It is suggested, therefore, that the earthquake activity in the central Virginia seismic
zone may be detachment-related only on the west Bank of the roof of the antifom1(TS
in Figure 32, the transported Taconic suture zone, probably reactivated during the
Alleghanian) The hypocenters do not penetrate below the mid-crustal reflectors (C)
and show no direct relation to the lower crustal reflectivity bounded by the top of the
lower cmst (C) and the Moho zone (M). There is no earthquake activity cast of the
Fall line (Figure 32), although the imaged lower crustal reDectors continue eastward
along with the east-dipping renectors. Indirect correlations between the renectivity
and the distribution of the hypocentert also suggest that the earthquake activity is
limited to the pitris of intensely sheared and stretched crust.,

:
I

i 4. This is supported by seismic interval ve!ocities of 4.5 kmh detennined from the
stacking velocities beneath station 900 for the interval interpreted as Paleozoic shelf;

strata (Li et al.,1990). This relatively low interval "clocity suggests
unmetamorphosed rocks and constrains the thickness of the metamorphic plate.

!

|
|

| Comments, by Lynn Glover, lH, on the above Coruh and others interpretation,
i

Goruh and others note an arch-like "antiform" in the upper crust with a crest at
about station 2000 (Figure 32). They further propose that the structure was fomied by'

' both compressional and extensional means. Although they offer little justification for
this speculation, the suggested origin has merit and the rationale is here discussed more
fully in a later section.

Goruh and others also call upon the Costain and others (.1987,1990) strike slip
duplex model for the development of the central and southern Appalachian Piedmont to
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explain the vertical panels of low reDectivity in a 12 km-wide panel below station 2100
: and a much wider panel below station 2800. Reference to models by Woodcock and
Fischer (1986) shows that the geometry of the Piedmont structure in the I M traverse and
Plate 1 (Geologic map of the VA Piedmont and Blue Ridge) does not resemble a strike-
slip duplex, .This is because there are no vertical faults bounding vertical horses that are
known in the region (Glover, Part A of this repon). Late Paleozoic dextral transpression
occuned along moderately eastward dipping ductile faults (Glover, Pan A) such as those -
mapped at the surface in the Goochland nappes and traced into the lower crust on the 164
profile between stations 2000 to 2400. Therefore there were no vertical faults to be
injected by Mesotoic diabase dikes which Goruh and others (1988) call upon to produce
the venical panels of low to no reflectance in the 1-64 profile. Lateral extension of the

- crust to create a 12 km wide panel oflow reDectivity implies a composite width of
vertical dikes measured in kilometers. Yet if present,it seems likely that these dikes -
would reach the surface of this the most concentrated accumulation of Mesozoic dikes
ever postulated in the Piedmont. If, as Goruh and others believe, the dikes rose no higher
than the bright reflector "F"(Goruh and others,1988, Figure 2) at about two seconds
two-way time below station 2100, then the extensive lateral separation below that level-

would place the crust above it in tension so that rifts would occur there. Ilowever, the
surtace area in question has been well studied (Bobyarchick and Glover,1979; Poland,-
1976; Reilly,- 1980; Glover, unpublished) and does not contain vertical strike slip fauhs of
ductile or crittle nature. The Triassic graben located over the western side of the low
reflectance panel under stations 2000 - 2250 formed as a result of brittle reactivation of
the ductile Hylas fault zone which dips moderately eastward. Movement on this fault
during the Mesozoic would obviously not relieve the extension below it during a postu-'

3

lated dike injection episode.
. Goruh and others suggest that the postulated Mesozoic dike swann under station

2l00 is, ..." correlated with the positive Bouguer gravity anomaly that extends about 80
km to the northeast ( Figure 31)". Th'is not supported by the N20 -30 W trend of the<

_

field of narrow, elongate anomalies shown on the Aeromagnetic Map of Virginia (Zietz
and others,1977) which correlate well with the Mesozoic dikes shown on the Geologic
Map of Virginia (Calver and others (1963), published before the magnetic data was
available.

. One can also see dipping reflectors passing through these low reflectance panels.
Whatever the cause of the low reflectance panels, and assuming that they are real, they
are superimposed on the Palcozoic structure of the I-64 profile without defonning it.

' They n also only seen in records using the unpublished Automatic Line Drawing dis-
play progrcm of Cahit Coruh.

Coruh and others suggest that, .".. the earthquake activity in the central Virginia
seismic zone may be detachment-related only on se west Dank of the roof of the
antiform (TS in Figure 32), the transported Taconic suture zone, probably reactivated
during the Alleghanian)." The spatial correlation is there but the focal mechanisms
indicate reverse and strike slip faulting on planes oriented at high angles to the gentle
west-dipping structure of Goruh and others. The attitude of nearly all of the preferred
focal mechanism planes is northwesterly and the average attitude of five of the six pre-
ferred planes below 9 km in the eauern and western parts of the central Virginia seismic
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zone (CVSZ) is N20 ('-20',+10 )W 50*(+ 19 15 ) NE.

Comparison of the Roanoke River (RRT) and James River (JRT) traverses
with respect to seismicity: The Roanoke River proGle shows somewhat less westward .
slumping of the structure during Mesozoic extension. Clearly, under station 800,
backslipping has occured, but the amount of rollover is less as measured by the more
gentle westward dip of the crystalline plate between stations 800 and 1600. The west,
ward extensional fault along which the rollover took place is at the same stratigraphic and
structural position in both profiles. The thickness of the crystalline plate is as much as 9
km thick in the 144 profile. while it is only about 3 km thick under the Roanoke River
travera. In both cases the crystalline Piedmont is believed to be underlain by relatively
unmetamorphosed Cambrian - Ordovician carbonates, sandstone and shale. Greater
ductility of carbonates and clastics may allow aseismic defonnation in these rock vol-
umes in both profiles, as most of the seismicity of the 1-64 profile plots within the upper

- plate crystallines. The magnetic map (Zietz,1977) indicates that three or four large
: Mesozoic dikes cross the Roanoke River traverse but they trend more northerly and are

not as abundant as along the James River.

It may be significant that the earthquake hypocenters of the central Virginia !

seismic zone cluster around and in the inversion structure (westward slump of the central
- Piedmont block during the Mesozoic, shown in Figure 30)in I-64. The epicenter map
shows a very diffuse zone, a shape compatible with the volume expected to be aticeted
by slump-generated normal faults. This would facilitate deep penetration of groundwa-
ter, which in turn could reduce the yield point of the rock volume under stress and in-
crease the frequency of seismic events. In this case the central Virginia seismic zone is ,

conspicuot.n because of the frequency of small events. A corollary might be that the
aseismic regions have fewer but larger seismic events with periodicities longer than the
historical rccord (ie. > 500 years), and probably longer than about 5000 years, the length
of the record in the eastern United States examined by Amick and Gelinas (1991).

Correlations of hypocenters and focal plane orientations with structures on
seismic reflection profiles in the central Virginia seismic zone: On profiles I-64,
NRC-10, and 2A-1. I through 4, hypocenters have been projected along NE-SW struc-
tural str% between 1 - 5 km. into the planes of section. This introduces some error into
the position shown cn the profiles, an error that is in addition to the 1-5 km vertical error

'

in position of the hypocenters related to uncertainties in location. Therefore, the appar-
ently very good correlation between hypocenters and_ postulated faults as shown on these
pronles needs to be addressed with caution.

In Figure 33 it can be seen that the preferred focal planes generally have attitudes
at high angles to the gently west-dipping suture between 1.5 and 3.5 sec. two-way time
below stations 1200 to 1700. (Figure 29,30). Above this west-dipping structure are
moderately east dipping (30 - 40 ) fault places whose strike, from surface mapping, is
about N20 E (thus an average attitude would be about N20 E 35 SE). This contrasts
with the preferred focal plane attitudes of about N20-WW,42 - 79 E and N20-30* E 40-
60 W. Choosing the ahernate focal plane does not remedy the lack of concordance with,

known structure. It seems probable that the structures seen by seismic reflection have
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little relation to the seismogenic structures implied by the focal plane orientations. The
same conclusion applies to all of the seismic reDection pro 0les taken in the James River ,

corddor. The only geologic structure known in the CVS7 with an orientation close to
'

-- that of the focal plane orientation are dikes of Mesozoic age (Munsey and llollinger >

1985).- .

Mesozoic dike contacts emerge as a possible seismicity-localizing anisotropy.
Ahhough there is little data from field measurements, Mesozoic dikes are usually ob.
served to dip near 90 whereas the NW striking focal planes dip 40* to 80 .

Seismic reDection and surface geologic mapping therefore provide evidence that
simple models of fault reactivation from Paleozoic fault structures are inadequate to
explain seismicity in central Virginia, but Mesozoic dikes may be assos lated with the
seismicity.

Relationship of regional und local p axes to the orientation and slip on focal
planes: A stereo plot (Figure 33) of p-axes for the central Virginia seismic zone, bore-
hole p-axes within and outside of the zone, and the dominant east central U.S. p- axis arer

shown with relation to the orientations of possible focal planes for 11 events. Si.ngle-
event o-axes trend NE and NW, with no well defined partitioning between shallower and
ueeper crust. A 300 meter borehole p-axis measurement in the CVSZ of N74 W i 13
(Rundle and others.1987)is consistent with the group of NW-trending single event p-
axes. They also recorded a N74 E 10 p-axis approximately 40 miles SW of the first
hole and outside of the cemral Virginia seismic zone. This p-axis from an ascismic-
region in the Atlantic Seaboard is conformable with the p axes in the east central U.S.
west of the Appalachians. Near the Ramapc, N.Y fault zone they measured p-axes near
the' seismic zone boundary aad within it and both axes were N69 E and N72 E.

The borehole p-axis variation inside and outside of the CVSZ is repeated in the
Moodus zone of New England where Rundle and others (1987) measured trends, nearly
identical to those in Virginia. Therefore, it appears that the p-axes as measured in bore-
holes within some of these seismic zones are different fmm those outside of the zone.

As measured by focal plane mechanism studies within the CVSZ, both NE and
NW trending p-axes can be inferred. This is puzzling because it seems physically impos-
sible for two different stress vectors to exist simultaneously in the same volume of rock.
It is well known that p-axes determined from focal mechanism solutions do not represent -

-

unique solutions because of the effect that anisotropies in the crust can have on the
orientation of the plane of failure (McKenzie,1969). Therefore, the focal planes and slip
-vectors can be considered much closer to reality than the stress vcctors derivedfrom them
- (Gephart and Forsyth,1985).

From the above,it would seem that if a single regional p-axis can be found that
will satisfy the focal plane and slip vector data then that should be the real stress vector

'

we are looking for. A N55 E p-axis generally concordant with the east central U.S. field
west of the Appalachians appears to satisfy t' data. In most cases the alternate focal
plane of Munsey and Bollinger (1985)is the one that is concordant with the required
orientation and slip, exceptions are events # 78 and 64a which are the preferred orienta-
tions of Munsey and Bollinger. The northeast set of focal planes strikes about 30' east of
common Appalachian structural strike in the area and the dip is mostly NW, opposite to
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that of Appalachian structure.
Attempts to graphically find a NW trending regional p-axis that would be concor-

dant with the data have failed. A computer oriented approach to testing various models

will be initiated.
The preblem of the NW borehole p-axis within the seismic zone might be ex-

plained as a refraction of the regional field as a result of local stress release (see Zoback,
1987). This idea will require future testing.

Conclusions:

1. A new tectonic model of the Appalachian orogen indicates that one, not two or more,
,

terrane boundaries is present in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge of the central and
-

southern Appalachians.
2. This terrane boundary is the Taconic suture,it has been transponed in the"

allochthonous Blue Ridge / Piedmont crystalline thrust nappe, and it is repeated at the
surface by faulting and folding associated with later Paleozoic orogenies.

3. The suture passes through the lower crust and lithosphere somewhere east of Rich-
mond.

4. The suture is spatially associated with seismicity in the central Virginia seismic zone,
but is not conformable with earthquake focal planes and appears to have little causal

relation to their localization.
5. A velocity and Q study in central Virginia implies that the gross mineralogy at depth

in the upper crust is free of hydrous phases.
6. Subsurface structure in the central Virginia seismic zone differs in several ways from

that along snike in the aseismic Roanoke River traverse. The metamorphic Blue
Ridge / Piedmont plate probably overlies carbonates and clastics in t30th areas, but the
metaraorphic plate is 9 km thick in the central Virginia seismic zone but only 3 km _

thick. in the Roanoke River traverse. As estimated by the amount of rollover (west-
ward slumping during the Mesozoic), the central Virginia seismic zone may be more
pervasively broken by distributed high angle normal faults than is the Roanoke River
area. This implies greater access to deep upper crustal crystalline rocks by groundwa-
ter. Deeper penetration by groundwater may reduce the yield point of rock under
stress and shorten the period of seismicity. This implies that the central Virginia
seismic zone is localized by grotmdwater access. A corollary may be that the
aseismic areas have very long period (>500 to 5(XX) ? years) seismicity and carth-
quakes of greater magnitude.

7. Focal mechanism planes of Munsey and Bollinger (1985) have attitudes of,1) NW to
NNW strike and steep NE cr SW dips, or 2) ENE to NE strike and steep NW or SE
dips. These planes are all at rather high angles to Paleozoic structure and would seem
unrelated to it. The NNW set is somewhat concordant with the strike of Mesozoic
dikes in the area but not with their dip.

8. Focal plane solutions in the Appalachians commonly give both northwesterly and
northeasterly striking p-axes. Because it is unlikely that the same rock volume could

/ transmit two distinct p-axes, one or both of them may be wrong.

k
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9. Single seismic event p-axes am dependent only on the orientations of the focal planes
which may be strongly influenced by cmstal anisotropies (McKenzie,1969). The
focal planes and slip axes are the more likely to be real. Preliminary attempts to fit a
single regional p-axis to all of the planes of Munsey and Bollinger (1985) gives an
apparently good fit for a N55*E trending p-axis. This is approximately parallel with
the dominant NE regional p-axis west of the Appalachians.

10. The best fit focal planes are oriented generally ENE, dip NW and SE steeply and are
not concordant with any geologic structure in the area.
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Seismogenic structures in the central Virginia seismic zone

Cahit Qoruh, G. A. Bollinger, J. K. Costain
Department of Geological Sciences

Virginia Polytechnic Institute anc State University, Blacksburg Virginia 24061-0798

ABSTRACT The 144 Vibroseis profile begins in the Vir.
A correlation between earthquake hypocenters and seismic reflection data in central ginia Valley and Ridge and crosses the adjacent

Virginia has become apparent on an " automatic line drawing" (ALD) display of seistnic Blue Ridge anticlinonum (Wehr and Glover,
renection data. With the reprocess.ed Virginia 144 reflectionNibroscis data extended to 14 s, 1985), as shown in Figure 2. Grenville base-
reflectors are imaged from the lower crust as weO as from the upper crust. Specifically, the ment, interpreted to underlie the deepest de-
Imprmed resolution end data quality of ALDs have produced an image of an antiformal tachment, has a relatively low redectmty.
structure bounded by mid-crustal reDections on the bottom and by major thrusts at the top. Grenville base' ment in other areas of the south-
he reflections that define the roof of the antiforrn are most prominent from about 6 (18 km) east (Costain et al,1986, Gorub et al.,193*

on the east near Richmond under the Coastal Plain sediments, to 1-1.3 : (1-4 km) between also has a relatively low reflectivity due,in part,
Richmond and Charlottesville, and to 3.5 s (10.5 km) on the west. Seismic signatures that can to lack oflaterally continuous and relatively un-
be followed downward from the surface between Charlottesville and Richmond appear to be deformed refle'.1 ors, On the surface east of the

truncated at the roof of the antiform. The dominant reflections that define the roof correlate Blue Ridge are exposures that include Lynch-
with the seismic signature of the transported Taconic suture on the west Cank and mylonites on burg metasedimentary rocks, Catoctin metavol-
the east flank. canic rocks, Eving'on Group metasedimentary

The distribution of hypocenaers !n the ares shows an excellent correlation with the rocks, and Chopawamsic metavolcanic rocks
westward-dipping reflections that form the roof of the antiform on its western flank. Earth- (Conley,1978; Wehr and Glover,1985, a .d
quake activity in this locale may be related to reactivation of the thrusts defining the roof references therein). All those units have under.

4

and/or faults above the annforutal structure; however, distnbution of the eastenunost and gone metamorphism and deformation in either !
deepest set of hypocenters appears to be related to an extensive nearnertical diabase daie the Taconic, Acadian, or Alleghanian events |swarm of Mesozoic age. (Glover et al,1983). '

|

INTRODUGION Network showed a spatial distnhution of hypo. SEISMIC REFLEGORS
We suggest a correlation between earthquake centers that was both vertically sad honzontally The central Virginia seismic zone provides an

hypocenters and subsurface structures inter. . diffuse. Such a pattern was attributed by Bollic- excepuonal opportunity to correlate earthquake
preted from seismic reCection data in the ct:ctral ger et al (1986) to multiple, rather than single, studies and scismic reflection data. The onginal
Virginia seismic zone, an area of persistent, seismogenic structures. Herein we suggest a spe- 1-64 seismic line (Harris et al.,1982) along in-,

generally low level seismicity in the Virginia cific correlation between the distnbetion of the
Piedmont (Fig.1). The results of instrumental by?ocenters and seismic reflector patterns as im-
monitoring by the Virginia Regional Seismic aged on the Virginia I44 seismic profile (Fig.1).
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- terstate 64 (144) between Staunton, Virginia reDectors (E) abcve the redectors (C) project to dike swarm and other parts of the reflective crust
and the Atlantic coast (Fig.1) was reprocessed surfex exposures of easta aid 4ipping mylonites in the central Virginia seismic zone, ne appar.
at Virginia Tech by Pratt (1986) to produce 14 s (Gates et at,1986). At depth, these redectors ent sharpeess of boundaries of the dile swarm
records by i: sing extended Vibroseis correlation - asytnptodcally appear tojoin with C on the east, that mark the change ic reflectivity in Figure 2a
with the application of Vibroscis whitening possibly because of increased shearing near the is partly due to the scale of the plot and thus the
(Qorth and Costain,1983). Pratt produced t. , - brittle-ductile transition (BDT in Fig. 2b1 The boundades are interpreted to be real Zone D
Ley seismic reflection section in Virginia to number of east dipping refixtors above the mid. spatially correlates with the Richmond Triassic

- image crustal.reacctors, includiag the Moho dis- crustal 6-8 s reflection zone C is considerably nft basin (Fig.1). A similar pattern of a pody
conunmty in the 9-12 s range. The I-64 data higher than below, suggesting that aone C is real rel%ctive zone is interpreted below station 2800
were subjected to the process of automatic line and endcal to any interpretadon. on the east, where bo6 Bouguer gravity and
drawing, an objective technique, to produce an 3. A dominant reflection package B (TS in aeromagnetic anomalies are present Those
unconventional display in which the ongmal Fig. 2b) undusa<es betw een 0.5 and 7 s and trun- anomalies extend about 100 km to the northeast
mehmu are prescrued. The processing is cates seismic signatures Nt can be followed and about 50 km to the south. Figure 1 includes
based on the idea @t the redecdons frotn a from the surface. Tins package defines the east the Bouguer anomaly con'aurs for this area
subsurface reflection point are on several traces flant of a large andform about 100 km wide where the gravity and magnetic anomalies
in a time-space window. The ALD processmg between stat.ons 1100 and 2600 (Fig. 21 The coincide. The fact that no distmct aeromagnetic
converts the traces into coherency esdmations mid-crustal reDecdons (C) are interFeted :o de- anomaly occurs for the interpre'ed dike swarm

from a moving window in the time-space do- fine the Door of this andfsrm. The snuform has below station 2100 may be attnbuted to its rela-
main. The resulting form of the seismic data is a maximum vertical elief of about 17 kn.The tively great depth (6-8 km), defined by the F
considered to be a section of relauve seismic depth to the roof of the antiform varies between reflector; however, maguche modeling sughests
reflectivity (Fig. 2ak 3 and 18 kn., where the eastward- (E) and that the poorly re0cctive zones below stadon

Cver much of its extent, especially between westward-dipping (B) events correapond to the 2100 and 2500 do not represent trie mme mafic
stauons 1100 and 2700, the seismic redection castern and western flank of the anuform, material If they did, an appreciable magnede

^

response in the ALD display of the I-64 data set respectively. ancesiv should also be observed around stadon
in the ccatral Virpnia seismic zone exhibits ex- 4. De acuform is boarded on the east by the 2l00 ne lack of apparent earthquake activity
ceDent detail from the upper crust to the Moho i st dipping redectors E. The change in gross related to the poorly reDecthe zone below sta-
discondnuity and suggests constraints for the re0cetivity in the west is interpreted as a ramp tion 2800 supports our interpretauon that the j
geologic inte pretanon of the dtstnbution of (R) cxtending from the mid-crustal level to the origin and nature of these poorly reDective zones-

earthqc:.ke hypocemers (Fig 2b). On the ':ests uppei crustal reDectors. West of Charlottesville are different. Costain et at (1987b) proposed a
of reflection data leading into the Blue Ridge (station 700), the crustal reflections disappear, tectonic setting for the latest Alleghanian, at
from the northwest, and results of retlecuor pro. except for those from lower Paleozoic shelf which ume a large stnke-shp duplex was hy-

'
filing in other areas (Qoruh et al.,1987, and strata at about 2 to 3 s. pochesized to form in the southeast United
references therein), a zone of subhorizontal re- We suggest that imbncadon by westward States. Dominantly vertical struc*ures were
flections (A) at about 3 s two-way travelume thrusting, crustal thinning, and a possible west- thus formed by a transpressional Alleghaniac

,

near station 700 (Fig. 2a)on the westem part of ward tdung (Mesozoic) are all responsible for orogenic event, and these later became zones of
the line (west of Charlottesville) is interpreted to the gross geometry of the annform.a compoute weakness that were reactivated and crened
origtnate frors parautochthonous lower Paleo- compressional extensional feature. De imbn- dortng Mesozoic extemion (Costain acd Gorub, ,

zoic shelf strata. Poorly reflecdve Grenville cate structures, as well as thinning, are evident 1988K We interpret the zone below staden
basement is below the ocepest detacbment(s) from the geometry of the reflectors of the upper 2100 to be related to a dike swarm that was

| (DT in Fig. 2b) and rhelf strati The Biue Ridge crust and Moho, respecuvely. De westward- passively intruded in the weakened, reactivated
master decollement at i s (BRT in Fig. 2b) lies dipping west Bank of the antiform may be in ctust during Mesozoic extension. The zone'

at the base of the oseriymg allochthonous crys. part related to the exposed Mesozoic basins in below station 2800 may be related to mafic
tallint. thrust sheet (s), as imaged beneath the Virgmia and might therefore be the result of matenal(slate belt volcanics) that w as vertically

- Blue Ridge on other southern Appalachtan westward tiltmg of a blotk of crust that slumped aligned by transpression durtng formation of the
seismic reflection data. The thickness of this during Mesozoic extension along a reactinted Alleghanian stnke-slip duplex.
metamorphic aDochthon remains relauvely con- decollement (sk Reflecdons that can be followed downward
stant over an on-strike distance of at least a00 5. Between stations 2050 and 2250 the roof from exposed surface units between stations 900

| km (Costain et al,1987a). The Moho (M) re- of the antiform is represented by a high- and 1700 in Figure 2 are truncated by the redec-

| flecuens appear to be missing west of Char- amplitude and narrow zone of reuccdons (F), dons that outline the roof of the antiform on the

|.
lottesville and cast of Richmond, suggesung that beluw w hich a zone (D) shows considerably less west. De layered Catoctin metavolcanic are

- the M discontinuity is incre prominent in areas reflecovity relative to the surrounding region. recognizable because of their high reflectivity
where the crust has been stretched. This change to less redecuvity is also apparent in (Pratt et at,19881 The Evmgton and Chopa-

In the middle part of the line in central Virgm- the mid<rustal and Moho reflectiont and is in- wamsic are also highly renecdve and appear to
is, a disuncove difference in the reflectivity of terpreted to be the seismic signature of a dike lie above the roof of the annform and beneath
the crust is apparect with respect to other parts swarm. He dike swarm (D) can be correlated their surface outcrops. De reflecdons that define
of the line (Fig. 2b); The reflectors in this part with the posiuve Bouguer gravity anomaly the roof of the ant. form on the west probably
are as fouows (Fig.2a and 2b). (Haworth et al.,1980) that extends about 80 km represent reacdvated decouements along uhich

1. Lower crustal reflectors, including the to the northeast (Fig.1). There is no distinct the overlying rocks were transported (Pratt et
west dipping Moho discontinuity (M) at about aeromagnetic anomaly (Zietz et al,1980) re. al,1988). The relauvely thick zone of roof re-

'

9-12 s. lated to this dike swarm. Sectors (B) and complex structures above may

2. Subhorizontal mid-crustal reflector zone Even with extreme processing parameters of be due,in part, to reactivadon. The geometry of
(C) at (68 s, interpreted to represent the present the ALD it was not possible to decrease the the reflections from within the antiform suggests
brittle-ductile transinon zone. The east-dippng difference in the reacctivity of the interpreted imbrication where the east dippmg events with.
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in the antiform between 3 snd 7 s were inter. within the annforn They are deeper (8-13 km) Stair, AK, ano (oruh. C,1988, Tccieme setung cf t

'
preted by Pratt et at (1987) to be defttnation and have northwest-trending P axes. The pat. Tnasuc half-graNas m the Appatachians: Sr

zones (mylonites), indicative either of nappe terns of reflecdoc truncations by the dike swarm ""C d''' ""amuon. prmes, and reMa

structures or major Alleghanian strike slip de< suggest that the dike swarm postdates what we a[straagr p of t e N tianuc'
formation. To th: west and east of :entral Vir _ interpret as the bntile-ductile transition zone at narpnst Geoky.ai Assocunon of Canada-
ginia, the reflection data do not image the Moho level C We suggest, therefore, that the earth. Canadan Smery of Petroleurn Geologists (in
on the I-64 pro 61e. We interpret these changes quake activtry in the central Virginia wismic prmi

0**in gioss redectivity to be real and due to rone may be detachment-related only on the P"hC[U"[')
litholet c structural causes. Costain et at w est flank of the roof of the antiform (TS in Fig. faalts: An example from Brookneal, V rpaa-i

-(1987b) suggested that the no-rtflecuon area 2b, the *ransported Taconic suture zone, proba- Tectonics, v. 5, p i10,133.
cast of station 3000 is due to the onset of a large bly reactivated dunng the Alleghanian). De Glover, L. HL Speer LA, Russell. 01, and Farras
sinke41ip dupkx that extends in a strike direc- hypocenters do not penetrate below the mid- SL M3, Ages d rer nal maanuxpasm and

tion from central Virginia to Georgia and in a crustal reDecton (C) and show no direct relation f ,*,[[ #**"I 8
y p ;3,2 5

~ dip direction from the Brevard fault zone to the to the lower crustal reflectivity bounded by the Harra, LD., De Witt. W, Jr, and Bayer, K,C,1982, .

castern P"dmont fault systen la this interpreta- top of the lower crust (C) and the Moho zone laterpreuve seumic prof 11e along Interstate I-64

tion the mcst stretched crust in Virginia is be- (M). Dere is no carthquake acuvity cast of the from Vaney and Ridge to the Coasal Pia a m

tween the onset (station 3000) and the offset Fall Une (Fig. 2), although the imaged lower Nd '

bSurveyI s
(station 1100) of the hypothestzed strike-slip crustal reflectors continue eastward along with ga.onh, RL Damels, D.L. Wdlams, Harold. and
duplex, indicating that maximum stretching the cast-dipping reflectors. Indsrect correlations Zeeu, Isidore,1990, Bouguer gravay anomaly
took place berc tecause of the wider zone of between the reacctivity and the distnbution of map d the Appalachun orogen: St. John't.

# Lncrust weaiened by transpression and the desel- the hypocenters also suggest that the earthquake
, [of Newf undland, Map No.

opment of verucal shear zones, activity is limited to the parts of intensely Nelson, K, and Talwsm, P 1085. Reanalysis of focal
sheared and stretched crust. Similar ALD dis- mechanam data for the i.enual Virstma setsmic

EAP.TIIQUAKE HYPOCENTERS AND plays in this zone and in other areas w here scis. ione: Eanhquake Notes, v. 56 p 76

DISCUSSION mic activity is also present, e.g, the Piedmont m han, TL 1986, A gwphpol nue of me Eara's

in spite of the relative sparsecess of the epi- South Carolina, are necessary for more general [ *n'j',' 8*|"[ , '',"Q[P
,,

centers,the ALD display of the reprocessed I-64 conclusions to be reached, structure (PhD thess) Blacksburg, Virgma
reflection data Juggests a spatial correlation be. Polytechmc lasutute and Swe Uruveruty,62 p,
tw eetueismic reflectors and bypocenters. To ex, plus appende

b ~, Q d a , and Canam, R WEamine the correlauon' only 26 bypocenten
Bollmger, G.A, Snoke, J.A, Sibol. M.S , and Chap. Crustal structure in cemral 4 trgima: Royal As-

(shaded in Fig.1) with h 5 km serucal error man, M C,1986, Virgma regional scumic net- tronomical Secty Geopbnical Journal, v. 89,
were considered. A velocity of 6 km/s wu used work Fmal report (1977-1985t Washington, p.163-170.

'

for the conversion of vertical r-dection travel- D C, US Nuclear Regulatory Commusa, Pratt. TL Qoruh. C, Costam. J K, and Glover, L,

hme to depth. Focal mechanisms from iI of NUREG/CR.4502,57 p. lH,1988, A geophyucal study of the Eanh's crust

these earthquakes eahibit northeast trending P CorJey, E M8. W of me hedmont of in cennal Woma: hnmns for Amatachian
Wgina-Interpretauons and prociems, m Con. crustal uructure: Journal of Geornpical Re-

(maxilaum compressive st; css) axes for shallow inbuuons to Virgicht geology-lH: Virona Di- search im presst
sources (<8 km) and northwest trending axes vsoa d Mineral Resources Pubucauen no. ? Wehr, F, and Glover, L, UL 1985, Straugraphy and

for deeper foci (>8 kmi Fig. 2c), and a mixture p.115-129. tectana:s of the Vic, .ua-North Carohna B:ue

of reverse and strike-slip faulting on planes that Goruh. C, and Conam. J K,1981 Nome attenuanon Rege: Evolution of a late Proterozoe-carty Pa.
by Vibreneis Whitenmg (V SW') processmg:Geo. leozoic hmge cone Geohycal Smety of Amer.

ethibit an average dip of 62' r 16*. There are. pp v. 48 p,543-554. ica Bullcan, t 96, pl85-295.
= _however, two deeper foci with northeast- Garuh C Costain, J K, Ha:cher. R D, Jr., Pra:t, Wilhams. Hareid. compiler,1978. Tectome hthofacies

trendtrig P axes that are exceptions to the above TL Willams. R1 an Phaney, R.A.,1937, map of the Appa!achtar orogen: S t. Joh t's.

groupmg1 Nelson and Taiwani (1985) con, Results from reponal Vibroiets profWng: Appe. Memonal Umverury of Newfound:and Map No.
lacnian ultra-Deep Core Hoic sac study Roval 14. scale 1:2,0%00(1

clMed, by using only P-wase po!anties and a Astronomical Smety Geopeyucal ~Jourr41, Zieu, Isidore. Haworth. R T., Wahams, Harold, and
'

graphical analytical procecure, that all the cen- v.89,p.146-155. Damels, D L.19s0. Magnetic womaly map or
tral Virginia focal mechamsms ethibit a sve's Costain, IK, Goruh, C, Prm, TL Hatcher, R.D, the Appalachas orogen. St John's, Memonal

!" eld onented northeast. We favor the results l', Glover. L, HL Phinney, R A, Diebold, J, Unneruty of Newfoundlanu. Map Ncx 24 scale
Williams, L and Zobact M,1986, Setsme 1.2.tMOUO.trom Bollinger et at (1986), beca'ne they used
signatures of tectonic hthofaacs from regwnal

a quantitative computer algonthm that eval- lines Appalachun Ultradeep Core Hole ute area-
aates P/S wave amplitude ratios as well as Soacty of Explorsuon Geophyvetsis Extended ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
P-wave polanties to obtain the rquired focal Abstracu wah Begraphics,1986 Techtical Pro. Supported in part by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commsuon under contract no. NRC 04-8$-121.mechanisms' gram, p.136-139.
.
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- HYDROSEISMICITY: A HYPOTilESIS FOR THE Rol.E Or WATER
IN Tile GENER ATION OF INTR APLATE SEl%MICITY

John K. Costam, G. A. Bothnger. and J. Alexander speer

. Deartmen of fleologucal Soences
Yteginea Mvitchmc lwsttrute and Start Univenay

Blacksburg, Vagmna 2MI

ABSTRACT

A new hypothesis termed llydromsm. city that has hydrologic (dilTusion of pore
pressure tranntents frem ree'iarge arcat of groundwater basms), geologic (nnedi frac.
t,wed crust?, and chenucal(soluhthty of trunersla) clements is proposed to explam the
role of water m the generauon of intrap;ste senmicity. Its batts as a spatial correlation
in the toutheattern U. 5. between 16 seitmogenic crustal volumes of high seitnucny 2)
large gravitbdaven nver basine Otat can provide an adequate supply of water to the
uppet. and trud-crutt, and 3) a rermeable crust that is tectomcally strested close to fail-
ure it it suggested that in crustal volumes with a corabmation of connected fracturet
tr.d adequate groundwat*f, natural trantsent increanes m hydrauhe bead m recharge
areas e,f groundwater basins can be transmitted to depths of 10 20 km. and thereby
tngger carthquakes. sta a flow path gar.*nctry that resembles except for scale the modd

! farnAar to groundwater hydrologiste for near surface flu possible trigger mechamtmt
for H droteitmicity include smail mcrews in Ruid pretsure at hypocentral depths
causd by such transient increases, and hyorolyte weakening of mmerals that leads to
structural wukenmg. Imphc1L in the modet it a dguse distribution of epicenters (as is
observed in the region) rather than concentrauons along discrete geologic (fauks) or
geomorpN (rivers) elenents. Open frtctures imp!y tracture roughness t.c., asperities
under a higher ntrest that keep fracturet open even in an ambient tenor *ic stress held.
Intrapiate earthquakes m a fractu ed ctatt prettrested to near failure are thus postulated
to be tnggered by small tranment merente1 m fluid presture tran:mitted along prtetittmg
fractures m a rock fahne-weakened by street cerrotron ot' asperities. . Abundant
petrologic evidence is available to justify an assumption of fracture permeabihty to '

*
depths of 20 km ricar passive n!ted rnargint. All four pt:e crp.1 seismogenic volumes m

1 . the southeastern U. S, are wititin gravrtv.dnven groundwater basma that can perside an
abundait - supply of water to the crutt. and that interter r.nown or suspected
Eocamerian or Mesoroic nned crust. The host basins have the largest surface recharge
arest and :ontam rivert wah the highest average stream grtdiaritt as encatured from
their headwaters to the fall Line. Seismicuy in the region it charactertred by steeply
dippmg focal mechanism nodal planet and dMuse alignments and/or ehmters of
epicenters. These characteristics are compatible with a steep to vertical fracture fahnc

' curt:mty hemg react vsted by port pressure ditTunon from surface recharge of
groundwater basitis.

:
~42 hartmte somrtune r a mence, th .wrarewe of a new concept that>

senthesues a vett wsome of experrmr'stal mawetal2 rte e em:receptnan
from a canade oblefreet nn of the stuentine comernty Yrt. eventually.
despers all doubts land frequemir, vndeM erHiciten.t. the vorw etmcspr
may who general treogwatum f(to prs.nes to be neltfud and tener sawmg un -
expiamty both old and new emrrmemal dste Undre oath earcuw
stances the ermcum guves mgp to proclamatens that the hires underiv.

- ing the ww etmertst wave set fneth years earnr* and that the canerpt
tenpro kr es more than a mere repesvirur of sk fargatwn past. The rir-
ments of old ideas mestrahir ternist in my new enerrpt. for ww sdras '

; do not smear ', a ved. Threrfore. k seiretme cadamlual statewus
made m prenovs epocht ned bv subrectLig there cowepts to artworwwur
merepretation in ik hthr nfpresent das knowledsr. ene n.ap predwr
the trWessJmt that the new concept councidet en*W'icielj week tero,
nrously fagotten older sdrat.*

r.1. Fridnem. A quartre of a remwr with the .teweloval.
FOS. Trans Aer Genednys. Linum. t P kr. 7,19% p 79. '
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Costa' , Dollinger and Speerm

INT R ODUCTION sure gradients resultirig frorn water iniection in deep we!!s.
mereased ramfall and stream discharge, thermal sprmgt (Gastd

Many references to postiNe empincal correlations be. and Bertme, IW) and the Dihng oflarge reservoirt (Simpson.
tween temrucitt, ramfaR and nvert have been made. Part of 19tR however, few attempu have been made to correlate re-
the relactance to mtrodace surfa e meicoroiorcal bounda'v gional changes m the bettht of the water taNe wHh deep
co%tiorit tr.ro a incereocal modei th.' mcludet tbc dow of se smicity. Ylie importance of the role of Owd pretsure m de-
rnetconc mater to mid cruual depths has been creasma the thear strength of rocks is generally accepted both

the retically and empenmentally. On a large scale, the clastic
No gereral remgmuon of an apparent correlauen between paper by Hubbert and Rubey !!959) addrettet the m0ucrgevanaus aspects of batm geometry and recharge. of gr un& ster Guid prettu es on the movcment of thrust
groundwater p,ow. and teism2 city, faults by invokmg the Mohr-Coulomb fa tare theon in its er.

fective stress formulation.2 Uncenamty about the magnitude of a Ouut pretsure tran-
sient tM cow 4 be prepagated from the turface recharge
area of a trNndwater naun to m>J.crucaJ clepths, Water miectantrmduced tettrnacity

Confirmation of 'he effects of elesated Guid prestures on
;l 1.ack of cata about the nature of the m titu tttets field at

hypocentral depths at well at the level of strets required earthquake generation was made by I'vant (19W m con.
necuon with a dnposal well near Denver, Colorado. Dunrig

ta ingger ca*thqu9es,
.he penod Apnt,1962 to September,1%3, 710 sma!! carth.

4 I ack cf evidence to justify the required *sluet of minnuc quakes were recorded m the Denver area where the only pre-

t*ermeaHty to depths oT M km, viously recorded earthquake had occurred in 1 A12 Evans
noted that the Brit earthquake occurred just one month after

i No prepcte d ingger mecha ntim ' hat meerpora tet the Orst mjertion of hquid mastewater at a ditposal weil at the
gmundwater recha ge areat and the dowrward propa' U. S Arrr4y s Rocky Mountam Arsenal The well penetrated
gauen of Guid preuvre trannents sedimentarv strata. bottommg at a depth of 3 67 km m frac.

tured Precamhnan schitt and granit: gneitt Evans also noted
%.e addreu cach of tne .Sove and tuggest a model for g 39ggg gg,

mtrarlate te:vr.ic:t> f ummmg a few of the pubhtheJ tug- related with the voNmc of wastewater m:ected Eptcentea of
gestions for a relaoonthip 5etween recteorolegical surface 11mnst all the shocks were |ocated withm a circular area 16 km
conditions and tenmioty, we agree is general *sth the posu' in diameter centered at the Rocky Mounum ArtendL The
bility of such entrelauont The observation < c' these early increases in Guid prenures caused by wastewater miection
workers can be mterpreteJ to suggett that somehow transknt tnggered small fault movements. Subsequently, llealy er JL
increases m Gud preuvre are transmitted dowri*vd mto a 09M) concluded that the llubbert Rubey mechanitrn pro-
fractured uprer cruit where they can ingger earthquares y.ded a compacte and satafactory esp;anation for tne tr,gger.
What mi nesmg m preuous correlations was a conceptual mg of the Denvet earthquakes-
phyncal model to transmit these trart ents from surface re-
charge areat down to depths of 20 kirL Also, justifgat on is In a fo!!ow up study, Healy (1975) reported on earth.i

required to demomtrate that hidraunc conducavitv can occur luakn assocated with the Rangley, Colorado oil field from
to such depths and to Hjentify Ibe rnecharmmt 5, by whnh Ou- 1969 through 194 This ute was choten because of seismic

ids can trigger earthquake, actmty that occurred dunng the latter stages of exploitauon
of the oil reservoir utmg miecnon of water as part of a sec.

Our hmothesis suggests that natural mcreases m hvdraubc ondary recovery prograra When the Outd preuure m the
head can irideed be transmitted to depths of 1420 km m the seignucally active zone was reduced under contro!!ed conde
crvitallme upper crust via groundwater dow-paths that re. tions, the seistruc actmty was greatty decreased, especially m
semb!e the geometry of the rn^ del tarruhar to groundwater the region wnhm i km of the control wells in November 1072,
hydrologuts for near turface Cow, and thereby tngger ea'th' the Guid pressure was mercased and a new senet of earth-
quaket by tranuent medanical. m comhmation with therrucal, quakes was inggered. In March 1971, purnping wat reve"ed,
meant Ahhough we behen that our conceptual modct may w th an anendant decrease m the earthquate actmty, As part
have global application for esentually leaher to an under. of the tarre study, Raleigh et al. (1972) deterrturied the fric.
standng of the reie of water in the gencration ni miraplate tional propernet nf rock core taken from the oil field Those
seismicity, t e . the New Madnd area and the Basm and Range
provmce, we focus herem pnmanly on the tootheastern United independent calcultuon of the values of Guid pretsure, p, at
States. whgh seistracity would be espect-d to occur. The predgied

**'E~
PREVIOUS CORRELATIONS BETWEEN FI UID

' " " * '#""** P" #
PRL55U2E TR ANSIENTS AND %EISMICITY of f'equent earthquket were measured at 2.75 V 10 Nim ,

Many references have been made by othert about appar. estabbshmg beyond doubt the importance of Duid pressure at

ent corre:anons between earthquakes and grNadwater preb a crtucal parameter m the tnggenng of cartnquaket

C
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dydroseismicity ,

-.Talebi and Cornet OWJ momtored mecrescisnucity in- severest earthquake espenenced smce 1893 and possibly smce

duced by fluid injection mte a gramus rock mass. They con- 1887?

. ciuded that the nueroscismscity occuned because of shcar ,,Dunns the penod of high sersruoty extendmg from 1886 ,

failure along preesistmg- Gssures through w hech water m 18Kthe average annual ramfall at Charleston was 52 I?
percolated frorn a mam fracture and not stor g the mam frae, W @ W penod of relatively low seisnucity from
* 1898 to date the average annual ramfall has been only 39

The increeses m pore pressure from fluid injecuen (a ft. irxhes?

hundred bars) are much higher than those to be expected from Although the above quotauons from Taber (191d) docu-
the fdhng of a reservoir or from mrreases in the he:ght of a ment only local correlations near Charleston between
water table tabout 0.1 har meter nse m the reservoir or water seisnucity and rainfall, they do support a relauonship between 1

taNet howeser, the stress required to tngger an event must earthquake frequency and precipitation !

depend on the arnbient stress !cvel as mell as a comptch of
factors that mctude the orientation of precustmg opea frac- Wof's and % men (1981) suggested that the annual ten-

fold increase m the discharge of the Colorado River m the
tures. fracture penneabshy, the relatne importana of hy. _

Parados Basm; Utah and correspondmg change m the river
drauhc weakenmg, and the amount of water avadabic. stage may miluence the occurrence of nutroseinmacity along ,

the rner. 95 per cent of: hat seanucity was observed along a
lacreased ratnfall and stream discharge induced seismicity 35 tm long section of the Colorado River, whereas the te.
Drake (19121 and Sayles (1913) pubbshed early empmcal rnamms 5% frucroseism!cio was d@ely distributed through-

correlauens between earthquakes and ram (all. Drake con- out other portions of tbt paeadot Basm. llypocentral depths
cluded for Chma that "the rapid and strer g atmosphenc vari. in this region were; generally less than 13 km

ations, assisted to some ettent by ram, are the forces most Nava (19131 suggested that naturally occurrmg vanauons
eiTecuve * 9e fmal stage of earthquake activity." in the water load of the Mississippi River, and fluctuations m

Taber (19 4) noted that, for the seismic aconty in the . barometne pressure and ramfall may be hnked to the unusual

epicentral regios of the hatone Charleston earthquake of frequency patterns observej in the New Madnd seisnue zone.

ilA6, "A close relanonship between ta nfall and earthquake She found correiauens between varianons in Mississippi River

- frequency m this distnct is dearly mdicated by estry inethod stage and New Madrid seistnicity. On the tain of a large and

of companson that has proved postble of appbcanon accurate data set, Nava concluded that a cauul relauonshipa

Taber noted that the " pened of high se:snue acuvity be. does cust between New Madnd seisnucity and the level of the

gmrung in 1886 followed two years of unusually heavy preap. Missi. sippi Roer. McGmrus (1963) also related carthquake

itation which must have resulted m an mportant elevauon of frequency to water inad in southeastern Missouri.

the water table. While the ramfa!! for I A86 was much lower McClellan (1944) noted tha' the observed frequency oft

than for the previous ycars,86 per cent ofit occurred pnor to earthquakes occurnns m the spnns over a 23-ywar interval
the earthquake m August and dunns June 10.78 mches w:re before the San Francisco earthquake of 190ri ognificantly ex-
recorded. The years of comparauvely low ramfau between ceedcJ seasonal frequencies expected from random vanations

.1886 and 1891 are marked by a pened of lower seismicity, m the earthquake rate. McClellan proposed meenanisms for
whUe the year of heavv precipitation m 1893 comcides with a the spnngume seisnucity observed there that include an in-
year of very high earthquake frequency, The penod of great crease in pore-fluid pressure by a downward-pror egatmg pulse

seistmc acuvity occurnng m 1893 began at 1105 p.m. June of above average crustal pore pressure due to increased mGi-

- 20th with a shock havmg an miensity of about VII R.-F.. and trauon of water from surface and subsurface reservoirs refdled
dunng that month le 30 mehes of ram fell at Charleston, this by wmter ramfa!!.

bemg neat to the hignest record for any smgle month smce the Th"s, ramfalls.auced seistmaty has been proposed as a
ectabitshment of the Weather Bureau Stauen." -tnggentig mechanism for earthquake swarms for several years.

"The yearly ramfan curve suggests no esplan.auon for the We acknowledge that stausucs .relatmg rnaior carthquake oc.

relauvery high senmacity of 1896, but 'when the monthly re, currences to streamflow and high-water stages are not well es-

cords are stanuned it is seen that the ramfall was above the tabbshed and that the evidence for a connection between
average dunrig the Grst few month of the year, while m June ramfall and seisnucity is tenuous. .We feel, however, that the

and !aly the practpitauon was 137 and 10.54 mches respec. conceptual groundwater basm rnodel proposed herem as the
t very. Most of the earthquakes of that year occurred durms vehicle for Hydrosusmicity has neither been proposed nor in-
August and September." vest gated previously.

"The heaviest preceitation for the past eighteen years was *
recorded in 1912 and there was a nouccable increase in the
earthquake frequency for that year. Moreover, most of this Nur and Booker (19??) suggested that large shallow

ram fell dunng the first half of the year mstead ofin the last earmquakes can induce changes in the Guid pore pressure that

half as is cust: mar), and .on June 12th there occuned the are comparable to stress drops on faults. and that a redistnd-
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utwr of pore pressure b Omd 00w subsequent to the mam and by the pore pressure of the reservoir. Simpson er al
esent slowty decreases the strength of the rock possibh re- (19825) and Topporada er al (1942) concluded that the
sultmg m delayed fracture They concluJed that the Don of seismsetry was tnggered by the fuhng of the Aswan Reservoir.
groundwater can provide the viscout element necessary t

The best arid most recent documented case of reservoir.produce aftershod sequences. and that the number of
induced setstrucity m the southent U.S. is the filhng of the

af tershocks per umt time decais mitially as 19 Sibson et al Montice!!o Reservor South Caroima (Talwaru,1979. Taiwani
(197{l suggested that conuderabic $ o!umes of groundwater are et al,1980) The frequency of earthquakes increased aboutra pids t red:nnbuted 5v Amd JMaon after shallow earth-

y - three weeks after filbng began, w,th the largest events f M,.
up to 2b2 9) occumng up to two years later. The setstrucuy
has decimed w,th time, but remams greater than before

Resenoir-induced seismicity
irnpouridmg The earthquakes are mterpreted to occur stong

The anociation of a ugmf: cut mercate m scamic actmty numerous, smalt pre esistmg fractures throughout the volume
denng and after the fdtng of some large reservoirs has been of the rocks (Duc,1980. Taiwani,1081; Taiwam et al,19Ani
we!! documemed (Dell and %f.1979 and rcierences therem) and are believed to be inggered m response to the small added
More recently, O Rediv and Rastogi (10%) descnde case his. stress and port pressure changes related to reservoir filhng
tones of reservoir-mduced senr umy from India, Chma, Japan. (Zoback and thckman,1982 netcher,19R2). By monitorms,

the U.S S R. and the U.S A Tbc deepest reserveirs add stress the spatial growth of epicenters associated wuh fi!!cd reser-
icads of only about 20 bars, more bkely cause of the voirs, and assummg it to be associated with the dMus.on of
setstrucity is the resuu of the smaB mcrease m utess tngganng pore pressure. Taiwam and Acree (1985) computed a "seistrue
tbc re! ease of a large preseen,ie , an mcrease m pore pressure hydraube duTusmty", equal wnhm an order of magmtude to
stress act:ng to trigger failure along a preexistmg fau4 alreads D. tne hydrauhc dMusivity They concluded that dMusion of
tectomcany strened close to failure. pare pressure m the upper one km of the crust accounts for the

''** "# # '
As Bell and Nur (19'81 pomied out for the earthquake

# * *"* '"F#*sequer.cc at Orovine, California, the most importarit imp 6
caten of a pore preuure engger mechamsm a the presence of We propose that tetsnucity occurrmg at focal depths of
water to depths of in km or more m the crust Simpen (197M 10-20 krn shares some cornmon feature with reservoir mduced
sure_manzed charactennics of reservoir mduced senmacity m seistrucity. Ruid pressure is assumed to tngger shsliow
sanous parts of the world and conc!uded that the potential for reservoir mduced seisnucity by decreatmg the shear suength
reservoir mduced senmicity appears to be highen m areas of of rocks. For the deep seisnucny, perhaps the weakenmg orthe
sinkcqhp or normal faultmg, and that mduced seisnucity it rock along prectistmg trucrofractures by the presence of fluid
most cornmon m areas of high to moderate strain accumu- causmg stress corrosion is also required
lation Except for the Kremasta reservort m Greet *, the time
delay between the first presence of water m the rcservoir and

EVIDE.NCE FOR FRACTURE PERMEABILITY
the largest eart quakcs is at least as long at that predicted by TO DEPTHS OF 20 KM

%

the curse of Schotz ci al (1973)-
The continental hthosphere is weaker than the occame

The Aswan II:gh Dam (110 m) on the Nile Rner lithosphere by about a factor of three (Vmk er a/,1984 Be-
impounds the second largest reservoir in the world The reser*

cause of this, hthosphenc nitmg, whde prevalent m the coner
voir began to ful m 19M and the water level rose slowly until nents, rarely occurs m occame regions Any nfimg close to an *

1975 when a water depth of approxtmately 93 m was reacned ocean-contment boundary will prefer a continental pathway .

($$mpson er an, 1982a) Smce then the water level has vaned (Vmh er al, 1934k Evidence for large scale fracture
seasonally between 29 and 94 m. No earthquake actmty (M anisotropy m the southeast U. S. can be construed to mclude
> $) was known anthm 100 krn of the area pnor to 1973 On fault rnechamsms that typically indicate sinke-shp motion
November 14,1981 a magmtude 5 5 carthquake occurred near along vertical to steeply d:ppmg surfaces In addition, the oc-
the westem edge of the rese*voir, 50 km upstream from the currence of swarms of Jurassic dikes and widespread zeobte-
dam. and was followed by a long sequence of aftershocks imedifilled steep-to-vertical fractures is suggestive that any
(Simpson et al,19325 A The rnain shock occurred four days mtnnue permeabihty that has persisted unce active extension
after the seasonal matimum m water level in the reservoir- is strongly anisotropic and is greater m the steep-to-vertical
The largest aftersnock was of magnitude 43 on August 20, directions.
1982, and occurred g davs after the wate, level began to in-
crease at a rate of 3 4 cmsday followmg the seasonal minimum Zoback (1983) noted that the denuty of fractures m holes
(Simpson er al,1912at The hypocenters of the aftershocks entered for m situ stress determinations decreases only mod-
are at depths of 5-25 km (Toppozada er al,1982; Simpson er crately w,th depth The Russians' discove y of flowmg water
aL,1912bk Most of the activity was confmed to a narrow m fractures at depths of 11 km(Kczlovsky,1982)ir direct and
zone of nght laral sinkeahp fautting at the western edge of spectacular evidence for fracture permeabdity at depth. Indi-
the reserv%r at tnose depths. Simpson er a! (19825) noted rect, but equa!!y impressive, evidence for m-place fracture
that tle stress at hypocentral depths is mfluenced by the load permeabdity et riud-crustal depths is the aforementioned
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seisnucity associated with the S!lms of the Aswan Reservoir in of the Trois Sessneurs Massif, Fr?nce that there had been
Egypt. . . massive infiltration of enternany derived pore Guids, perhaps

sea water. to depths of 12 km durms the ume of acuve -
There is extensive petrologie and expenmental evidence

metamorphism. Wickham and Oxburgh (19g5) suggested thatfor sigm0 cant and widespread permeaNhty and circulaung
the most reasonable tectonic setting for the area is a nftedwater m crystallme rocks at great depths. In the past. it was conunental cmt. They do not have evidence for ti.e actual

often assumed that water in most crystathne rocks at depth
uid pathways but noted that many sinular nDed nitmgs have

was present. in small amounts and. because of the low '"' " "'
: permeabshty of the rocks,' did not. move far or rapidly. The

L effects of fluid now on metamorphic reactions, man trar, sport, Kemch et al(1954) used ot) gen isotopic compenuons to
and deformauon procenes have been esplored recently idenufy the source, temperature. and amocnt of Guids trans-
(Bruton and fielgeson,1953; Ethendge er al,190), but the ported through rocks m fault zones and thei deeper counter-
impbcauons of the permeabihty of the rocks to change the ri- parts, bntile-ductste sheat renes iney found that sorne fault
gaty properties of large volumes of the crust have recened . sistems may be closed systems, but that many -levelop targe,
much less attenuon. This section reviews the petrolope eve - scale permeabihty as they develop. The fluids evohe from
dence for permeabihtyjn crystalhne rocks and the probable . small quanuucs of high tempervure and pressure, locally'de.

- nature of the crustal permeabihty in the southeastern U.S. need duids to la;ge quanuues of meteonc or cernate Guids at
depths of up to 15 6tn. - They concluded that flow of deep

Isotopic (metamorphic) and shallow (meteonc) huids can be ;oeval aml

.

noted that such now has been imphcated m contemporary
. Study of stable osygen and hydrogen tsotopes has indi- seistrus acuvity on the San Andreas fault (Irwm and Barnes.

. cated that the crust is permeable to flow of Guid in cor ection 1973; S4bson,10321. -

ceHs set up as a result of emplacement of het plutons This is %nera! anemblages
-true for the rather snailow Skaergaard intrusion (Taylor and
Forester,1979) and the Idaho bathohth (Taylor, 1977, 1973; Abundant f und now can also be documented by rruneral

Cnss er at,1932; Cnss and Taylor,1983). The Skaergaard equibbna and charises in rock compoutions. In the
- produced now through fractures to depths of 6-10 km m the rnetamorphic socks of south-central Mame, the oc urr-nce of

| countrv rocks with water volumes 0 34 to 13 umes that of the the pyrtte - pynhotae transformauon by desul6daton(Fem ,
rock. The inferred bulk intrinsic permeabihty is 10-" cm (1 1981), appearance of bicate by decarbonanon of calcareous2

darcy 3 10'cm ) for the surface basalt (0 7 km depth), metapehtes (Ferry, lead), and changes in rst componuons3

3 for the (Ferry,1932,1933) suggested that volumes of Omd, equal tofor the gsbro (4-g km), and 10-'*cm10*cm3
gneissic country rocks (7.10 km). Younger plutons emplaced 0.9 to 2.2 times the rock volumes, flusted through thc rocks
m the Idaho bathohth produced convection cells within the dunns metamorphism. Metamorphic condioens were 330.-

2batholith over an area of 3,000 km to depths comparabic to $20*C and 3,5 kbar. -A gran,toid pluton emplaced m the same
the SkaergaardJ Depending on the locahty, the volume ofIMd terram (Ferry, 1978; 1979) produced a now of Duid through
was vanable with rock /Duid volume ratios of 0 01 to 2g. On the pluton equal to 0.1 1.0 rock volumes. The searce of these
the basis of g 1 thermal gradients and the temperatures in hot Guids cann t be idenufad by the techtmues used, although
spnngs systems, Blackwell (1934) concluded that present Ferry (1979) pomts out that the amount of Guid evolved frem
groundwater circulation vnthin the Idaho Bathohth must ex' the metamorphic rocks equais that needed to change the
tend to depths of over 6 km. For both the Skaergaard and isotopic composiuon of the granite-

-

Idaho bathohth, the water was mettonc.J While these two
plutons are rrther shallow, studies in the Coast Range Stone and Kan neni (1932), in studymg the fractures of -

l batholith of Bnush Columbia, emplaced at depths of about 10 the Eye Dashwa Lakes pluton, concluded that the Pactunns

km or greater, show comparable features (Margantz and - , began Nfore the pluton completely sohdi6ed (650400*C) and

- Taylor,19%; Taylor. 1977; 197 K conunued to temperatures below ifeC. The fracture Glhngs
are bebeved to have cnstallized from Guids passing through

!. In examming the tendency of regional metamorphic rncks the fractures. Unfonunately, pressuies could not he eiumsted
|: to exhibit oxygen tsotopic equihbrauon, Rumbie and Spear - m this mstance but it does illustrate the almost conunval for.

(1983) found that equihbrauon is more hkely m fractured manon of fluid-nited fractures m a crvstalhne terrane from
rocks- Equdibriuon took place by rneans of now of an gg g, , g ,,g,
aqueous Guid through mtergranular ports, One such regionst

Rock Structurnmetamorphic area which contamed recquibbrated oxygea
isotopic compositions was the Francucan of Cahirnia wher* Intrinsic permeabihty of a rock mass can be mferred from
blueschist metamorphism occurred under conditions of the rnessurement of spaung and aperture of the fractures-
200-300*C and a 8 kbar. Tlus techmque pelded petrocabsbues of 10''cm to 10 Sm8 a

Wickham and Taylor (1933) concluded riom osygen and iri the Mayflower grarutoid stock and greater than 10 **cm 3

hydrogen isotopic data from the regional metamorphic terrane m the Pike i Peak Gramte (Brace,1980s

4$
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Cottain. Bollinger and Speer i

The widespread occurrence af spacedIleavage in. .ow- gration and other large scale crustal phenomena ranges iBrace,
grade arenaceous rocks, suggested to liternege er at (190, 19g3,1922), for crutalhne rocks. from 10' " to 30d'em'
1984 that an amount of Guid equal to a Guid!retk volume wNch are about the same es the more permeable interials m
ratio of 108 ni required to now through greentchist fanet boreholes. Cructal grmeability in the area of the wanewater
me+ amorphic rocks. -- Thi< assumes that the spaced cleivage . injection. induced Denser earthquakes is estimated to be about
ongmates by lost of uhea tu a migrating Duid whnh is able so 60* H 8em (lltich and GredehoefL 19A1; Brace,19A4L
datoive onhr a small amow s of adica. ..

n
Numertcal m41ing

Manar arrar of Guid inclusions in nur.eralt are presumed
to form by the heahng of Omddilld fractures, trappmg wme in modchng of the hydrotherinal meteoric cenvection cells

of the Duid T his would suggest tha*. the rocks fractured m the sat nmit from emplacunent ofigneous plutont in the crust,

pretence of a Guid phase durms some tmie m its rutamc shic Norton and Krught (1977) and Nortos arid Knapp(1977)used
8 8

c or igneour history Based on the srlume of Duid trapped, a permeaWiues of between 10 "em and 10"'' cm . These

nummuen fracture width of 0.02 pm in a variety of auth r* c neluded that such Guid convection around a pluton -
can occur at depths up to 70 kt t % hde the factor that causes

metamorphic tertaint was suggestM by Walther and Orville _ggg,g ggg g
(1912). Whde it is pomNe that these Guid mclunont represe"'

imply that the country rocks are already permeabh htymg
what has neen oesenhed at essolut'on from the bott mmeral contccted hydraulic channels over large areas, requtring only
by Spear and selverstone (1933), the slow dMusion of Oll, a perturbation such as an igneous intrusion to irutiate now.
smular densities of all Duid inclusions in such arrayA and sme
ilar fracture widths calculated for CQ fined melue ons suggest Wa ther and Omile (1982) modeled the producuon and

transp tt f to aides in the metamorphism of an average pehteetsoluuon is not important (Walther and OrviMe,1923
and found that g boundary ddusion is not an ed'ective
method of Duid transport. Rather, they concluded that the

E*P"tmental rocks must fracture because the permeaNhty of the unfs,
/m sau measurements of permeabihty are about 108 times fured rock is insuffiaent to accommodate the Out ef volaules

greater than laboratory measurements on rock samples, prob, produced durmg metamorphisnt The veutde> ware along
' aNy as a result of fractured rocks not hemg sampled Values fractures t< tween OJ and 10 gra in width, but a discrete Guid

of permeabihty 3f crymlhee rocks determmeo from both lab- phase wdl be present only durms a devotatih7ation reacuon. j

oratory and m situ mesurements can vare by a to 6 orders of Walder and Nur (19A4) assumed values of- intrmsic
'

magmtude with no svitematic vanat en with depth to several permeabihty on the order of 3 X 10'*cm8 (to ndarcv) for J

km. Freerc and Cherrv (19'9 p 09)ltited the range olvalues crystalhne rocks with no megascopic fractures at upper to
of .mtrensic permeabdity for fractured igneout and trudcrusial deptht tnt it a lower hmit; fractured crust can
metamorphic rocks ai 10' ' to 10 "em , Values of have permeabihues orders of magnitude h.gher than this.8

permeabihty of crystalhne rocks determined from both laho, Walder and Nur(IW) suggested that episodic fracturitig and
ratory and in sus measurements have been summamed by crack healing may be comrnon ;irocesses throughout much of

Brace (1980,198a) who concluded that:
'

the crust, and that this suggestion is supported by detaded
studres of the morphology of cracks in cahumed crustal rocks

1. Values of permeability determined in dnll hoici ( 3 2 3 km) and of crack heahng m 'tyntheuc iaboratory uaterials.

m crysta!!ine rocks range from about 10 '' to 10"cm ,8

2. . Over sorne interval. in neath all of the boreholes, NM EU
permeabihty was lE" to 10'cm , We propose . tl.at _- in Hydroseismicity, Duids tngger8

seistrucity at focal depths of 10 25. km and that -_ the
3 l'ermeabdiues infcried from caithquake rn grauon and mechamsmis) share some common features with deeper, as

other large scale crustal plunomena range, for crystalhne well as shallower, reservoir mduced seismicity. Diffusion of
- - rocks, from 10' " to 10*''cm , and are ihur abeur the pore pressure is the primary factor that tnggers shallow- 8

_

same s.i the more rermeable viserade m bresah reservoir induced seitmschy by decreatmg the thcar strength
Brace concluded that, in arcar wnere crystallme rocks estend ' of the rocks by either transient mecharucal or longer term-
to the surface, $r pave pressure wdl be equ.st to the &rwatic chemscal means,
pressure to depths af ar least 10 km.

Fluid di/Tusion and transtent changes in pore pressure to
Les- direct, geophyucal methods lu ve also lead to postu. depths of tens of km will be most effectual m gravity drnen

latas of deep. Sund filled fractitres in the Earth 4 crrst. Nekut roer basins with adequate rec %rge volumes. Hydrolyuc
er el. . (1977) suggetted that in the tystalhne rocks of the weakenmg is a general name for variout forms of trJneral
Adirondacks a water fdled port space t 1 a depth of 20 krn it weakenmg by the addiuon of water. Presumably, a stcpply of

. reqmred to explam the relauvely high electrval conducuvity water for hydrolyuc weakenmg can also be most efTectively
of the crutt. Permeabthues mferred ' from carthquake tru- mamtamed in the deep crust m the more eMcient gravity.

46
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H)dmehmiet'3

draen basmt i c . m ba<.ni uith relatneh h;gh aserage Gr.ceptual model
stream gradtents 'T he result can be a ''htdrauhtaDy mduced"

A grounduater baun n a hydregealogic solume of rocksenmicit3 inFFer ' hat acts somewhere aloer not, paths auth g gg gg g ,) g,
as those show n in i qure 1. a prnen we temt

a volume may os may not comcide with a phmographa unit.
//.. e vn % #O in areas of law physiographK rela f the locations of

groundwater basm dmdes cannot )ct be estended to great
depths with ans confidence. Graut).drnen pound $ ster_ .y n ,

bauns m the cauern I mted States c.ccup) large (l(Rho km,

DDA%E y | -stEPAGE wn +, wide by several hundred km in length b) I fl im in depth)
AAEA t! * : ASEA= .ce. solumes of the crust Ground 4ater now withm these solunes

g [vj h/## pN- f n bmothesved to be 3 -dmienuonal and annotrern but con.
4

y' ceptual) simplo lleghlands are recharge arcat and lowlands
'

*
,

*

' ;,/ y.
- [ are d6chage areas lhuharge areas usuala constitute only'

,

.. - 'v
,

'i 30*W of the surfue area of a watershed (I ree/c and Cherr),,

V t. i 1979) The direction of deeply penetratmg groundwater Oca,

n constramed by the geometn of the boundan conditions of
the groundwater batm to be neer and de at boundanes ofI 'F ui c 1. Comentuat groundwater mn&l Stippled area n
recharge areat and steep and up beneath rners (1iFure 1)one hah el a trannerse crost sectenal area through

a groundw ater baun. T here wi!! aka be a componcnt Mthough the now pathi shown in the f gure are schemats and
of fica out r,r the plane of the J.agram m a "down. do not reDect the tensor properties of hsdraubc ddTumit), the
f.a un~ d:rection No'e Ilic crw ard d4rectmn of nowhnee indante the general genrnetr) of the ll)drosenmicity
gecundwater now toward the dmharp area m both conceptual model, and are hypotheured to estend to depths
f' g u re a. and the greater g r oun dwa t ti ikw hene,ith

of about 20 km l'ocal depth distnbutions (figure ?a) suggeneners (aher i reve and thern. le % Maumame

depth of penetratmn cJ tegmnai Onw hnes 6 h)pothe- that %", of the earthquakes ouur abMe depths of about II,
< ired to be inJi km iigures not to nate 13.17, and ?! km. m the Chariciton. central Orgwaa. Odes

Count), and southea stern lennessee a rea t, respec tneh
-
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Tyture 1 Larthquake hypo (enters and mmeral phase relationc ! eft Depth datnbution
of hypocer ters m southeastern l' 5. senmic tones Right. Depth vs temperature.

(heavv curve 4 and the bntt!e doctdc tranution from Bothnger and others (14Mb)
with phase relatione imder brhostatic (iohd hne, r = 23 gmscm') and hsdrostatic
(dashed bne, 0- I gmcem') from I iou il97|c h Perktna ed others (19mL and
Bruton and licigeson (1901 Mmeral abbreviations are those of Krct/ (140)
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Costain, Mhager and Speer

Maxima m seismic actaitt occur a few km shallower than justify use of discrete fracture models (lluyakorn and pinder,
these depths. In the flydroscisnucity model, increased rainfall 1983). Each curve on f igures 3 and 4 mas generated from the
results in an elevation of the water table and Guid pressure sum of step functions of the form (llowells.1974r
transients that are propagated downward from basin recharge p,L g)
areas. The depth nf penetration of Dowlines depends,in part, = 1 - erf , ' _ _ (1)
upon the location of the reclarge with respect to the teorretty N'U jeg
of the basin. A high vatial correlation between scistrucity and
nvers is therefore not necessanly to be espected in our model where c = keg /ItS,, erfis the erroi function, x is depth (or path
because the geometry of flow tralectorcs is from recharge length along a Dowlinct t is time, k is intrmsic permeabihty,
areas (highlands) to discharge areas (nverst distances of tens p is density, g is the acceleration of gravity, u is dynarruc
of knt The geometry of Duid and port pressure dilTusion in viscouty, and 5,is spectGc storage. Isothermal conditions and
our proposed modelirnplies a dffkw distnbution of epteenters a constant viscosity were assurned The cuect of temperature
rather than concentrations along named and mappabk, dis, on viscosity is shown in Figure 4.
crete geologic (faults) or pomorphic (riverg clernents. Frac. In aJd: tion to one dimensional calculation *, we have in-
ture permeabihty may be consi/erably enhanced, however, vestigated the behavior of fluid pressure transients using a
along major structural elements such as reacuvated ductile two-dimensional Galerkm Gnite element model that can umu-
deformabon zones. Thus, the major nvers should not neces- late Guid transport m deformable fractured. porous isothermal
sanly be expected to be the locus of higher intrapMte media w!'ere the coupled governmg equations of deformation
"""C"> and Duid now for an ur fractured porous medium are (Diot.

Nur (1972L Scholz er al (1973L arid Whitcornb er al 1941;lluyakorn and rinder.1983):
(1973) discussed the dilatancy model of earthquake prediction,

b - F' b,,and described the role played by the meersetion of the tectortic G
stress fictd and th: Quij pressure Twid just prior to the actual 21/2 + (1+ G) Ad1; et,

-

du,
(2)

triggenng of mnement on a fault. The dilatancy modei uses
changs in the traveltime ratios of seisric waves to infer The incremental displacement of the sohd skeleten is g and

changes m the phyncal properties of the rock in focal regions the goverrant equation for Dud Gow is

pnce to an earthquake The changes in the phyncal properties ~

k, ( pp + pg g, ) =eDg +a ( 4) (31
a

of the rock are assumed to be caused by local progressive
fracture of the rock auociated with the opening of crack pore 41, k tt, Jt di es,

space (dtlationL a decrease of scistruc velocitics, and a dra. where k and G are Lame's constants. F,is the body force per
matic increase in rock permeabdity (Rumrr:el er al.1978k The unit volu ne of tha medium, rg is the initia elTactive stress. and
assurnptions are based in part on sh!stancy etpenments other quantit.es are as defined for equation (IL This furre
(Crouch.1970; Fnedman.19741 Lockner and Byerlee (1978) humMNW eden n & @'n
suggested that the velocity anomahes might be biased by the frarnework is m6c:npresnble, but that the Guid is shghtly
difncu.ty in picking arnval tirnes of emergent events. In .ny compressible (Huyakorn and Pmder,1983K We have not yet
case, lack of changes in travelt'mes does not mean that
dilatancy is non<tisms. The permeabihty and porosity of g ' ' ' '
fractured rocks is a function of Guid pressure (Snow.1968aK ]Reviews and practical asnects of now in a fractured medium

'

)can be found in Snow (1963,1963a,b; 1%9h Bear and Draester oe - - ;go u ,$ w
I(1972L and Streitsova Adams (1978K , _ gg , g g

Ilowdis (1974) usmg a - simple uncoupled difrasion gi 06 - /
equation estamated that mstantaneous pressure changes at the cL

.

i

surface would have a significant efTect on Guid pressures at $ ~ ,-\ -

|
depths of 2.5 7.3 km aner 100 days, and at depths of 10 km j 04 - [ [x - 1

or more after several hundreds of days. We have repeated and - C' ' \ N
f

extended the calculauons of Howells (1974) to investigate the . / bs 'h
'

02 4 JQ -

- magnitudes of pressure transients for an assumed permeabihty ] .Q ,n

range for difTerent crustal depths (or, equivalently, along *o
f % ;

flowlinet of ddTerent lengths if the nowhne is not verticalk oo 2'

Use of the specific storage coefTicie tt in the one-dimensional O 10 20 30 40 a, 60
cakulations of Figure 3 and Figure 4 accounts for the clastic p49 gg}
behavtor of the framework surroundmg the Guid as wen as the
compressibility of the fluid without requtnng details of defor. Figure 3. Ration, ptr,tk'pf o.t), of increase in Guid pressure at
mation. - Details of individual fracture geometries and surface, plo,th to that at depth, t, aRer a time, t.

'8*'3' "*
- permeabihties will always be imperfectly known and may not '

v
\

..
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Hydroseismicity

C such magmtudes can be trarnmstted along fracture tones
g 3~
; ; and, combinad with hydrohtic weakening rewlt in tod

,, c .. ]I' 52 1 failure,. ,,ws ,c4 ,

+ 6 mov .u nn 4g g
! A for courted flow and defortnation. as the value of

y, j,1
.

*,u n. mm .aw e
w m.e*"* l, Young s modulus is increased above 80' rnks. Duid pres-s
.w,

; sure ratios mcrease markedy
-.

g q&,'23- :
,,2 1?e

rg '[ ] }
4 Arnsotropy m the mtrmste permeaNhty. tensor ugnif,

icantly affects the dittnbunon and magtutede of deep6 *

[ g 'N "f
4 -i r

crustal fluid peruure transients - Majnt plate colhuons in

; y" N3 q the southeast 11 rrsuited m the developrnent of
e

- ,; amsottopic fracture permeabiht). lhe most obuous rea-
,,f f - sons for annotropK crustal volurnes m the Southeast are
*

< m. N 00 the laconic plate colhston smd the I. ate AlteF aruan ob-h

Time,1 (doyS} hque colhsion, the latter te,ultmg in major dextral stnke-
- rhp rnouan along mchned faults that were later resetivated
and that cotirolled the geometry of the Mesozoic rin

. I,igure 4 (JTect of tempereure dependence of uscouty on ba uns. Major portions of the crust m the southeast U Srnarmtude of mammum preuere ratios for vanous
have been alTected b3 estensional numg. Intrhucvalues of k% plotted agamst arnval ame of the pre,.

sure maumum at a depth of in km Anumed 20-day parmeabihties would be espected to be higher m a verucal i

elesanon of water table arid a depth and temperature direcuon than in a hortiontal direction
such that uunnty g. is lowered one order of rnagno

d re 0 * (g V lues of . tu
. an r swun water baams +tth hgher average

flutd prenure ratim m percent are shown near plotted surface stream gradients eupply more water per unit time -

points on each curse Note it.ucascs m fluid pressure per unit volume to a fractured crust,
satios for p ' 9 E X 10 * cr o ('alculstions from
dMusion equanot. of ilowebs O 9M1 6 The spatial and temporal convoluuon of pressure tran-

sients at a gnen crastal depth can result in signi% ant m,
creases m fluid pre <sure above shat would resuh from a

applied the diffuuon solutions of Rice and Cleary (1976) that g g g , g
take into full account the compressibiht) of the invid and sohd g
consuunts have an importau effect on the fluid pressure at depth

Several conclusions can be drawn from the one- and two- because of the opportunities fos bear superpositior, of
dimensional analyses. In hindught some of these are obvious, pressure transients ha-ing ddierent ongm times at ddier. i

but we feel that others are not. ent recharge areas . l or esample, at a ghen depth, r,
transient increa es m pressure can anne at the same tone

1. Intrmste - permeabihte mferred from carthquake mi- via completely ddierent flow paths from ddTerent recharge
gration and other large scale crustal phenomena range, for areas m the same basm as a result of recharge functions
crystallme rocks, from 10' i8 8. to 10'''em (firace,1954)- with ddierent locations, mtensiues. durauons, and osigm

- Usmg any of thsse values for the entire crust, it is clear tirnes

from the modchng results that such permeabihties are ad- -

i

7. The magnitude of a pressure tranuent at crustal depths! equate to allow'diffunon of preswre trar,sients from re.
charge areas to depths of 20 L h over ' time intervah depenas upon k!S,, the ratio of intrmsic permeabihty, k,

LO 8P'Cif'c storage, S.(Figure 3). An increase in the ratioappropriate for our' hypothesis; values of 10- 88 to
2 results in an inrease m the magnttude of the pressure10''em are in the range of those reponed by Brace for

transient- -nearly all permeable fracture tones encountered by the
drdl in crystalhne rocks. We conclude that a crust with 8. pressure ratios increase with depth as the surface area of
fracture permeabihty in the range of 10 '* to 10-'em tranuent elevatica of the water table increases

8

can dduse metcone water and pore pressure transients to
the upper and rmddle crust. 9. The durauon of a ramy permd n important only insofar -

as it resuhs in an increased elevauon of the water table =
. 2. Pressure ratios obtained from 2-dimenuonal modelmg of

coupled Dow and deformation compare favorably with 10 The maximum fluid pressure at depth mereases with in-
those obtamed from .th- I dimensional analyses. If a creasir:g duration of elevauan of the water tahic
fraction of a bar is sufficient to tngger scismicity in some Figure 1)
regions. as suggested by Nava and Johnson (1954), then
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Coetain, Rollmger and Speer

11. If the perrncahihty decreases with depth, the magnitude mechanisms indicate steep to vertical fault planes (Taiwani,
of a pressure transeent can be sustamed by sirnply in. 1982; Rothnger an Wheeler,1987 Bothnger and Wheeler,
creasing the duration of the period of elevauen of the wa* 1983; Johnston er et,1985; Bothriger es 41985al, and, com-
ter table (Figure 4 monly, stnke shp monen. The spatial distnbuuon of both

17. The pressure moitimum is delayed with respect to the on- histencal and modern scismicity in the southeastern U. S. is

set of the cicvation of the mater table as depth charactented by ddTune abgnments and clusters (Rothriger,

'mcreases (Drure 3).
IM TabonL IM Sibol and llollmger,19H). l.ocally,
earthquakes in the Piedmont province tend to be seastered.1 e.,

11 Intense rainy per,ods of short durauon may be less im- 4#uw, those in the Coastal plam tend to cluner f ricenters
portant as seisnucity triggers than long ramy periods of in the Valley and Blue slidge tend to be abgned
len intensity because of the oppon.mity for the subsurface

Ninety percent of all hypocenters (M > 0, depth errorconvolutum of pressure transients, and because the man. g
mum fluid preuvre increases with increatmg duration of

an m. Focal mechanisms for southeastern U. S.. the elevation of the water table.
earthquakes eshabit steep to verucal fault planes and, cr.n-

14. Sinc ( the dynamk visconty of water decreases with in. manly, stnkt.shp mouon. Seisnucity its the southeast U is

creasieg temperature (llaar er 41954, Wahl,1977), for charactenzed rpat2 ally by steeply dipping nodal plane and
a given value of intnnec permeabihty, pressure ratios are dgust abgntnents and clusters of erkenters. 1 hen ,re all
rnarkedly bcreased at depth by a decrease 1 visconty charactenstics that are connstent with a steep to ver' al frac-
(Dgure 4). For one data set in Dgure 4 the viscosity is ture febnc that is currently bems reacuvated."y pc pressure
held conrtant for all assurned values of k!S,. Times of ddrusion from the surface recharge of groundwaru basms.
pressure tratima are plotted versus k/S, mth the vah es
of the matimum pressure ratios shown bende the plot ed Mahr rivers and rtfted crust
pomts. For a secor"J data set the uscos.ty is assumed to
be order of magnitude lower. The lower viscosity rervlti Major nvers, average nver gradients, epicenters. 4 24
m higher mammum pressure ration as shown beside the buried and esposed nft hasms in the southeastern U. $. art
left-hand curve llegher grothermal gradients thus tend to shown m Figure 5. Epicenters in the Soush Carolm Gee.,
metease the rmgmtutes of fluid prenure tranuents in the Scumic Zoat tend to parallel the Broad, Congarce, Coc er '

c
upper crust for a given depth and mtnnue permeability. nver system (Figure 5) The maior Cbirleston, S C., earth.

qvake of August 31,1886 was located near the center of the
13. For ration of ktS, greater than about 03 X {0'' southeastetu part of the Santee ACE (Ashley. Cooper Edisto)

(Figure 4) reauma in pressure transients are m,t delayed River Basms. Together these besms compnse the largrrt
sign Ticantly aller the end of a ramy snod; for ration lets . poundwater basm m it e State, approumately 12,30 mi8
than about 10 s manima tan be delayed sigtn!icantly mth (Snyder,1983). Groundwater basm boundanes are defined
respect to the end of a ramy penod (eth respect to the pnmanly on the basis of surface physiography; basm bounda.
end of a period of cievation of the water table), although ries for deep tegional groundwater flow in the Piedmont may
values ofImatimum pressure ratios are considerably de' approumata these surface defmitions. In the Coastal Plam
creased. Comparison of value.s of pressure ration for the sediments, however, houndaries are not well known below a
two curves indicates that the temperature dependence depth of about 100 ret Corth er at (1981) imaged a buned-
of viscosity has more elTect on pressure ratios fo* smaller Mesozoic nft basm (Vibroscis Line VT,5 on Figure 5) beneath
* *I"'8 ' the Atlanuc Coastal plain near the location of the maior

Charleston, S. C. carthquake of 1886. In addition, the dennty ,SEISMICITY, FR ACTURE PERMEABlWTY. AND
of dikes in the Georgia outh Carolina seismic rene is nouce-

M AJOR RIVER BASINS IN THE SotmIEASRRN U.S' ably greater chan that observed etsewhere +, gland er 4
1983); the dommant direction of the dikes is no,thwest, paral-

M""d7 lel to the scumogenic ione, suggesting that deep crustal in.
The regional spatial distnbution of scismicity m the innsic permeabihty could be consides oly greater in the

southeastern U. $. is ponundorm and nonrandom. Hadley notthwest dhetton, parallel to the aus of the Santet. ACE,

and Devme (1974) contoured historical earthquake frequency basin
for the southeastern U. S. Their results are generally consistent
spaually mth the modern, instrumentally determmed earth- The Crairal Mrgea Stum<e Zo e is locawd in the James
quake epicenters of Sibol and Boilmser (1914) shown in River groundwater basm The tone is biseced by the hmes
Figure 5. Four active areas have been identified: the South River and is approumately comeident with ti.e *Tnasuc
Carchna.Geor ' senmic zona, the Central Viramia Seismic Lowlands * formed by the Scottsville and Richmond Mesozoics

Zone. the Gi!cs County, Virgmia, seismic Zeae, and the East- rtn basms. The spatial distnbution of the epicenters in this
ern Tennessee Seisnuc /.one. In Sach of these areas, focal zone is diliuse. The esit. nest ettent of the instrumentally de-
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p Tigure 5 Major twers, hatorical senmnity. and mstrumentally located epu, enters
flatchunng shows distribution of lladicy and Deune (19N) of > 16 histoncal

3carthquakes per 10* km with mtenuty > M M lli durmg the penod 18tXbl472,

A buned Mesorow basm is clearly imaged on Vibrosen bne VI 5 m the area of
the rnaior Charleston, SC, earthquake of 1886. Epicenters labeled a, b, and c m
North Carohna parallel exposed early Mesoion basms (FMb) and he on an es-
tension of the trend of EMb m central Virgmia.

.

termmed epwenters is approumately the same as that of the The New Rner in %rgmia and the Greenbrtar and
esposed E.arly Mesortnc basms. Kanawha Riven m West Wrgmia approumately bacct the

The Culpeper nft basm m northern Wrgmia is traversed mene Zw (figure 5) l he senmicity is withm
**""''***"'*'II'"****D''***"''^^by the ."raomac River. Mthowh recent senmicity is absent.

early Paleozoic passne margm extended the length of thethe area has been hatoncally actne (Bolhnger,19M).
Appalachians and probably mcluded Cnles (,oumv. S.ergmia,

The absence of estensne senmnity in the Roanoke Rner and eastern Tennessee (Bolhnper and Wheeler,1982) Ro
groundwater basm which drams parts of %rgima and North flection seisme data of Gresko and Costam (19RU support the
Carohna is attributed herem pnmanly to the lower elevations suggestion ofllollinger and Wheeler (1992) that the senmaity
of the beadwaiers of the Roanoke Rner, and consequently to u anociated with I ocambnan nftmg withm the crystalbne
a lower potential for pore pressare Ductuations m the upper basement beneath about 6 km of Palcormc shelf strata The
crust. Southwest of the Roanoke Rner baim, the epnenters nft geometry suggested by the rencetion scismic data m Gdes
marked a, b, and c in North Carolma (Figure 3) are al;gncd County may be smular to that descloped m the Rome T rough.
with exposed MesozoK nft baims to the north and south. a late early Cambnan major nn structure mvolymg crystalbne

C
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hasernent that was reauivated durmg the \lissimppian. The - Butler,1984) m the %stmetamorphic grarutoids (Pnvett,1973;
northwest border fault is in cristalhne hasement and is appar4 Speer er al., 1980,'1981; Secor et al.,19R21, the Mesozoic ss

. endy still actne (figure h _ ~diabases m North Carohna (furbish,1965) and Virgiraa
(Tocu e, 1966t and the Mesozoic sedimeritary rocksFour rivers, includmg the French nroad, that discharge

' ' ' ' ** '## 'I* N'D '"mto the Tennessee River compnse the prmerpal part of Ibe -'ated with the M esoroic diabases are behesed to be
dramage s) stem over the hypocenters in the Tsseme Te==ence contemporaneous with the intrusions (Hutler,1977). Direct
Se in c Zone t rigur* 5),'the spatially largest of the southeast datmg of fracture-hnmg laumentate is beheved to yteld num. I+
seisnue tonet few epwenters and no moor neers are located mum ages and the true ages may be not less dian 150 Ma
immedtatei) northuut of the Tenneuce River. (Gdbert ei aL 1982, Sceor er al; 1984 Contemporaneous

with this fractu!mg is the pervauve redistribution of U m the
fracture permeabihty in the snistheast U, S. postmetamorphic gramtoids (Smha and Mertz,1978,in $ peer

er el.1931) which also suggests fluid circulation-

- The most important fracture perme:Nhtv.m toe crystalline Fracture nuneralers suggests that fracture permeabihty is
rocks of the southessiern l' $ is along rechte.imed fractures not restricted to the near. surface, but is charactenstic of the

,

developed pnmanly dunng the latest nRarig event. These entire crust. The presence oflaumontite and the absence of
trunerals occur as euhedral fracture filhngs and in open vugt, lawsorute, wairalute, and gror 'ar in these fracturef can be q
mdicatmg the fractures were mdeed open. Such fractures are . used to obtain an appronmu maumum prenuie for the
virtually certam to he associated with a substantial now of fracture Glhng and provide an estimane of depths for signincant

. 3

groundwater (Secor er al.,1982, figure 3) If Omd pressure in fracture permeabihty m the southeastern U, S. Uou (1971a,
a fractured crustal volume is more neath hydrostatic (from a b) shomed that the stabihty range of laumomite is absa 1.5
Guid of density p = i gm^cm') rather than hthostats (rock to 3 0 kbar and 150 *C to 275 *C, More periment for the
densiti p * 2 67 gm cm% the maaimum depth at which fractures m the southeastern U. 5 are some of the phase re,
rechte nuneral assemblages can form in the fractures is lations (Figure 2) for laumontite from Bruton and 11elgeson ,

15 20 km. (1983) and the CASil system by perkins er a!. Il9AO). The ,

As much as one. third of southeastern North Amenca may phase relations drawn for hthostatic pressure assume that the [
be underiam by estensive nitmg of Cocambnan and Mesozoic rock density is 2.5 gnecm'; Those for hvorostatic pressure as.

- age that developed near a rassive margm(Wheeler.1983) The sume that the water has a dens ty of I smicm', of most in. .

terest is the stabihty oflaumonute on its own composition. 2zone of Eocambnan larctan niting m the southern
Appalachians was at least 400 km and probably more than 500 laumontite = prehnste + kaolinite + 3 quartz + 5 water. If

,

km wide Sigmficant Tnatsic fautting m the eastern U; S. N F"" '# = 'I*''' to #Ae Aydrosias.c rathn fAan the

nunves that Proterozoic nAmg (Rankm,198,11, and produced "''''#" F""# ' A' d'S h '' * *" A l'"** "'' '** /"'" d
nn basms that are the end products of catensior?! megascops inumed. Using the temperature gradient from Rollinger er el '

crustal stramm Steep to vertical catension fractures in nAed (198$b), the maumum depth at which laumontite can form m
. fractures is 15 kmJ prehmte.Giled fractures could form at

. upper crust are expected to be pervasive. The border faults of'

nn basms are known to have been localaed in sorne instances depths as grea; as 24 km, dermed by the equihbna: prehnete

by reactivation ,along ancient mylomte tones (Ratcliffe and = chnozonne + gronular. + quartz + water for hthostatic
Conditions Une phase relanons shown in pigure 2 suggest thatBurton,1985; Ratchfie er si.1986). It is presumed that this
mmerals in the vems may have formed over a range of condi-latest Mesozoic tilbng event is pnmanly responsible for the
tions. with such mmerals as epidote and alhete fornung earkerdevelopment of the new and reactivated hstnc to steep to vct.
and at higher temperatures than the larnontite.tica! Gacture fabne comrnonly encountered in the southeast

U. S. m near. surface dnthng One marufestation of extensional Thus,it 6 feasib4 that the teohte. lined fractures that are
stram at a passive margm is the injection of steep to vertical ctxnmonly encountered m cores from the southeastern U.S.
dikes that penetrate the crust from the upper mantle dunng are comparable to those constituting fracture permeabihty of ,

- 6e later stages of crustal est 1sion (Ragland er al,1983, and . the crust at depths up to at least 20 km. At greate- depths and :
references theretn1 Such macroscopic stram ts observed in the temperatures, especiaUy dunrig high grade metamorphism. the :|
coutheastem U. S. from the coast to nearly the folded physical conditions will be such that the rocks wGl flow plas.
Appalachians (Rag!and er al.,19:31 tically and thus lose their high permeabihuesL This would be

the lower hrrut of . earthquake occurrences by theThe crystallme rocks of the southeast exhihit widespread
fractures ' hned or Giled with the rechtes laumonute and Hydroseistrucity model. Usmg the depth for a cumulauve 90% -

prehrute m association with calate, epidote, K. feldspar, albite, occunence of earthquakes in a reston a. - estimate of the'

quartz, sidente Duonte, pptum, thaumasne, clay nunerals, depth of the bnttle ducide transition, Boltuur es sl (1985b)
.

and hematiteJ . These trunerals occur as euhedral fracture report the brittle.ductdc transition depth as 20 km in the Val.

fdlings and m open vugs, indicatmg the fractures were/are - ley and Ridge / Blue Ridge and 13 km in the piedmont! Coastal

open. - Such fractures occur m almost every rock type present plam. Based on heat Gow rnodels, these depths correspond to

in the southeast; metamorphic rocks m Virgmia (Bobyarchick temperatures of 250*C and 160*C respecuvely.
,

and Glover,1975) and Sou,h Carolina (Gilbert el al.,1932;r

$2
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Measurements of permesNiity in a borehole can vary by The motsture content above the mater table is a time.
A to 6 orders of magnitude with no s>stemauc tahauon with tar)mg function of m6hration rate, hydrauhc conducuvitY,
depth to several be le se permeabihr wasurements haie eispotranspersuon, etc. such that the fluid pressure below the

jbeen msJe at the $siannah Rher Laborsiur), $outh Carohns, maict table resultmg from ao many inches of rainfall usil he
located m the vicuuty of a itesoroic I suit besirt Manne s'esier than that simply computed from da weight of water
fl%6,1967) reports permeabbties of 10 "cm' to 10* 'emi cefore infiltration because the soil may stra i be,. fur esarn-
in the crystalbrw rocks of the basement at depins of 30 650 ple. M% asturated at the time of mAltrauu,, and more of the

i
perme:behty measurements m too 1,1 km deep holes preapitsuon is able to reach and rue the height of the uater

|
m
drilled in gramtes and amphibolites t. NionuteHo. South table Field detertrunauent of fluid pressures at depth eher '

Carohna are about to " em 8 at three locanons but as little addmg mater are onen observed to be greater than that en.
as in '8cm' at a fourth (7pback and lidman,19th pected simply from the we*ght of water added tpersonal com.

.

mumcauen George pmder,1986), thvi flow equanons in the
TRIGGER MECllANISM5 unsaturated tone are nonhnest. Thus the unsaturated rone

%e have three choices for the uigger trechannms for our may play an irnportant role with regard M hoth the magmtude
" "" * N MI' F" * " * * * ** ' '' Nhtpothesis, seistrucitt can be induced by rosmg the thest

stress. by reducmg the shear strength of rocks. or both, We arsied donnuard from a rechstge area

beheve the following pla) an imputtant role m the specifics of Ambsent stresses at hypotentral depths are on the order
the hydroteistrucity trigger mechantam of blobars. ceunal earthquakes reheve on!) part of this stress

and recent determ,nauens indicate street drope of tens of bare1. Mecharucal delheson e..i 1,6 pressure from recharge areas
to a fractured crust, and or less (Simpson. IRI. Tor an lntraplate earthquake of

%= 32 M, = 3 0, the average stress drop u 10 bart; for

? Chemical the dosoluuon m reaction of minerals with the M, * 7, the hverage stress drop te only about 33 bars (Nuttli.-

pore Duid. Post:hl) erf ni by an entstirig stren, that
resuhe m weakenmg cl A ...cks along preesistmg fraca The posuble ongms of tectoruc stren in the cattern U. S.
tures-

have been reviewed by others A stets direction of
The relauwe imperisnce of these tuo is not mell denned at the "" " ' "I

'

pretert however, m the generally uniform stress Geld of ihe "* " "I" " * * * ' * " * * * I '"'" I"

eastern VS.,it is more hie |v that failure would occur by Grit the esisern U. 5., and a related to the tectonics of the North ,

;
lowennt the strength of the rock hv chenucal means followed Amer'tah Plate, not to local perturbatons (llaimson,1973,
by the mechurucal effects of the fluad prceiure transier:ts. ad er R$a; 2eack and Ma4 Mg4 liigher

hortrontal stren m the uppet km of ee trust is 4 common,
Mechamcal but tmesplamed, charactenstic of the regional stress 6 tid

llydroscistrucity ammes seismicit? is triggered by tran. (llaimson,19 f t). In the Michigan hum ihe vertical and
sient increases m the height of the water table that resu!t m the mastmum hortiontal strentes a,e close in magnitude over the

diffusion tf port pressure transients to hypocentral depths depth mterval 3 3 km to that both nede shp and normal
from secharge areas of groundester basms.1he crust is as, faultmg ste favored (llaunton,1978).

sumed to be m a prestressed state close to fadure. Under this The role of Dued pressure tranuents u a untrucuy tr gser
assurnption, the magnitude of the required tnggenng n.ets can would be important in a gravuploaded crust withm which the
be a small fractier of a bar and such small transient meresses hortrontal hthostaus stress, o,, is sust enough to prevent lat.

j
i

m fluid pressure can be transtrutted tens of km in a fractured eral saam, and o, is related to M terucal. hthostatic
e+ust, The rnagratude of the Duid pressure transient from a "'"s.o., by Poisson ratio, r

ngle storm will depend not only on the amount of precipi. '

tation, but also on the already present moisture content of the ,
8 *e 0:

unsaturated ronc above the water table. During the earmer ,g,g,
summer penods, the sod dnes Oceantonal tamstorms may re*,

| sult m tr ort. term n$es m tod motsture content, but there it If v * 0.3, the stren is hydrostauc If v = 0, the rock is per.
| generslly no significant groundwater techarge. Et:epuonally fectiy ngid and requires no lateral rentamt,i e., o, = 0. Tha l

| heavy summer rams replenish the depleted sud moisture and Mdroumc Ouid pressure to 20 km for a gnen geothermal
}

raise the water content above Geld capacity, creats a wave of gradient murt be deterrruned by integration usmg the equauon -)
'

m6hrated water that- passes downward through the soil. of state of mater (llaar er et,1984L If a fractured volume with
i

- moisturt tone and put the roots of plants that would other. vertical hydrauhc contmuity were m place, then for y = 0,25 I
wise retam (M water if the inAltranon rats werg lower, and in a gravity leaded crutt. hydrostaue Ditui pressure alone l

thus recharge the groundwater teservoir caus.ng the water ta. would provide most of the stress required to start crack
,

ble to nse tfetter,1980L ddauon, which ssught lead to faultmg for v = 42), the
lg g i
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crepiti sosne 6 to 9 unoriths later; ther tuggts1ed that this
regu red trurumum sitttt for crack ddstion. without requir,rrg dcin renpris trannent pcre preiture changu at depth The
tratisient mcreases in Guid p+esture. Stod ei s! (19th report equnsient prenure change frein matimum to rmmmum Road
m situ nlues of the least bewonra) stren at 4 tina Mountam stage is 0 9 bar, benevu, when the nier teiel charges tcore-m the rifted flaun and Range pronmct that woubt be about
esival to the nued arenure as tr,essured from a mater taNe at spondmg to a ct ante of 0 ) bars in a relained short imie,

the surface f tnai mcchannms mdicate rredommantly strike- there a an almost metantaneous chante ( * 1 month) m
shp metion on steeph Jg ,ug nodal piantt, consistent with earthquake frequency Comeriely, a sudden dre.p 4n the roer

the Yuus Mountain strest tegtme (Stod er al,6015), and f a- results m a sudden decreate m sentniaty and sue scrsa 1 arter
t he rnagtntude earthquakes (m * 2) are mDucriced by stagevenng motion on prettistmg serucal riar'et of *caknen

crun is able to mlas, honner, probabh to different degrees rnanima and trumma, *>th a greater nuher of larp' ruagrm
at diff. ent depths, #nJ s reation e,* e, is more plaunNe tuje earthquako after ( > l month a high etege Nata i

(19th resulti suggen that a frac + ion of a bar a tufTiaent to
At Mentattfo Retenosr. $outh Carchna. lleimson anJ

Zoback (19 AO found that the icant herirental streteet were
er gger sennwi) m the oned crust of the New WdnJ area

leo than the calcwatcJ scrtical streit, but that the dderena M pton (19W noted that episodes of uctierated stren
betsetn the horaon'al prme pal strenes wat too small to be intnase ma) t=e niponsiNe fer triggerms tiatural tennvcdy
respons>Ne for tither ' tier , striaealt aultmg They seg,f Th' tngprms of earthquake swarms by eater sevel char <tes
gested that, becauit of persare fracturmg, m edu stress de- ofless than one rneter (equitaient to < 0 i bari at some sitte
terrrunaticns over a depth range of 1%M m may represent of ruumbinduced seitmarity ivi stself suppcrtt the idea that
the strtical lithostatic stress rather than a horirontal stren= "**' city can be tr:ggered on faults that otherwise remam
Thus, m situ determmations of horvental stresiti m derrer caw nen at unu W (bu to faiku $npm M
hoies in the eastern I ruted $tates remams an tmpoitant oh- " " * * "" ""'#*""""' '^#"*"*"

" ' " '' " ' * * "' '* *tecme that may be:p to correlate m utu strent acterrrunationi
u,th the sirike tit motivn aler;g tieer to sertical faults (pen idly lead to mereawd icismmes ir the canern I1 1, we tut.

meat :ture conduittp ind<ated by emhavate fault mech ^ gest that such small trentient mcetates m Du'd prepare are
anam , .nd contatent math the II)drottismitus hypothesis sufTioent to ingger earthquaLe m a crutt alreadv p'estreerd

which requires such permeaNhty to depths of 1,Qn kin- or sinh 4orraded to near failure

As suggestea by othere the crust in mant piaces n mkal
.

stretted to r$ car failure We are suggestmg that the introdJc-
tion of prenure tramients frort recharge areas of grouridwater in adddson to the triechanKal effectt of tbc transient Oum

basms and the longetderm effects of hydrolytg weakenmg are prutures in fracturet, changes in the physaal properties of the
rocks can be brought about by the slower mtroduction of ne*

sufficient to tr gger mtraplate earthquakes m the southeastern thnd mio th. fractures These changes cm be accompidhcd
U.S through putely cherrucal means chemical dissolution of re-

1.he rocks on ca6h side of an approsimately vertical fault action of the manerab m re'pesse to changu in the pore duid
plane are kept apart partly by a stress withm aspenties that rnposition, static preuust, of temperature (corrosion) This
separate the fracture walls, and partly by the Ouid prenure e trosion can utaken the rock drectly or produce secondary
that fills the fracture space (for stamp'e,llubbert and Rubey, mmerals (corronon products) that can lubricate the faults
1939; Tree 7e and Cherry,1979 A If the total stress acrois the Ta|wans and Acree (1985) noted that the mechamcal e fects

r

vertgal ftveture is assumed to remam conttant, then an in- of pore prenure control the spanal and te;nporal pattern of
crease in Guid pressure results in a decrease m iritergranular reservoir-mduced senmioty, but that the actual onset of

An meresse m the volutne of water (load) m rivers mi- uamicity rnay De mnurnced by the chemgal eficct of matet
stress
tially tends to mcrease mtergranular strett at hyporentral redacm3 the coefficent of friction by deselopmg c!ay minerals

depths; pore pressure difIusion upward mto the river from be- that fill preetWmg fractures.

low tende to decreau it at these same depths _ Although The changes m physwal properties of the rocks can also
changes m ntergranular stress are probably small, the inter. tie accomphshed by cherrucal e6ects teorrounn) scong to-
play of both factors may need to be considered in, for etample' gether w,tb rnechantcal forces, causirt strength isdure m cases
the New Madnd area in addiuon, an increase in head in the here mechan cal muuentes acung alone or chem. cal mnu-

discharge area (nver) would propagate a pressure pulse bark erges actmg alone would be ineflective Cumhmaton of static

toward the rerharge area. Rivers receive a frecuan of their stresses, either rendual or appir ;nd mincral dissoluuon or
volume from below the river (Figure 1) The cornianons be- reacuon would produce an effecs .nalcgous to tireu corronon

tween t! vers, ramfall, and seistrucity teported ey others appear crackmg Combmauon of repeated nrenes and mmeral dis-

to be consistent with common groundwater flow models that intution or reaction *ould rticit in a fa. lure analogous to

ancorporate vanations of flow (diffuuon of pore pressure. p) cerrosion faugue. The reduced stretisth of the rock m these

mto nvers from below. Nata (19th and Nava and Johnsten caics is a result of the cherrucal attuk on defects indwed :n
(1984 noted that when the Missisimpi River is at its mate the trunerals b) the sucis The defects are enere cherrinaDv re-
mum stagt, carthquake frequency m the New Madnd 4.ca in- active tnan the more ordered areas of the mmeral and are the

M
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sites of strer'sth-reduueg corronen The betti can aho act wate! m quarts can he detected (Paterton,1984 Mmeral de.
as pathens for the reasurg spreien The tcate of the defects fects and fractures of all tiset are therefore essential as re-
un range from the sietmc fie , dalmatiora etc ) through the action specnet patt mavi sno restuon sitet
nwroscttec (rnicrofractureti to the megatcopic (fracturest

"WU " *#'"*
T he presente of 0u61 such as mater *1th anj muheut

other dascheJ ipeace. han mtanabh been found te decreate Rimitidt and !!arnes (10km shened that the rate of quaru
remarkabit .Se strtrgth of rcKks m mera ett.criments t Untit, preopitation decreates drosotally at ternperature meresses
lWl lhe pomare ;or+pme agera responWe far the stregth %ngevme el el (19RD mgp sted that themical hth Gration
reJucun of siht.te mmerals is mater Whoir 10t A, t hams. (cementauon) occurs on an active fault hetween earthquakts-

10E le R out. 8% The presence of trate amtwr.tt of water lhev alvame a pornut. unter taturated aggtegatt of quarti
diamaticany iomert the transition tempetsture for the onset graint. per sture solution tautet datoluuon at the h!ghly
of dislMation creer e quarts 14 clh 10 A T umt and Yund, strened gram contattr. and the resultmg tolute is precipitated
19R Lbson.10W for the quartt.sater statem, the tiroeg nearby at a cement Angtime and f urcotte (1914 supetted
stcon engen bondt are replaced wiih mu(h meaker hidregen that porotdv reduction by pressure totution rr.aY play an im.
bondt 4 Atkmton,1942) Charles fla491 stw ied the static fa- portant role m the htNfication of sandstones and hmenttmet,
tque of a number of uhtetes and ontdet anJ found them to resultmg m a dec . ate of pettneshihty with porotity, hmdenng
be aune orrular n behavir r, and that stauc fatigue it due to Cud migration and generatirg esceu Muid prenures
hydration of the smcon.otygen bond Gnggi(10A dm;sted Takahashi et o! (Im) presented espenmental results on
other types of weakenmg due to the presence of water, and " " " ' ' " * " " * "d"f* " # ''"d' *8le Rout (IM and Stuart ana Anderson (10% have pen. high temperatute watet up to MO *C that support our basic
posed dderent typ of cononion reac* ions Guen the po. * *
tantial s ancty of rmr.e+ alt, dubd competitions. and phymal

'' " * "
conditwns intohed, ddTerir g reactions can he etpcaed hourt for temperatures rar'gmg from IM 'C to 3M *C. Raten

Wmtsch and Dunnmg (19531 r oted that t%c dermt) of of mercate of permubiliti are considerablv hqu.t at i W 'C
dislocatiens m quart 2 it generaih tom, probs too small to than at 2W 'C.
afTect chenucal prxcurt however. d ticcation denunes may 3
etcced 10i: 1.ne u9 8 m a srna 1 fraa e of most quarti grams g
al 'argies, pileurt, and wbgram * ant. lhet pomted out that Secause the formation of nucouacks leads to more surface
this high denuty of dmocations reuy t>genGcantly .ncrease the g g
diuolution of q%rti at those sites lhis prucco they call ution trantier of a minetal mvoken (Durnev,19%
stram solution and, unthe pressure solution. may occur under
nydrostatic pretture (Wmtsch and Durmmg,19th As the 1 Pressure enhanced dittelution at grain contacts,
high density cf dalocations results from streu. psit or present,i

the prottu theret featuret m common with ttrets corrosion 7 Solute transport through an mtergranu|ar Guid fdn, and
and fangue corrosion. The resulong h.gh actmty of aqueous
sihca mould estabbsh cherrucal potenual gradierus of 5 0, that Preapitation of solute on a free ges'n surface'

would drive the deflus'se mass transfer of itO, out of a f ault
torie (Wmtsch anJ Dunnmg,198h Al holed by Arilevme er el. (19th the history of the solute

after pressure solution is not completely known They sug.
.These observations on the mnuence of water and dalo- gested that it is immed.alely reprecipitated loulh to decreate

canons on the streegth of rocks lead to the commonly ascd
~

term hydrohuc w eakenmg, which comhmet speci ic elements,
teen a al me annm c mparaW M punute Wumn

m varymg degrees, from what we term he e cortenon, strets
t urnceam mma at a, N rate d wat h

corrouon, and corronen fatigue. Hydrohuc wcakening de- * " " '" N * " *
pends !argely on temperature, pressure, and the presence of

"I'"*** * "Y * " ** "F#rrucrofractures ( Paterion, 1986 and references there m.
taa henn n. about of W mck dum M a

Ho| land, 190, Roem, 1978, F ournier and Potter. 19R2, groundwater basm is m the recharge volume Therefore, m
U_ n g gt. 19M) Kir by and Kronenberg (1940 noted that most 180*H of the rock volume of the grounds sier basms the
nucroftactunng, the pnmary mechannm of creen m bnttle temperature will mutate m the (dowmmardi direction of Gow
rock at low temperatutes and prenuret, n cuennal to the g
hydrolvoc weakenmg procest and the mtroduction of i()lh g , yg
mio quarti The hvoroivue mensenmg espenments of firiggs (Figun is may not precipitate untd the smaner (dmharge)
and Dlacic (1964 and lilac c (1964 and Ord and llobb' rock volume is reached
(1986), u,dicated a substantal penetranon of water related
speces mto quant from a hydrous environment at An dlustratne exampie is quartt. a common mmeral m

|(u nk lin) MPa and lieu lWK, however. if crackmg of the e staihr:e ruks of the southeastern d S Paterma (s986)
sneamens is ugo'oum aneided, no sigruncant penetration of destinped the thermodynarruc model of Doukhan and Trepied
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(19851 for mater soluNiity m quartr, based on the 4||* trander of aqueous SiO, unsy from the tangle and of dntmg=

$i'* substitutwn, le , four hydregens substituted for a sdscon truneral reactions that are mett. stable with respect to stram.
(McClaren et al.19th, and included the vartaiton m ot) gen free quarts Additional empenmental data may be required to
fuganty as util as the solubhry of quaru it; mater Ord and estalbsh a quanutatne alauenship between ternperature,
llobbi(1986) suggested a less segular structural substitution Duid presture, quatts solub hty, stress corrosion, corrosion fa.
of(Oll) m quarti m defects, rather than a all* = $t" nuh. tigue, and earthquake frequency. The shapes of the quarts
stituuon solutwhty curves for high heat Sow areas (Tigure 6a, b) re.

sernble the depth frequency dittribution of hypocenters asThe soluNhty of quartz m pure mater undet different shown by Meissner and Strehlau (1982) for miraplate earth-
condinons of temperature and Guid pressure is shown m fig. qua W W MW dau sup eerdote, & W
ute ti Solubhty is plotted on the vertical ausu fluid pressure soluhhty rnay be a factot controlhng the vertical t' eNuon
is assumed to be hydrostatic in a crust with hydraube conti. g g, g,
nuny to the surface, and was deterrrvned by vertical mte.
grauen to the desired depth, t. of the de'inity of water over the g
temperature range defmed by the geothermal gradient. Density
was obtamed from the equanes of state of ester (flaar et al., Deep (320 km) reservost induced earthquales are en.
19440 The solubthey of quarts . water man then deterrruned den (e for preesistitg frecure pe.fmeabbty already m place at
from the spenfec volume of water usirig the equauon t4 bypocentral dept. , sugesttrig that the fractures are already
Tourneer and pouer (1922) The temperature correspond! rig open and are et soon 1,ecome Ausd.fdled. Open fractures im.
to a given soluNhty on Tigure 6 is the product of the ply fracture roughness, s e 4 aspenues, that keep the fractures
geothermal gradient and the depth open even m an ambent tectonic stress field There is evidence

that cracks m crystalbne rocks may not close even at high
Most conspicuous on figure 6 are the changes m quartt pressures utitd ductde condiuons are reached (Gale,1973,

soluhhty in grothermal gra Sents from 20 fd *CKrrt These pratt er al,1977) Gang /s (1978) * bed of nails" model sup.
changes occur o*er depth r . get that are almost the same as ports this assumption Carlson and Car gi(1933) reviewed the
those for masimum mtraplate earthquake frequency, In the eg,,1 ^f cracks on the pressure dependenct of p wave veloci-
four scistruc tones of the eastern U. 5 earthquake frequency tie, m cry,t,th,,, ,,cg, unmg the * bed of nail " model that
peaks at 11) kmlfegure 2h for the cauern United States deternbes the pressure dependence of velocity remarkably well
(about 20 'Cim) the soluNhty of quarts in pure mater under tp to pressures af Son Mpa= f n this model, the geometry of a
hydrostauc pressure increases nonhnearly from about 6 to real crack is approssmated by a rnechankally equivalent dis.
2300 rpm over the depth range from 040 km, Relatively inbution of cyhndrical rods of dinerent length, i e., aspenty |
rapid changes m the ate of quartz soluhhty versus depth oc. heights Gangi s model suggests that the mecharucally equiv.
cut over the depth b tal of 5.l; km for grad >ents above alent dutnbuuon of cyhndrical rods of d#crent length, l. e.,
about 33'CKm (Figo 6b, c) In gradients lugher thari aspenty heights, successfuDy used to model real cracks, might
about $5'CKm discrete volubthty mauma occur at depths of keep cracks open even at high stresses Higher stress concen.
7 9 km (Figure 6a, b) trations at and withm aspenties are a necessary consequence

of such a model it w:ll kr.own that hyd .use weakerungThe results shown in Figure 6 are for pure water. Fur.
of quartz is a function of strees and temperature, and wouldthermore, they cortvev nothms about the kmeuct (Ramsudt

and Barnes.1980) of'the solubihty of quartt The pnnetpal presumably take place within aspenties and at aspenty son.

morphology (maximum) on Figuta 4 is due to the behavior tacts. N pusence of mater m the environment of a crack tip
,

of water near the snucal pomt. In the cristalkne crust of the Can faCatale cmk prop 888 bon h pronWmg weakenmg n.
''""Osoutheast U.S. the presence of addiuonal cherrucal compo.

nentt such as CO, might shift the enocal pomt of water to Regardless of the d4erenes Ween the masimum and
shallower depths, m the nght 6tecuon for a closer corre. trunamum stresses, an merease in fluid pressure in fractures
spondence between masima m quartz solubibty and the depth secompanied by mechanical and/or chemical stress corronen
of frequency rnastma cf earthquakes. At the present tune, es* wdl decrease the shear strength of rocks in the eastern U.S.,
cept for the general direction of shift the efTects of addauonal we suggest that this is sufTicient to trigges earthquakes in a
chemical components on the entical po' : of water are poorly crust already stressed to ficar.fadure.
known. The effect of shiftmg the depth of the cntical pomt is
probably more important than any change in quartz solubihty in most (80%) of the rock volunie of the groundwater

that might occur. The eGects of stress corrosion on nuneral basms hypothesued to encornpass flowknes along which

solubehty have not been mcorporated into Figure 6 Wintsch earthquakes are tnggered in the flydroneismicity hypothesis,

and Dunrung (1983) calculated the energy stored m dsslo. the geothertnal gradient will meresse m the direcuon of deep

i cauons m quartz as a funcuen of dislocation density, The lo. How from recharge areas; therefore, quaru placed mto sol.

cal high dens ty of dislocauons m pneups and tangles niay ution along a downmard nowhne from a recharge area
result m the addiuon of joules per mole that (1) sigmficantly (Figure 1) should not precipitate. As the Dowknes return to

increase the solubihty of the local region of the tangle at smaD the surfsca the solubihty of quaru wdl decrease as the tem.

fluid! rock ratios. and (2) are capable of dnving oifTusive mass perature decreases; this model is consistent with widespread

|-
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figure 6. Solubility of quarts in pure water, a) Contour plot of quarti solubihty vertus
depth Dr geothermal gradients from 20-M 'C/Km Solubihty of quarti m
parts per mdhon (ppm) b) l'cripective plot of (a), Presente of CO, or
methane in unter will change the tritical pomt of water and thus the depthe m
the cru't at which manima in solubihty occur. c) Contout plot of the rate of
quarte solubihty tersas depth for geothermal graJicnts from X140 *C/Knt
Conicur mtervalis ppm /km of depth d) Perspectne plot of(c).
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occurrences of Stie gramed SiO, that Gil small fractures com4 basir a that provnie an adequate supply of unter to the upper.
moni) observed a the crystalhne piedmont and trud4 rust, and h a crust math fracture permeaNhty J at

is itctomcally stressed close to failure, it a suggested th61 m
Transient mcreance m Guid potential in the fracture must

M Wies with a combmation of connected fractures andmduce dew from the site of pressure solution to the mterior
adequate groundmater natural mcreaset m hedrauhe head m

of an aspenty, in the same mannet as conceptually assumed
recharge areas of groundwater basms cart be transmitted tofor a de t le.porosit) groundwater dow model 1his now it
depths of 1040 km sn the crystalbne upper crutt, and therebyresersMe. as it is m a double-porosity moJc!. Rates of duid
trigger earthquakes via a now path geornett) that resemhicstransfer wdl degnd on relatne fracture and asperity escept for scale the model famihar to steundaster

permeabihties, and on the local hsdraube gradierit at the hydrologists for near surface now. Furthermore. an mcreate
Outd aspenir mierface, but if an ambient tectomt stress is

m head m she dmharge area (rner) would proragste a pres-
cor tmvally replerushed. then ratios of nuid pressure to *mter. sure pulse back touard the recharge area possibie trigger
granviar* stress within asper ties trught reach values close to enechanisms for Hydrose snucity include small mcreates in
unity if asperity pertnesNiity ts low enough to p'eseM the es* fluid pressure at h>pocentral depths caused by mcreases m the
care of pore Omd anJ thus decrease the structuralintegntv of height of the water table in recharge arra(al, and hydrolstic
the aspentym permeaNhty m1 thin an aspenfy may be reduced weaken, rig of trunerali that leads to structural weakemng
by a mechamsm simdat to that proposed by Angtune and 11und pressure transients from storms are hypothesired to
Turcotte (logh Transient increases m Duid pressure within propagate doutiward f'o m recharge areas via fractu'e -
esper ties wd1 decrease rock strength and promote rock fadure pertnesbehty to depths of at least 20 km We hypothesire that
for a fracture fabrie favorably or ented math resp' d T" Wusion of pate pressure provida a small transient mtresse
bient tectome stress face at th4 pressure and mod 46 cation of amNent chemical condn

rab, of br ttle rsetenals by maumum 6en- e eres . c. ' W>
i,'ractured crustal volume already under a tectonic-the bow trm of asperaties in fractures TWed s w rerf <e "p sheer strerigth of rocks is decreated b) these

q
Owd (stres terronen) could further weaken the % ed>* Ma ar a9 'nggers carthquaken.
Tiacture Regional planes' of weakness msght therefore "

The four ritncipal seismogeruc tolurnet m the toutheatt-
espec4 to develop at Pfeferred onentatioris with respect to

em ti 5 are witNn groutidwater basme capable of provedmgan e ment tectome stress field, such drections mouM be
an abundant suoply 6f water te the crutt, and the ai o mier. Itstrongly mauenced by pre-esistmg fractures anJ structu*al
sect Leambnari or Mesoroic rifted crust. The ger>uMnterfabnc. Boiheger (IM61 has, tn fact observed that focal
basms have the largest surface recharge stems as well as nwrnechanisms m the southeast U S can be separaird out mto
with the highest everage stream gradients si rneatured from I

preferred onentations-
theit headwaters to the raillve

Posoble tr,gger mechamsms for flydroscierrucity thus m*
The various tipes of evidence for deep OmJ flow reviewedclude:

above indicate that crystalhne rocks can have ognificant
I, An meresse in fluid pressure at hypocentral depths caused nrrneabihty to depths of 10 to 20 km durmg and subsequent

by an increase m the height of the water table m recharge to a metamorphic and igneous event.1he permeabihty of the
arealsh The pressure meresse is transmitted relatively rocks is hight) vanable Guid is most hkely present m fractures
rapidly na the network of crustat fractures which contmuously own as older ones clote. Although in

some small areas fractures may be abierit. it is clear that large
,

2. Hydeolytic weakenmg by cor osion. stress corrosion, or volumes of the cruit thould have subent nutnhers of frac.
corrosion fatigue leading to structural weakerung of the sures to be qinte permeable. The volume of fluid is hkely to
crust. Changes m the chenucal and phyncal conditions be sign Scant and thus able to charige the stotopic and perhart
necessary for the corrosion are brought about by the slow, elemental composition of the rocks 1he water it also hkely
contmual introduction of new g'oundwater Mi. seral de. to be mettonc m a stable area such as the southeast U.S
Tects and rock fractures of all stres serve as reaction spe-
etes pathways and reaction sites. TM M mm km p@W m W ph

rocas of the southeastern U. S. is along ecohte.hned fractures
developed pnmartly dunns the latest fining event These

The hydrolytic weakenmg is a slow procett reducing the shear rrunerals occur as euhedral fratture filhngs and m open vuss,
strefigth of the rocks probably to near fadure The Oued pres- mdicatmg open fractures if fluid pressure m a hvdraubcally
sure transients wo Ad then serve to 'ingger" an carthquake in connected, fractured crust is more nearly hydrostatic (from a
a conventional sense Dusd of density p * 1 gm,cm') rather than hthottatic (rocit,

density p = 2 67 grrverr.'), the maumum depth at which
EUMM ARY AND CONC 1.0$10NS eechte truneral assemblages can form m the fractures is 13-20i

'

km Observed deep (is20 km) reservoir-mduced earthquakesA new hypotheus termed Hydroseistmcity is proposed t
are evidence for preentting fracture permeaNhty already mesplam some mtraplate seismicity. It.: basis is a correlauon

between 1) seismogeruc crustal volumes. 2) gravity dnven nver place at hypocentral depths. Open fractures imply fracture
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Hydrime6smkuy

roughtiess, i t.. aspines, that keep the fracturet e, pen even in ACIAOw LIDGE minis
an ambient tectose stress field Ihgher streti coricentretions . initial work mas sponscred by a Small proiects Grant
at had m,thm asperit.*s are a neccesar) consequerice of such a from the Collegt of Arts arW $ciences of Virgmia polytechrue I'
model flydrolyt'e iseauruar of quarta is a function of stress gg, g $g gg q gg y
and temperaturs and should taki pMe at and within criticism from an anonyrrio.is refetee that substantially im-
' " " " preved the rnanusutpt. professors Markus 94th llitoyuki

The foer pnncipal seismoriruc volumes m the touthesit. Abe. Itaru Maeda, and t Shoji kmdly read and commented

ern (T. $. are withm relatively high average strearmgradient on drafts of the inanuscript. Stimulating discussioris about the

grantpdtnen groundmatet basms thu can provide an abun. chemistry of OmJs. quarti solubihty, and ersucal pomts with

dam surply of mater to the crust, and that mtersect known or il Bodnar and D. Rimsudt are gratefuHv uknomiedged We

suspected liocambrian or Meseroic nfted crust- The host remain responsible however. for any erro a of fact or mter-

basma also hait the largest surface recharge areas Seismicity pre ation about the resible role of mater n the occurrence
.

m tbo southeast it $. is charactertred spatially M steeply. of mttsplate seitnwity

dippirig nodal planes and Nfuse alignments and clusters of
epicenters These are all characteristics that sic consistent NifERENCES
with a steep to vertical fracture fabne that is currently bems

Argoirie. CL, D L Tureotte, and M D l'urmth (1982)rtactnated by port pressure ddTusion from the surface re. pressure soluuon hthincanon as a mechanism for the
charge of groundanter basms, stuk slip behavior of faults.1enomrt 1.131 160

The hypothesis of flydroteismscity mcotporates a diversity
of physical phenomens located mell within the crust where Angerme. C L and D L lurcotte U983) porosity reducuon

h prosure soluum A WMal mom M quam
they are dEcult to study, Nevertheless.-Ilydroscistrucity is a atttutes. Bull Geol Soc Am . 44. I129 l134-

testable hypothesis Measuremeni of the elevation of the wa.
ter table to a direct measurement of the entrgy per unit weight Aggm,og g ((|9|;g e bcntical track propagation in rocks:iu

of groundwater at the well point. - No attempt has )et been theory, esperimental results and applicauoni. /. Suno
tnade to correlate regional spatial and temporal changes m 15e swal Geot, 4, 41 36.

elevauon of the matet table ter other potem.ometric serN4 gg g
with setsfrucith Although these data ma) aircad) be available Guids in fractured porous rnedia. ,a Development m $od
at adequate spatial tampimg. the temporal camphng tmerval $cience. Fundamentals of Transport phenomeria en
may not be adequate The data that are available may he dif- Porous Media. 2.177< 202. Elsevier. Amiterdam
Scult to mterpret if well pomts sampie loc.aHy confmed es *cil
as unconfmed systems Details of well construcuen may not Bell, Mt. and A. Nur (1978 L Strength chariges due to
be known and local anisotropy m irecture permeshihty should reservoir mduced pore pressure and stresses and apph-
he recogntied. It may be several years before the cation to L.ske Oroville. J. GearAye Aes. ID.
Edtmensernal regional movenient of a mater tabie surface can 4469 4483,

be rehal4y compared with the temporal and spaual distrib- Bmt, h P41) General theory of three-dimensional con-
ution of scumient. Tacte is evidence fot reservoir 4nduced - sohdauon, J. AprL l'hys.. I2. I$S 164.
seistructv because both the elevations of the water level m the
reservoir and the locanons of the mduced earthquakes are Blackwell. D D.U9R4L llcat now m tLs (daho Bathohth EOS
more readily available- (An Geophys Union 7 sam 6$.112t1

Six seisnue events occurrel durms January and Februtry* Bobprchick. A R., and L Glover, 111(19?91 Deformat on
; 1981, m the vicinity of $cottsville, Virsmia twestern edet of the- and metamorphism m the flylas sene and adiacent parts

.

central Virginia sciemic tone) and withm 3 km of the James of the eastern piedmont m Virgima, Sull Geol Soc
: Liver. Of these, the 3 latgent (mbiL g)= 14, 3.2. 2 9| occurred Aat . H. 739 752
ivithm a pened of A riunu'en and were felt with MMl= lV

"C #*''"****"'

These events ape'at to define a tabwar source volume at a 8d*8"* O A N 5''.'"63, "178bi kn8-
*

Bull Seun Soc. An
-

depth of between 3 and to km that strikes northcasterly and
dips steeply to the southeast ($ibol and fl>lbriger 1931) We Itolhr ger. O.A. (1936). Network results for Virgwa i mira.
do not yet have the meteorologisal eta to correlate wnh this plate seitnucity spatial and mechanical variability,
seismic episode, but given its ternporally protracted nature (19 EarAp.aAe Nodes. $7. 6

Jan.12 Feb) it could reprennt rnponse to a propagens, ,

Bolkneer. GA and R.L Wheeler (1942L The Giles County,trarisient fluid pressure pulse. Virgmia, seismogenic tone-+ $cismolegical results and
it is rmportant to note that the liydroteistrucny model has geological mterpretsuons. U.S. Geologeral Suncy Opesi

the potential for fortcasung earthquake xcurrence. That n. . f* Aerorr #NU.136 pp.
should the model prove viabie, and' the crustal ditTusmty

Dengyr, G A and R L Wheeler (1985). The Odes County,characterisucs that follow changes in the elevapen of the water **'N""* " * * "' '

table can be estabbshed, then earthquakes subsequent to basin
recharge auld m prmeiple be anucipated.
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Bothneer, O A., A G. Teague, J W. Munse), and A C, (> rake, N F. (1912). Destrucuve earthquakes m Cluna, /lutt.
)ehnston (1985at Focal Mechanism Analyses for ' Setsm Soc Amer 4 2,491 and 124131
Vir gima and fastern Tennence farthquakes
(1978-19841, Atror NUALGiCRJ238 A 4. 83 p, U 5. Etheridge, M A, VJ Watl, and R 11 Vernon (19841hc role
Nuclear llegulatore Comnuenon, 1787 11 Sucet, of the Duid phase during regional metamorphism and
Washington, DC 20$33, U pp. deformation. J. Mar. Ctet., I, 203 226

Bothnger. G A., M.C Chapman, M1 tbol, and J K. Contam Ethendge, M A. V.J. Wall, $ F. Cot, and R.ll. Vernon (1984 L
(19tSdt An anahsis of earthquake focal depths m the lbsh Auid pressures durtrig enetamorphism and defor.
southeastern U $4 6eophys Ats. Ltri,12. 7Ak182- mauon; imphcapons for mats trantp-rt and deforma.

Drace W T., C. Silvet. K. lladley, and C Opette (1972L uon rnerhanisma, /. Geophys. Krs , 39, 4344.4)$$

Cracks and pores A closer look. Scitg<t. 178162.lte
Dans, aM. (19r,6L 1he Denser area carthquakes and the
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A new tectonic model of the Appalachian orogen indicates that only one terrane
boundary is present in the Piedmont and Blue Ridge of the cen'.ral and scut"en
Appalachians. This terrane boundary is the Taconic suture, which has been
transported in the allochthonous Blue Rioge/ Piedmont crystalline thrust nappe and
is repeated at the surface by faulting and folding caused by later Paleozoic

,

orogenies. The suture passes through the lower crust and lithosphere somewhere
I east of Richmond. It is spatially associated with seismicity in the central

Virginia seismic zone, but is not comformable with earthquake focal planes and
appears to have little causal relation to their localization.
Subsurf ace structure in the central Virginia seismic zone differs from that along
strike in the aseismic Roanoke River traverse. The metamorphic plate is 9 km
thick in the central Virginia seismic zonc but only 3 km thick near the Roanoke
River. The central Virginia seismic zone may be more pervasively broken by
distributed high angle normal faults than the Roanoke River area. Preliminary
attempts to fit a single regional p-axis to all of the planes of Munsey and
Bollinger (1985) give an apparently good fit for a N55' E trending p-axis. This
is subparallel to the dominant NE regional p-axis west of the Appalachians.
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